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PROJECT EDITS
SUMMARY

The Educators Information Technology System (EDITS)
was implemented by InTech Corporation, Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania, for the purpose of broadening and strengthening
the qualifications of educators in order to meet the
nation's critical needs for expanded knowledge of electronic
data processing. By providing a broad range of high quality
training, responsive to changing education and manpower needs,
Project EDITS was designed to accomplish the following
objectives:

1. Instruct teachers in a comprehensive data processing
program with the most recent equipment (third
generation hardware and software), thereby developing
trained educators capable of teaching data processing
courses.

Broaden the knowledge of educators by making them
aware of the impact of computers on their own lives
and of existing utilization within their own pro-
fessions.

Allow teachers to develop their own techniques that
will implement computer information technology
as an effective classroom tool and a potent
administrative device within their school districts.

Data processing is one of the most rapidly expanding
industries in the world. Each and every day, new solutions
to age old problems are derived through data processing.
The rapid escalation and new technological breakthroughs
make possible still further expansion of the problem solving
capabilities of data processing equipment. However, this
dynamic growth has created a "people gap" that leaves the
problem solving capabilities of computers widely untapped.

Since data processing has such a great impact on all
of our lives and will have an even greater one, it is
imperative that knowledge of the industry be more thoroughly
explored. An aware,ness of its abilities and potential by
diversified groups/will open the spectrum of data pro-
cessing even wider. Computer applications are not limited
to banking, inventory control o, or mathematical computations.
They are assuming a prominent place in every aspect of
modern living. This importance is growing phenomenally
and we must meet the challenge.



Data processing manufacturers are conducting crash
programs that develop manpower resources to support computer
operations; however, this cannot begin to fulfill the
need. We must now familiarize persons outside the industry
with data procegTag in order to bridge the gap.

The most logical approach is to inform teachers of the
tool at hand. They will better understand the relationship
between the computer and the classroom; discover a new
education resource; and, in turn, convey an understanding
of data processing to the students, The teacher is the
necessary link to expand the electronic age.

In February, 1967, the President's Science. Advisory
Committee issued a report on "Computers in Higher Education."
The committee stated, "We believe that undergraduate
college education without adequate computing .is deficient
education, just as undergraduate education without adequate
library facilities would be deficient education.. At
present, deficiency in computing is wide-spread, We
believe it to be vital to the national interest as well
as to the welfare of the individual student to remedy
this deficiency quickly."

The committee also stated "It is of the utmost
importance to keep in mind that computing should not be
thought of primarily as a new subject to be taught in
addition to all the other important material naw in the
curriculum. Teachers who make use of computers in a wide
variety of subjects have found that their material can
be taught more rapidly, more thoroughly, and more
meaningfully with the aid of computers.."

Most teachers ente/ing the school systems today have
not even been exposed to the existence of an industry which
currently involves 60,000 computers, unlimited career
opportunities, computer-assisted-instruction, .and.applications
ranging from class scheduling to language. translation.
This industry is only 18 years old and future tren&A
indicate even more dramatic events. Many local teachers
have indicated an interest in data processing, but very
few have the financial resources to pursue an .education
in this field. In existing programs .are directed
to one or two disciplines, and do not serve Ahe.needs of
educators in areas such as Social Science, History, or
English.



Project EDITS was conceived as an innovation to over-
come the problems involved in enabling professional
educators in all disciplines to utilize the power of this
dynamic technology.

Project EDITS instructed 60 educators from .the upper
Luzerne County area of Pennsylvania, in a .comprehensive
data processing education, consisting of 266.class.
hours including laboratory sessions, plus special.tutorial
sessions. It served to provide educators.with.an.under-
standing of the most recent concepts in.information
processing, which each teacher now may utilize.in his
own discipline, Laboratory sessions included."hands7on"
computer testing and additional test sessions performed
on a "remote" basis. The training included ..fundamentals.
of data processing, computer programming.techniques.and
applications, and advanced applications directly related
to the educators' own disciplines.

This comprehensive education was provided.by.using
a staff of professional data processing personnel,.
educators, and guest lecturers drawn from.local.industry,
the academic profession, and data processing.

The learning situation was unique in that.a.team_of
professional data processing personnel tcught an adult
group of experienced teachers. In this environment a
concentrated program was effected. The end result was a
more comprehensive program than could be developed .in .the
same period of time under ordinary class situations.

The entire program encompassed a 15 month .period, and
conformed to the schedule which follows:

Setup period December 2, 1968 to February_ .4.1969
Class Option 1 February 3 to September .29, 1969
Class Option 2 - February 3 to June 27, 1969

Septcmber 2 to December 30,.1969
Final Reporting Through March 31, 1970.

Recruiting of participants was verba117 initiated at
a meeting of the Superintendents of Luzerne.Caunty,
Pennsylvania. Applications were provided.to.the .

superintendents for distribution throughout .their districts.
Correspondence, telephone conversations,_andpersonal
visits completed the recruiting process.



Participants, selected according to population of the
school districts and number of applications per district
and school, were representative of diverse areas of education,
i.e. administration, guidance, the arts, sciences, and
business. Educators within all levels of education were
included, i.e. teachers, administrators and counselors.

To provide a program of maximum flexibility three
class groups were formed each containing approximately
20 members. Two groups of participants attended a 3.5 hour
class twice weekly for a total of seven class hours per week.
The third group, unable to attend the evening sessions,
attended a seven hour session each Saturday.

From its inception through its entirety, Project
EDITS was marked with emphatic enthusiasm, supported by
these facts: (1) Absenteeism was minimal, despite the
long class hours and the total course length. Statistically,
the overall attendance level during the period of
February 3 to December 30, 1969 was 93.9%. (2) Twenty of
the original participants withdrew prior to course conclusion.
Of these, 17 withdrew for reasons totally unrelated to the
course. Only one expressed dissatisfaction. (3) Sign-
ificantly, upon course completion, none of the participants
left his chosen field of education for that of data processing.
Rather, they expressed an honest desire to expand and
utilize their newly acquired knowledge within the classroom.

A unique feature of Project EDITS was a Tutorial
Team which consisted of a guidance specialist and systems
analysts. This team was established specifically for
purposes of meeting with participants, both individually
and on a group basis, and providing guidance and technical
assistance upon demand. In this manner, an interacting
system was established. That is, individualized attention
was provided for EDITS participants, (a necessity with the
voluminous technical material being presented) and inform-
ation regarding participants'. r. actions. to the project was
accumulated and in turn utilized to improve the course.
The Tutorial Team proved to be an extremely effective
method for establishing communication and instruction.



Laboratory application was employed extensively
throughout the entire course. During the programming phases,
"hands-on" testing sessions were conducted at a local
facility equipped with a third generation computer and the
latest developments in peripherals. In addition, parti-
cipants utilized the computer on a "remote" basis during the
general and advanced applications presented in the course.

Periodically, throughout the program, guest lecturers
were invited to address the EDITS participants. These
consisted of professionals who served to present the
nature of business, industry, education and government as
related to data processing. Further, to effectively
emphasize the concentrated material being offered throughout
the course, several field trips were made by EDITS parti-
cipants, Each correlated with the subject material being
taught,

Much emphasis was placed on providing current information
to program participants; this logically so, since computer
technology is in a constant state of evolution and generates
a tremendous amount of technical literature. As a result,
updating of both the curriculum and material presented
during tne course of the project was a continual process.

Throughout the program teaching materials such as
films, slides, overhead transparencies, glossaries,
programmed instruction texts, prograniming manuals and
supplementary "handouts" were utilizod.

During the project, an evaluation of the EDITS
curriculum was made by study area. This evaluation was
assumed for the distinct purpose of aiding others who
will be using the curriculum for similar endeavors. It
appears in the EDITS Final Report. (Appendix H)
The topic order of the curriculum proved to be a logical
flow with no revision necessary. However, exact data on
class hours per topic is now available in the Final
Report. (Appendix I)

-v
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The Data Processing Curriculum for Educators.
(U.S.0,E. project #8-0449) was used in this program..
The curriculum includes the following subject areas:

PHASE ONE GENERAL BACKGROUND AND PROGRAMMING

Evolution of Data Processing
Data Representation and Management
Concepts of Data Processing Hardware
Concepts of Data Processing Software
Computer Processing Techniques
Decision Making Techniques
COBOL Programming

PHASE TWO Y TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS

Data Processing Systems and Procedure Concepts
Integration of Systems and Programming
Practical Applications in Industry
Practical Applications in School Administration
Advanced Class Problem
Information Retrieval

PHASE THREE ADVANCED APPLICATIONS TO INDIVIDUAL DISCIPLINES

Concepts of Computerized Instruction
Selection of a Computer
Data Processing Teaching Aids
Current Applications in Education
Individual Problem

-vi



Phase One of the curriculum provided the basis on
which the class participant was able to build. Beginning
with a brief history of data processing, it proceeds
to acquaint the student with data preparation.and.computer
hardware and software. The last section .in.Phase.One.
embodies the COBOL programming language. COBOL ..is an.
acronym for COmmon Business Oriented Language0.and allows
the writing of statements in English that areAater,trans-
lated by the computer into its own language...COBOL was
used since it is capable of solving a variety of problems
and can be used on most third generation computers. In
addition, it is easily learned and provides its own
documentation. The successful completion of.Phase One
with its programming exercises was quite.rewarding to
the participants -the "gap" was bridged and.an understanding
of the fundamentals was acquired. No longer was the computer
a mystery.

Phase Two dealt with the overall approach.to utilizing
computer technology as a problem solving tool. The.inform-
ation acquired in Phase One was now applied to the systems
and procedures area to form a solid base in problem
solution through the use of data processing.equipment and
techniques. Seven classroom problems were presented in the
areas of government, industry, and school. administration
for the purpose of illustrating the practical.application
of data processing techniques to each of these ...areas. In.
each case, classroom work and discussions.centered.around.
systems design, hardware requirements, pertinent record
data and corresponding, field sizes and.layoutsr.and.variations
of input/output methods- Sources and.input.data_and....
problem objectives were provided for each .application; after
each phase of the problem was completed,.the.professional
staff presented and discussed its own solutian-An.relation-.
ship to each of the participant's.solutions.,..resulting.in.
an instant awareness by the student of .the..advantages.
or disadvantages of his solution in contrast.to.that
suggested by the staff. The last.several..solutions.by
the class represented an immense increase.in.quality in
comparison to the solutions derived from .the .first few
problems. A significant result is evident.in.the fact.
that the participants now possessed an .understanding _of.
detailed application of data processing principles to
specific problem areas.

-vii-



The programming knowledge from Phase One and the
problem-solving techniques of Phase Two were linked in
Phase Three when the participant was required to look
more closely at data processing within the field of
education. Material was presented on Computer Assisted
Instruction (CAI) and Computer Managed Instruction (CMI)
for the purpose of showing the educators the power of
these tools within specific fields of education. Other
applications in educational areas were also explored.

A significant measure of the results derived from
Project EDITS was obtained through an evaluation of two
major laboratory projects completed individually by the
participants during Phase Three. The first project,.in
the area of computer selection, required the participant
to select one of three computers proposed by various
vendors, Participants fully documented their choice,
providing technical justification for their selection,
Evaluation of this documentation revealed a.high degree
of understanding of selection concepts was .attained .by
the participants, This knowledge will be especially
useful both to the participant and his school district.

The second laboratory application required each.parti-
cipant to select a problem relative to his .discipline
which ccrIld be alleviated by means of data .processing..
The magnitude of this laboratory application .is demon-.
strated by the fact that it comprised .approximately 30
classroom hours plus additional time the student .himself
required to complete the problem, Upon .submission .and
acceptance of his proposed problem, the participant.
designed all phases of the data processing .applications,
with the professional staff acting in an advisary.and.
consulting capacity. The entire prbblem solution, including
systems design, programming, and input/autput layauts,
was submitted to the staff for evaluatian.and.review.. The
staff's evaluation led tc the firm consensus _that mast

.

projects submitted were of an extremely iligh.degreeof
quality and could be implemented very easily .in .a
realistic data processing application. These gratifying
results render a concrete opinion that a detailed .know-
ledge of data processing techniques now existed, when prior
to enrollment in the course the participants had .no mare
than a minimal amount of understanding of .the subject.
Moreover, participants were now in a position to.assist
their respective school districts in establishing data
processing systems unique to meeting the demands .of that
school district. This theory was greatly substantiated by
a follow-up study made on the 15 EDITS participants who
completed the course in September, 1969. Thirteen.are
presently applying their acquired data processing knowledge

AY/
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I, INTRODUCTION

Objectives The Educators Information Technology
System (EDITS) was Initiated by InTech
Corporation, Wilkes.Barre, Pennsylvania,
for the purpose of broadening and
strengthening the qualifications of
educators in order to meet the nation';;
critical needs for expanded knowledge
of electronic data processing, By
providing a broad range of high quality
training, responsive %- changing
education and manpower needs, Project
EDITS was designed to accomplish the
following objectives:

1. Instruct teachers in a comprehensive
data processing program with the
most recent equipment (third
generation hardware and software),
thereby developing trained educa-
tors capable of teaching data
processing courses,

Background

Broaden the knowledge of educators
by making them aware of the impact
of computers on their own lives
and of existing utilization within
their own professions,

Allow teachers to develop their
own techniques that will implement
computer information technology
as an effective classroom tool and
a potent administrative device
within their school districts.

Data processing is one of the most
rapidly expanding industries in the
world, Little over a year ago, at
the time of the initiation of Project
EDITS, there were approximately 40,000
computers installed in this country
and 200,000 programmers, By the end
of 1970 it is estimated that there will
be 60,000 computers and a need for
650,000 programmers. Each and every
day new solutions to age old problems
are derived through data processing.



The rapid escalation and new techno-
logical breakthroughs make possible
still further expansion of the problem
solving capabilities of data processing
equipment. However, this dynamic
growth has created a "people gap" that
leaves the potential capabilities of
the computer widely untapped,

As far back as 1964, G. Truman Hunter
stated that, "A student with a working
life of 40.50 years ahead of him is
facing an information ex losion with
the accumulaTTO7-7 kc owwledge doubling
every 10 years, He will be increasingly
called upon to make use of the computer
as a tool in nearly every field of
endeavor. He needs to be enlightened ..,
not frightened by this strange and
wonderful extension of the human mind:
the computer," This can be said even
more emphatically today.

Since data processing has such a great
impact on all of our lives and will
have an even greater one, it is imperative
that knowledge of the industry be more
thoroughly explored. An awareness of
its abilities and potential by diversi-
fied groups will open the spectrum of
data processing even wider Computer
applications are not limited to
banking, inventory control, or mathema-
tical computations, They are assuming
a prominent place ih every aspect of
modern living. This importance is
growing phenomenally and we must meet
the challenge

Data processing manufacturers are con-
ducting crash programs that develop
manpower resources to support computer
operations; however, this cannot begin to
fulfill the need, We must familiarize
persons outside of the industry with
data processing in order to bridge the
gap,

t'



The most logical approach is to inform
teachers of the new tool provided by
computer technology They will then
better understand the relationship
between the computer and the classroom;
discover a new education resource; and,
in turn, convey an understanding of
data processing to the student. The
teacher is the necessary linktoelpand
THe eTectronic

In February, 1967, the President's
Science Advisory Committee issued a
report on " Computers in Higher Educa-
tion," The committee stated, "We
believe that undergraduate college
education without adequate computing
is deficient education, just as under-
graduate education without adequate
library facilities would be deficient
education. At present, deficiency in
computing is wide spread. We believe
it to be vital to the national interest
as well as to the welfare of the indivi-
dual student to remedy this deficiency
quickly,"

The committee also stated "It is of the
utmost importance to keep in mind that
computing should not be thought of
primarily as a new subject to be taught
in addition to all the other important
material now in thP curriculum. Teachers
who make use of computers in a wide
variety of subjects have found that their
material can be taught more rapidly, more
thoroughly, and more meaningfully with
the aid of computers- "

The November, 1967, publication of
American Education, published by the
U,S, Office of nUcation, stressed the
importance of computers to society and
urged that high school students be
exposed to computers. In this issue
R. Louis Bright, Ph.Dc formerly with
Westinghouse Research Laboratories,
Associate Commissioner for Research,
Office of Education, and now affiliated



with Baylor University, Waco, Texas,
presented an article titled,"The Time
is Now". Noting the Pre$ident's
Science Advisory Combittee s report,
he said he would carry this one step
further. "The high school which
ignores the im act com uters is
lust as o solete.'

Although computers have already had an
impact on our school systems, all too
often educators are found unprepared.
Within the State of Pennsylvania alone,
vendor information (IBM, HONEYWELL, G.E.,
NCR, RCA, BURROUGHS) reveals that at
least 117 computers are being installed
in public high schools, public technical
schools, and state and community colleges.
But the Pennsylvania Department of Public
Instruction estimated that only 25 to 50
teachers (out of 80,000) have a working
knowledge of data processing. Most of
the teachers entering the school'systems
today have not even been exposed to an
industry which currently involves more
than 40,000 computers, unlimited career
opportunities, computer-assisted instruc-
tion, and applications ranging from
class scheduling to language translation.

Computers are being purchased for the
schools by people who have no understanding
of the differences existing in hardware
systems; therefore, the student graduates
are unprepared to meet the needs of the
data processing installations in the
surrounding area. These situations are
not unusual; few schools have been able
to keep abreast of the data processing
industry. In most schools, data
processing courses simply do not exist,
In school systems where computers do
exist, teachers and administrators are
not aware of the potential of their systems.

Many local teachers have indicated an
interest in data processing, but very
few have the financial resources to :pursue
an education in this field. In addition,



existing programs are inadequate for
the needs of most educators since they
are directed toward only one or two
discipint- .-1.JLh as mathematics or
business. 1his is a nationwide problem
which must be solved. Our teachers
must be trained immediately, enabling
them to provide their students with the
knowiedg,,- nekLe-,sary for participation
in our electronic age

Project EDITS was conceived as an
innovation to overcome these problems
and thus enable professional educators
of all disciplines to utilize the power
of this dynamic technology.

EDFIS was designed to instruct 60
educators in a comprehensive data
processing course consisting of 266 class
hours including laboratory sessions,
"handF.-on" computer experience, special
tutorial sessions, guest lecturers, and
field trips- Participants were
selected from numerous areas of education
such as administration, guidance, the
arts, sciences, and business, The course
content was tailored for the special
needs of educators containing sections on
evolution of EDP, hardware and software
concepts, programming, system analysis
and design, general applications, and
advanced applications in education, The
course included opportunities for the
individual participants to develop their
own techniques i:or applying computer
technology in their professional areas

The EDITS project extended from
December 2, 1968 through March of 1970
The first two months were devoted to
course planning and selection of partici-
pants, Following this period, classes were
held from February 3, 1969 to Decem-
ber 30, 1969, The last stage, that of
final reporting, was completed on
March 31, 1970,



TI. MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Project A two month period, December 2, 1968
Initiation through February 2, 1969, was utilized in

initiating Project EDITS. This setup
period involved recruiting, selection and
orientation of participants.

Recruiting of
Participants

Recruiting was initiated at the monthly
Superintendents meeting of the Luzerne
County Board of Education. Mrs. Patricia
Brislin, Project Director, and Dr, Ellis W.
Roberts, Chief Consultant, introduced Project
EDITS and announced its availability to 60
area educators. The announcement was
received with exceptional positive reaction.
Correspondence with district superintendents
and secondary school principals in the 13
school districts of upper Luzerne County
outlined the course aims and included announ-
cements to be posted in each school. Applica-
tions were provided for aistribution through-
out the districts, (See Appendix M) During
this period, Mrs. Ellen McLoughlin, Guidance
Counselor, Dr. Roberts and Mrs. Brislin were
available to answer any questions from
interested educators, both personally and
by telephone.

Eighty-three applications were received.
Twelve districts responded:

Ashley-Sugar Notch*, Ashley, Pa.18706
Center Luzerne County Joint, Mountaintop,

Pa. 18707
Dallas School District, Dallas, Pa. 18612
Freeland High School, Freeland, Pa. 18224

*The Ashley-Sugar Notch School District
is the only district contacted that did not
participate.

6



Orientation of
17571-17115ali is

Selection of
Participants

Greater Nanticoke Area, Nanticoke, Pa.
18634

Hanover Township, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 18702
Lake.Lehman Joint, Lehman, Pa. 18627
Northwest Area School District, Shick-

shinny, Pa, 18655
Pittston Area School District, Pittston,

Pa. 18640
Plains "township Lallin Borough Joint,

Plains, Pa. 18705
West Side Area Vocational School, Pringle,

Pa, 18704
Wilkes-Barre City School District,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa, 18702
Wyoming Area School District, Kingston,

Pa, 18704

An orientation meeting for all applicants
was held prior to the initial EDITS class.
This meeting was also used to aid in
setting up tentative class schedules.
Following the orientation meeting, 13
of the original applicants withdrew.
Reasons for pre course withdrawal were
given as follows:
1. Extensive course hours per week

five applicants,
2, No guaranteed accreditation three

applicants
3, Overcommitted - two applicants
4, Scheduling conflict three applicants.

Except for those five applicants who
felt the weekly course hours were too
long, the remaining eight applicants
wished to be contacted should the course
be repeated.

Since the course had been oversubscribed,
final selection of applicants was made
according to population of school district
and number of applicants per district
and school, As a result of this process
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10 additional applicants were eliminated
in order to limit the size of the classes
and conform to the proposal.

Statistics on Statistics on the 60 selected EDITS
.17aF-tts" participants are as follows:

Educational Background

Degrees
M.S.
M,A.
M,E.

B.S.
B.A.

Standard

Credits
Total

Number
13(
6( 20
1(

25(
9( 34

1

5

60

Colleges Represented by Participants
Degrees

State Pa, 7

Bucknell Pa. 5

Carnegie Tech Pa. 1

Columbia N.Y, 2

King's Pa, 6

Lafayette Pa. 1

Mansfield State Pa, 1

Marywood Pa, 1

Millersville State Pa. 1

Misericordia Pa. 8

New York University N.Y. 4

Penn State Pa. 5

Scranton University Pa. 2

Susquehanna Pa. 1

Temple University Pa. 3

Wilkes Pa. 7

Years of Teaching Experience

Experience varied from one year to 35



years, Most palttLipantS were in the
first 10 year ot teaching,
1 through 10 i. 40 participants

11 through 20 year 10
21 through 30 years
31 through 35 years 5

L.

Business Education 19 participants
Mathematics 9

Industrial Arts
(Voc, Tech), 6 If

Science -7

English 3

Elementary 3

Data PI:Jk.lcHsing
Social Studies 2

Music 1

History 1

French 1

Spanish 1

Agriculture 1

Librarian 1

School Psychologist 1

Supervisor
Jr Sr. H S.) 1

Superintendent of
Elementary Education
Luzeine County 1

60

Exaerience_in Data Proce!sila
TT one participants,
2, Four participants were initially

teaching data processing, two in
addition to other courses,

Exposure to Data Processing
1. Work Ex erience - four participants

a. Key punci Sperator one parti-
cipant

b. Knowledge of Computer Circuitry
two participants



Auditors

Project
Schedule

c. Assisted in installing an automated
system for'inventory control
and billing - one participant

2. Course in Data Processing - four
participants

a. IntibdUction to Data Processing
three participants

b. ForTran - two participants

Reasons Given for Taking the EDITS Course
1. Interest in new techniques; Develop

diverse background to ,upgrade. teaching
fifty-three participants.

2. Interested in teaching Data Processing
three participants

3. Already teaching Data Processing
four participants.

Participants
Male Female
42 18

Total of 60 participants

There was a total of seven people, educators
from local colleges, who attended the course
as auditors.

School Number Attendina
=Pi" College 3

Misericordia College 3

Wilkes-Barre Business College 1

Three phases existed in project EDITS:
setup, classes and final reporting. The
initial setup, phase, consisting of
counseling, applicant evaluation, selection
and planning, began on December 2, 1968 and
continued through February 2, 1969. The
class phase, in which two course schedule
options were available to the participants,
extended from February 3, 1969 to Decem-
ber 30, 1969. The last stage, that of
final reporting, was completed on
March 31, 1970.



Facilities
MassrFFEfacilitie
King's College, Wi
vania. This loca
convenient since
lived within an
the college.

Class Schedul
To provi e a
lity, the p
option to
Saturday
of 3.5 h
Wednesd
single
group
parti
thei

Co
T

s were donated by
lkes-Barre, Pennsyl-

tion proved to be
the selected participants

acceptable radious from

e

program of maximum flexibi-
articipants were given an
choose between evening or

classes. The classes consisted
ours twice each week (Monday-
ay or Tuesday-Thursday) or a
7 hour session (Saturday). Each

contained approximately twenty
cipants, with some variation due to
r scheduling difficulties.

urse Schedule
e proposed course schedule conformed
losely to the normal school year. That

is, the classes were to extend from
February thru June, with a summer vacation,
resuming in the fall from September thru
December. However, several participants
expressed interest in continuing the
course throughout the summer, so they
would be able to attend graduate school
in the fall.

Summer Session
Since there were fifteen participants who
were interested in summer classes, it
was determined to ocffer a course of
concentrated instruction so they would
be able to complete the course by the
end of September. Classes were held
three evenings each week (3.5 hours each
session) and ended September 29, 1969.



Primarily due to the lack of aircondi-
tioning in the King's College classroom,
classes for this group were held at the
InTech Office which was temporarily
equipped with all the necessary classroom
aids.

Fall Session
On September 2, 1969 classes resumed at
King's College for those participants who
had elected to take a summer recess.
Scheduling adjustments enabled all
returning participants to attend evening
class sessions scheduled in the same
manner as during the spring term. There-
fore, the single seven hour class session
was eliminated and two groups were formed.

Due to the summer session, we were able
to accommodate several additional admini-
strators and teachers in the fall session
during classes of special interest, i.e.
CAI CMI, Selection of a Computer,
Data Processing Teaching Aids, and
Applications in Education.

Combination Classes
Late in October, 1969, it was deemed
feasible to combine both groups into
one single class. In addition to the
instructor, two systems analysts were
present in the class at all times, thus
providing more individualized attention
than could be achieved with the traditional
single instructor no aide situation.
Subject material presented during this
final phase of the course contained much
laboratory work which made team teaching
particularly appropriate.

Instructors
UtilizatiFF of instructors throughout
the course was as follows:
1. Spring session (February 3, 1969 to

June 27, 1969) Three instructors,
one for each class, were required.



Curriculum
tonMTH--

2, Summer session. (July 7 to Septem-
ber 29, 1969) Two instructors were
utilized primarily on a team teaching
basis.
3. Fall session (September 2 to Decem-
ber 30, 1969) - Two instructors were
initially required. The effected com-
bination of classes in late October
resulted in one instructor being
utilized together with two systems
analysts,

The curriculum used for the project was
the Data Processing Curriculum for
Educaors o evelope undeTTETFrect
re Ti7i1Ee #8-0449 U.S.O.E. Study areas
were presented in the curriculum in
three major phases. These are listed
below

Stud Area

Phase I - General Background & Programming,
Evolutfb7617ffifiProcessing
Data Representation and Management
Concepts of Data Processing Hardware
Concepts of Data Processing Software
Computer Processing Techniques
COBOL Programming

Phase II Techniques and Applications
ata 'rocessing ystems an roce ure
Concepts

Integration of Systems and Programming
Practical Applications in Industry
Practical Applications in School Adminis-

tration
Advanced Class Problem
Information Retrieval
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Phase III Advanced Applications to
Tndlvicual Discip ines

Concepts of CAI-CMI
Selection of a Computer
Data Processing Teaching Aids
Current Applications in Education
Individual Problem

The actual class hours utilized during
the program in each study area are
provided in Appendix I.

At the conclusion of the spring term,
all participants ;Iad completed Phase I
and the study areas of Data Processing
Systems and Procedure Concepts and
Integration of Systems and Programming
in Phase II of the curriculum, The
remainder of the curriculum was covered
in the summer and fall sessions.

Tutorial A tutorial-guidance team consisting of
Cluidance a guidance specialist and systems

analysts was established for the purpose
of meeting with all participants both
individually and on a group basis, and
of providing guidance and assistance on
demand,

This method proved to be extremely
effective both to participants and
the instructors in that there existed
a constant two-way transfer of infor-
mation between the tutorial team and
the instructor.

The meetings served to provide all
individuals with a true sense of par-
ticipation, enabling them to discuss
problems and evaluate their progress.
In addition, these meetings provided
excellent information regarding the
individual's reaction to the project.



Information accumulated by the tutorial-
guidance team was discussed at staff
meetings, and used for determining the
participants needs in the areas of course
material and presentation.

The tutorial-guidance team was utilized
in the three environmental areas described
below:

1, In-School Assistance

Individual. Initial interviews were
specifically aimed at getting to know
the individual participant. The dis-
cussion centered on why the course was
being taken, how the person felt about
the course and how it would be of value
to them in a classroom situation. The
initial interviews and tutoring sessions
were held in the school of the partici-
pant, Scheduling of these sessions was
arranged to coincide with their free
periods. Written reports of all indi-
vidual interviews were filed for reference.

Group.. After the interviews had been
completed, classes had progressed to a
point in the curriculum where the need
was primarily for supplemental instruc-
tion and technical assistance. At this
point in the course, the problem areas
involved the technicalities of program-
ming. Since a specific problem was
quite often common to several partici-
pants the next round of tutorial
sessions was conducted on a group
basis, whenever possible. Thus by
providing technical tutoring to small
groups the maximum in individualized
instruction was achieved.



2. In-House Assistance

During Phase II of the course problem areas
were of a continuing technical nature.
Since meaningful technical assistance is

time consuming, the limited free time of
any educator-participant during school
hours inhibited the tutorial sessions.
Therefore, the ideal situation was effected
by participants visiting the InTech office
on an "as required" basis More effective
help was brought about by this method since
the participant was not bound by the "bell"
and the end of his free period This in-
house assistance was provided at any time,

on an individual or group basis and the
participants readily availed themselves
of it.

3. In-Class Assistance

During the COBOL programming section of
the course and the Advanced Class Problem
thru Applications in Education, an instructor
and a systems analyst were present in each
classroom in order to provide immediate
technical assistance During the partici-
pant's Individual Prob),em (the climax of
the course) an additional systems analyst
attended the classes, Each participant
was assigned to a specific member of the
team for guidance and direction in the
implementation and design of his project

This individualized attention was instrumental
in providing for the continued enthusiasm
of the participants,
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f."2111EqPK During
the c
were
ped
gene
pan
deb
of

the COBOL programming phase of
urriculum, "hands-on" testing sessions
conducted at a local facility equip-

with a Univac-9300 computer (third
ration equipment). Here all partici-

ts successfully coded, compiled, and
ugged two programs. In all, a minimum
seven hours "hands-on" programming

xperience was provided each participant.

The first rogram, the Indian Problem,
was a simple problem which involved
compound interest. Using the $24.00
received by the American Indians from
the sale of Manhattan, calculations were
made on how much the Indians would have
in 1969 if they had banked the money at
3% interest compounded annually. Answers
were provided on a yearly basis starting
from 1627. Input data was internally
specified, output was printed. This
simple, yet interesting, problem provided
an ideal initiation to the computer.

The second x.0Eam dealt with the conversion
an up ating of a customer sales system.
It was a more advanced program than the
Indian Problem. The class members worked
with card input data and both tape and
printed output.

In addition to the "hands-on" experience
related above, several programs were
presented to the classes to be written and
run on an optional basis, as many parti-
cipants were interested in developing
additional programs. These were run
"remotely" as required. Upon successful
completion, suggested solutions of these
programs were given to all members.

Prior to acceptance of any program, the
instructor or systems analyst and the

-17-



Laboratory
Application

participant reviewed the submitted
program. During this review, possible
problems were uncovered and eliminated.
Thorough "disk checking" of programs
became a habit.

All participants again utilized the
computer on a "remote" basis during the
Advanced Class Problem in Phase II of
the curriculum. Here, they coded ana
debugged a mark analysis program which
required analysis of distrib,14ion of
grades for each teacher in a school
district, Each program was run to suc-
cessful completion.

During Phase III of the coure, those
who chose to include programs within
their Individual Problem again the
opportunity to utilize The computer,
As in previous problems, the participant
was required to code, debug and produce
a successful end product. Remote
testing was utilized Time requirements
varied with the complexity of the system
and testing of the final programs was
not completed until February, 1970,

Laboratory application was employed
extensively throughout the curriculum.
As can be expected, certain areas were
heavily weighted with in-class labora-
tory application. These are described
below,

COBOL Programming, By its very nature,
extensive laboratory application was
demanded in this area for maximum effec-
tiveness Therefore approximately 50%
of the time spent in the programming
area was utilized in coding, compiling,
and debugging the various problems,
Since these programs were discussed in
Computer Utilization above, they will
not be elaborated on here,
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Inte ration of S stems and Pro rammin
ollowing the t eoretical study o
systems analysis and design, a case study
of general interest to the participants
was presented, a Voter Registration
System (conversion, pre-election, post-
election). Approximately 50% of class
time in this unit was devoted to lab-
oratory application. Once the specifi-
cations of the system were given, the
participants were required to design a
feasible system. This effort included
general system flow charts, file speci-
fications, record and report design, and
detailed program flowcharts.

Advanced Class Problem, Approximately
75% of these classes are utilized in
laboratory application. During these
sessions the participants worked in
groups of three, with a team of three
instructors available for aid and con-
sultation. The problem was an extension
of a grade reporting system previously
encountered in Applications in School
Administration. It was the responsibility
of each group to analyze, design and
implement the system. They were required
to design both the general system and the
various sub-systems.

As a part of the implementation phase,
each group was required to code and
debug a mark analysis program required
by the system.

Finalization required each participant
to document the specific system
designed by his group. Documenta-
tion entailed providing complete system
description: general flow; hardware
requirements; processing intervals;
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statistics on the physical system;
description of file creation and
maintenance; handling of exceptions;
required controls; narratives on each
major program utilized; and recommen-
dations for futiirt utilization of the
system,

The Advanced Class Problem enabled
each participant to apply his data
processing knowledge in a realistic
situation,

Selection of a Computer. Though
extensive laboratory application was
not necessary, that involvement which
did exist made extensive use of the
knowledge previously obtained in the
course, Having been provided with
the important facts, theories, and
guidelines to be used in computer
selection, proposals from three
competing vendors were distributed.
Participants were required to evaluate
each proposal with regard to the imme-
diate and future needs of the school.
The individual was required to docu-
ment his-selection, and provide technical
justification for his final choice,
together with reasons for disqualifi-
cation of those not selected, This
documentation was checked for validity
by the members of the staff. (See
Appendix E)

Individual Problem_ This phase of the
coliTTFEiSTEIITER---Of total laboratory
application. Each participant selected
a problem related to his discipline
which could be alleviated by data
processing, One month prior to
bbginning his individual project.
each participant was to submit a proposal
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describing his selected problem. A
team of staff members then examined
each selection in order to determine
its feasibility. The complexity of
the selected project, the participant's
capability and equipment limitations
were taken into consideration. Most of
the problems were accepted and approved
as presented. Based on mutual agree-
ment, in a few cases, either the
projects were refined or new projects
were selected. Two weeks following the
initial proposal, each participant
submitted a detailed elaboration of his
problem. This included: problem
definition, purpose of the study, and
methodology planned for implementation.
It served to insure that no confusion
existed in regard to the selected
problem, and as a control in order to
assure that all the participants were
taking the most direct approach to
their problem implementation.

At the actual initiation of this study
unit, detailed guidelines and specifica-
tions were given to each participant.
The guidelines included requirements to
be fulfilled by each participant in his
problem selection, implementation, and
documentation. (See Appendix F).

During the Individual Problem, two systems
analysts, in addition to the instructor,
were provided. Each participant was
assigned to a specific systems analyst
for guidance and consultation during the
entire course of his final project.

Participants were required to develop,
implement, and completely document their
final project. Documentation was to
include a narrative specifying what ,the
project would accomplish, a method of
approach, a summary evaluation of the



Guest
Lecturers

project, and a general statement of
the proposed use of the end product. In
addition, each participant was required
to include general system flowcharts,
and all record and report layouts.
Writing of error free programs was en-
couraged, but optional.

At the conclusion of the Individual
Problem, staff members evaluated the
final projects. They were viewed from
a technical standpoint, taking into
consideration the purpose of the course;
i,e., to engender a general but compre-
hensive education in the field of data
processing, and an understanding and
working capability of data processing
as a tool to be applied to the parti-
cipant's particular discipline,

A graded result was established and
constituted the major percentage of the
final grade

Periodically, throughout the program,
guest lecturers were invited to address
the EDITS participants. These consisted
of professionals who served to present
the nature of business, industry, edu-
cation and government as related to data
processing. The lectures correlated
with the material being presented in
the classroom, Each lecture is
briefly described below. The profes-
sions representative of the lecturer
are indicated_



1. Dr. R. Louis
Government,

On March 24, 19
distinguished
at Bay.7.or Uni
participants
in the fiel

Dr. Bright
how the t
many of
thereby
attenti
studen

Two
Inst
do
cl

Bright Education,
Engineering,

69, Dr. R. Louis Bright,
interdisciplinary professor

versity, spoke to the EDITS
on the impact of the computer

d of education,

cited several examples of
eachers will be relieved of

their record keeping functions,
enabling them to give more

on to the specific needs of their
ts.

major applications, Computer Managed
ruction and Computer Assisted Instruc-

n, and their applications in the
assroom were examined. Dr. Bright
ointed out that the computer's effective-
ess is only as useful as the program with-
in which it operates, Therefore, the
quality and efficiency of these programs
are ultimately the responsibility of the
educators.

The address was followed by a question and
answer period, In addition, the partici-
pants were able to speak with Dr. Bright
on an individual basis after the meeting.
They were all extremely pleased to have
had the opportunity to hear and meet
a man with so much working experience
in the combined fields of computer
technology and, education.

2. Mr. Edward McLaughlin Government,
Utilities.

In June, Mr. Edward McLaughlin, Business
Manager for the Wyoming Valley Sanitary
Authority, addressed the EDITS partici-
pants on the subject of Computer S stems
and the Systems Analyst T e tal was
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scheduled to coincide wtth the con-
clusion of Integration of Systems and

Mr. McLaughlin defined the term "system"
and, through the use of basic examples,
pointed out that each participant was
in a sense, a systems analyst He
emphasized the basic similarities which
exist in systems of all disciplines.
The personal characteristics required
of a systems analyst were enumerated

A.1 informal question-answer period
followed the address Mr. McLaughlin
had been involved with designing a
voter registration system, one quite
similar to the system presented in class.
He was able to answer specific questions
allowing greater appreciation for the
scope and depth of this task Of
further interest to the educators, he
announced the implementation of an on-
line attendence accounting system in
the Wilkes-Barre City School District
which would involve( many of them.

Previously, Mr. McLaughlin was associated
with Honeywell Corporation as a systems
analyst in the education division,
responsible for the installation of
computers for the Australian Government.

3 Mr. Thomas Lasky Insurance
Accounting,

In conjunction, with the topic Data
Processin: Asslications in Indust ,

omas as y; 'anager o t e ue
Cross Data Processing Center, addressed
the EDITS participants at the Blue Cross
Computer facility in Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania, He described all phases
of the billing system utilized by the
organization, The system design was
discussed while the computer calculated
and printed the billing notices.
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In addition, Mr. Lasky described and
demonstrated technical factors such as
record designs, file organization,
sorting characteristics used in the
system, program overlays, and supervisor
control.

Following the address, an informal
question and answer period was held
both at the computer facility and later
in the classroom. Concepts demonstrated
were later correlated with the industrial
application being presented in the

classroom,

4, Mr. Richard D. Bridle Economics,

As a supplement to the study of Infor-
mation Retrieval, all EDITS participants
gathered at the office of Bache and
Company, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.
Here Mr, Richard G, Bridle informed
participants of the operating character-
istics of a major international infor-
mation retrieval system which is currently
being used by the firm,

Mr. Bridle explained how, by means of an
on-line terminal connected to this
gigantic information system, the brokerage
firm retrieves stock information instan-

taneously. Participants' queries
regarding stock information of interest
were answered immediately via the terminal.
A lively question and answer period
ensued.

S. Dr. Daniel Vitello, Mr. Aaron
Henkin Computer Assisted Instruction,
Systems Engineers

During the unit on Computer-Assisted and
Computer-Managed Instruction, RCA
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Instructional Services provided EDITS
participants with a movie, lecture and
live demonstration on RCA's Spectra 70
instructional system The presentation
was at King's College using a typewriter
terminal connected to a computer in
Massachusetts. Two seventh grade
pupils were available for the demon-
stration The lecture by Mr, Vitello
included a description of the hardware
for instructional utilization, the
reaction of students to computerized
instruction, and evaluation of the
results of this innovative method of
instruction A discussion period
followed

6. Mrs, Miriam Sable Music, Education,

Prior to undertaking their Individual
Problem, the participants of the fall
session were addressed by Mrs. Miriam
Sable, who teaches music in the Wilkes.
Barre City Schools, A summer participant,
Mrs. Sable explained her completed
project to the group This project, was
a CAI system for teaching Music Theory
She introduced the project, clearly
stated its purpose, and provided the
approach she had taken in implementing
her system The practicability of
the system was demonstrated as she pro:
gressed through the manually depicted
CAI frames. The need for the system was
emphasized as she, cited the many instances
in which she would be able to apply it
when the hardware is available in her
district, She revealed her plan to use
the system as a programmed instruction
course in her own classes until CAI
equipment would become available Her
enthusiasm was contagious and provided
a proper incentive to these educators
who were about to undertake their
individual projects.
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Field
Trips

To effectively supplement the concen-
trated material offered throughout the
course, several field trips were made by
EDITS participants. Each was correlated
with subject material being taught at
the time

King's College. During the first week
of the program, a tour of King's College
data processing center was made. This
was conducted during the initial study
area, Evolution of Data Processing, and
served to familiarize the participants
with equipment utilized in the profession.
Many of the participants had never
previously been exposed to a computer,

Demonstrated during the course of the
tour were: (1) supportive devices such
as the keypunch, verifier, sorter and
collator; (2) peripheral equipment
examples of which were the card reader/
punch, console typewriter, and random
access devices; (3) the central processing
unit, a second generation IBM 1620
computer In addition, an IBM 402, a
unit record device, was demonstrated.
Thus, participants were familiarized
with the evolution of data processing
hardware, from the unit record to the
computer era

Comline Data Services. In conjunction
with the material presented on Concepts
of Data Processing Hardware, a trip was
made to a new time-sharing service bureau
located in downtown Wilkes-Barre. This
tour included demonstrations of communi-
cation devices (data stations, video
display unit); a third-generation central
processing unit, the Univac 9300; and
peripheral devices such as magnetic tape
units, and the card reader/punch.
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Luzerne Count Data Processin Center,
e next tour was con ucte uring t e

unit on Concepts of Computer Software
to solidify in the minds of the partici-
pants, material presented on the concepts
of software and hardware Participants
spent more tnan two hours on site. The
equipment utilized was a Honeywell Series
200 computer with 4 tape drives, a card
reader/punch, and printer Several
operations were performed and correlated
to software concepts explained in class,
The following operations were observed:
assemblies, (included were deliberate
errors to be detected by the assembler);
the utilization of a sort program
employing card input and tape output;
and the use of utility programs for
repetitious procedures, 1,e copying tapes,
dumping core, etc

Blue Cross Data Processing Center, The
Tit onP7aFETEaMplications in Industry
was supplemented with this field trip
conducted by Mr, Thomas Lasky, manager of
the center, The hardware configuration
consisted of an IBM 360 computer, having
65K core storage capacity, two tape
units, six disk units, a card reader/
punch and printer, A complete billing
system was presented to the participants,
with various jobs run on the computer,
A full system run was performed, from
load via the card reader, through program
processing, utilizing tape and disk
simultaneously, to final printed output,
During the demonstration, all phases of
the system were thoroughly explained.
The emphatic point of the tour was the
utilization of disk The concepts of
sorting, table lookup, disk access,
random and sequential file organization,
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Curriculum
Updating

supervisor control, program overlays
and system operation, all previously
covered in theory, were not emphasized
during the demonstration.

Comline Data Services. This field
trip correlating wiTE the unit on Data
Processing Teaching Aids, was arranged
for the purpose of demonstrating the
many available teaching aids which can
be used with the computer, These
ranged from simple game playing activities
designed to stimulate interest in the
computer, to complex scheduling of large
scale projects

Several members of the class played
Tic-Tac-Toe with the computer, and were
interested in the variety of messages
displayed throughout the game. This
was designed to illustrate a simple
technique for introducing a novice to
the computer, More complex activities
were demonstrated, including scheduling
of a large-scale building project,
beginning with demolition of an old
structure and concluding with completion
of construction. The Critical Path
Method (CPM) was used in scheduling.
Class participants expressed interest in
the CPM program and discussed potential
applications, including CPM class
scheduling.

Since computer technology is in a
constant state of evolution and generates
a tremendous amount of technical litera-
ture, much emphasis was placed on
providing the most recent information to
program participants. As a result,
extensive' effort was put into keeping
abreast of current research. To this end an
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information research team was esta-
blished and addition of current material
to the curriculum wa:, a continual process,

Current. Information Research, Although
T5T.JTEITTITITITTE7 fully engaged in the
constant review of pertinent magazines,
manuals and books, the voluminous
literature deemed it necessary to allocate
the reading of various professional
periodicals and publications to additional
staff members. It was also determined
that this cooperative effort would be
more effective if the Information Officer
made the assignment and was responsible
for their completion. Areas of information
pertinent to the curriculum which needed
to be researched, were brought to the
attention of the Information Officer
at weekly staff meetings. She, in turn,
selected that person who was most capable
of obtaining this particular inf)rmation,
In this manner, the staff worked efficiently
and effort was not duplicated All
materials researched and found to be of
interest to EDITS participants were
distributed thru the information officer.
Articles of immediate interest were
sent directly to the appropriate member
of the staff

Curriculum Changes The extensive research,
WITEHTra-g--Eliefor each class session,
oftentimes led to the inclusion of items
of general interest to the educators for
the current study area, elaboration of
remaining study areas, and resulted in
several topics being added to the curricu-
lum,
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Computer Managed Instruction (CMI).
CMI involves using the computer to
monitor the education of students. With
this system, the computer is used to
grade the student's tests, assign
reading material, and keep track of the
exact progress and problem areas of the
student- Unlike Computer Assisted
Instruction (CAI), CMI does not actually
involve teaching the student, but is a
management tool for instruction.

After further exploration of CMI and
its impact upon education, a full staff
meeting was held on April 9, 1969 to
discuss plans for incorporating CMI
into the EDITS curriculum,

Since the curriculum of EDITS is flexible,
it was determined that CMI would be
included in the basic format. Thus CMI
became an extension of the existing
section on CAI. The expansion of this
section to include CMI enabled a
comparison to be made between these two
methods of computer use in the field
of education. Thus resulted a more
comprehensive unit covering all current
uses of the computer as an aid in
student instruction,

Another curriculum conference was held
in June for the purpose of reviewing the
new research, At this time it was
determined that sophisticated computer
selection techniques such as SCERT be
added to the unit on Selection of a
Computer. Also addedForTEET7IETEwas
7niEiTh.-Eion of the current ':unbundling"
policy of several computer manufacturers,
a new development in the EDP field,
which has direct bearing on selection,



In order to coordinate the various
program activities as they occurred and
to insure both maximum quality in course
materials preentea and maximum effective-
ness in methods used, periodic staff
meetings and evaluation forms used by
the instructors were employed during
the course cf the ptogram.

Staff meetin s, Weekly staff meetings
were e in order to assist the staff
in gauging the progress of the course
and determining the needs of the par-
ticipants. The staff meetings encom-
passed the following activities:

The instructors discussed the course
material presented and determined the
strong or weak points of the lesson plans.
When necessary, changes were made so
that a more meaningful lesson plan was
produced. Common problems were aired
and methods of alleviating them were
determined.

The information Officer was informed of
the technical articles which had been
read by staff members and of the areas
which were of current interest to the
instructors. Future needs were discussed
so that useful material would be available
when needed. This procedure was quite
effective and benefited everyone involved
in the EDITS project.

The Tutorial-Guidance Team activities
were reported by two methods to other
members of the staff. After the team met
with a participant, or a group of par-
ticipants, reports were made to the
specific instructors involved. In
addition, the team's activities were
reviewed and specific areas of concern
were discussed during staff meecings,



Teachini
Materials

The remedial work accomplished by the
systems analyst was presented and the
participants' progress was then reviewed.

Class Evaluation Forms. Class evaluation
forms were utilizedEy each instructor.
(See Appendix 0 ) Information thus
provided by the instructor supplied
staff members with such facts as: class
material intended to be covered and mate-
rial actually covered, audio-visual
aids used, laboratory exercises applied,
and specific comments. Instructor's
comments indicated such evaluating factors
as: strong and/or weak course material
areas, effectiveness of audio-visual
aids used, applicability and effectiveness
of laboratory applications, participants'
needs and problem areas, and actual time
required to cover each specific curriculum
topic, These forms proved invaluable to
total program coordination and evaluation.
The in-class experience of the instruc-
tors as provided on these forms, oftentimes
provided valid reasons for curriculum
modification,

Teaching materials used throughout the
program were in the form of films,
slides, overhead transparencies, glossaries,
programmed instruction texts, programming
texts, and supplementary "handouts," Due
to the fact that problems were encountered
in obtaining adequate films and an
appropriate course text, the approach
taken throughout the program was to
overcome this.deficiency by providing
participants with comprehensive supplemen-
tary "handouts" and by the in-house
development of appropriate overhead
transparencies.



Credits
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st of the ever changing

mputer systems and the data
industry, a one-year subscrip-
tamation was provided for each

nt(,

om facilities for the EDITS
were donated by King's College,

s-Barre, Pennsylvania, as a
nity service, King's is a liberal
college which presently offers an

ergraduate degree in Data Processing,

rom the time of its initiation on
February 3, 1969, members of the Data
Processing Department of the college
expressed much interest in the progress
of the EDITS course, As a result,
in May, 1969, the Chairman of the
Department of Data Processing,
Angelo DeCesaris, after using the
accepted monitoring and evaluation
standards, made a formal request for
accreditation of the course to the
Academic Council of King's College.
The advanced techniques and methods,
developed by the research team and
applied by the instructors for the
project, proved so meritorious in
scope and depth that 11 undergraduate
credits were offercL to each of the
participants who finished the course,

Decision on the number of credits was
reached by correlating the EDITS course
content to three data processing courses
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offered by the college- The credits
were offered on an optional basis to
the participants, subject to the
following conditions:

1. That any changes in the teaching
staff of project EDITS be subject
to review by the Department of
Data Processing of King's College.

2, That grades compatible with the
grading system currently in use
at King's College would be assigned
to the participants by the teaching
staff of project EDITS,

That a fee of $75.00 be charged
for each participant granted credit,
to cover the administration costs
This equaled less than $7,00 per
credit,

In December, 1969, a follow-up study
was completed on the 15 EDITS parti-
cipants who attended the summer session
and completed the course on
September 29, 1969, Each participant
was interviewed regarding present and
future application of the data processing
knowledge gained through the project.
The results of this follow-up study are
significant and comprise Appendix K
of this report,

Course On September 29, 1969 (summer session)
Completion and January 6, 1970 (fall session),

Certificates of Completion were presented
to the participants who completed the
course. Statistics regarding these
46 participants are attached, (See
Appendix J).

Information
Dissemination

A continuous dialogue was maintained with
the Luzerne County Superintendents. At the
second meeting the progress of the project
was outlined and pertinent statistics re-
garding the participants were discussed.
A question and answer period followed the
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formal reporting. Most of the questions
asked were about the specific areas of
learning which would be covered in the
course, The superinteadents were concerned
with constructively utilizing the new
knowledge of the participants when the
course was completed. The third and final
meeting was held in October, 1969, to
discuss the progress of the project and
in particular, the participants who
finished in September,

In January, 1970, letters were sent to
the individual superintendents listing the
educators in their district who completed
the course The entire list was sent
to Mr, Robert J. Rowland, Superintendent,
Luzerne County Schools, (Note: Two
superintendents completed the course.)

On June 26, 1969, Dr, Arch Steiner, United
States Office of Education, Project Officer;
Patricia Brislin; Dr. Ellis Roberts; and
several members of the EDITS staff met
with Dr Donald Carrol, Assistant Commis-
sioner of Education and other officials
of the Department of Education of Pennsyl
vania in Harrisburg to discuss the
progress, and educational significance
of EDITS

The meeting commenced with a brief
description of the project objectives.
Discussion centered on curriculum content
and course progress to date. The
education officials were favorably
impressed by the interest expressed in
the program by local educators.

Newspaper articles concerning Project
EDITS are included as Appendix N of this
report,

A curriculum evaluation by study areas
was made as part of the total evaluation
of Project EDITS (See Appendix H). It
consists of:

1. Objectives

2 Degree of attainment
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3. Methodology

4 Problem area

5 Conclusions

6 Recommendation7-

This effort was assumed not only as a
method of reviewing the project, but
also for the distin-t purpose of aiding
interested participants and those who
will use the EDITS curriculum

Some of the questions (:onsidered were:

Was the material presented in the
most logical order or sequence?

Did the order of presentation help the
students to understand each new subject by
means of a foundation laid by the previously:
covered subjects?

Was any material not sufficiently
discussed to build a firm basis for the
understanding of future sections of the
course?

Was any material given in too much
detail?

., Was detail given which was either
unnecessary to the understanding of the
subject or confusing for the students?

Would a speaker or field trip have
added to the effectiveness of the unit?

.., Would additional audio-visual aids
have been helpful?

... Was the laboratory work sufficient?

Were the students expected to do a
level of work which was challenging but
not unreasonable?



RESULTS

Ease of
Recruiting
Participants

Attendance

III, FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

Upon the announcement of the implemen-
tation of project EDITS, the enthusiastic
response received, both from educators
and administrators alike, was over-
whelming, This interest was solidified
with the receipt of 83 applications,
thus providing a potential course
enrollment of 138,33%. Though 13
applicants voluntarily withdrew from
the course, it yet remained oversub-
scribed by 10 applicants By means of
a pre-established selection process
(school population), these ten additional
applicants were withdrawn bringing
course enrollment down to 60 which
conformed to proposal requirements,

Of the 13 original applicants who
withdrew of their own accord, 5 withdrew
due to the long course hours. However
the remaining eight expressly stated
they wished to be contacted should the
course be given again,

Absenteeism throughout the course was
minimal, despite the long class hours
and the total course length. In most
cases, the participants attended another
class if it was possible to make up
the missed session,

Statistically the attendence level, based
on the number of classes given and the
total number of people participating in
the course, was as follows:
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Withdrawals

No, of
Classes Dates

Attendance
Level

Group 1 74 2/3-9/29 95/7%

Group 2 76 2/3-12/30 92.1%

Average 93 9%

Despite the long course hours and total
class length, enthusiasm remained high
throughout as evidenced by the high
attendance level maintained. It should
be noted that the drop in the attendance
level of Grout) II was solely due to
combining of classes occurring in
October. During all previous sessions
absent participants were able to make
up the class missed by attending on an
alternate evening With the combination
of both groups, this was no longer
possible, resulting in the lower attendance
level.

Any EDITS participant who withdrew during
the course of the year was immediately
contacted by either the Guidance
Specialist or the Instructors in order
to determine the reason for withdrawal.
Twenty of the original participants had
withdrawn from the course prior to its
completion, Seventeen of these withdrew
because of personal necessity; only three
withdrew for reasons directly related
to the EDITS course.

It is significant to note that of the
60 original participants, just one
expressed dissatisfaction with the course.



Dedication to
nuau:67--

Reasons for withdrawal are listed
below.

Rate of
Particiatnts Withdrawal

Dissatisfaction 1

Disinterest 1

Related to
Non-Comprehension 1 course

Total 3 5,00%

Illness 3

Personal Problems 2

Other Commitments
(schedules, job,
interferred with
administrative
duties, etc.)

Graduate school

Total

9

3 Unrelated to
course110,71FT

17 28,33%

It may be interesting to note that while
the field of data processing ordinarily
presents a more financially attractive
face, not one of the 60 participants has
left the field of education for that of
data processing. Rather, these educators
are using their new found knowledge by
dynamically applying it within their own
classrooms and by establishing data
processing courses within their schools.
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These findings lead to the following con-
clusions:

(1) The original purpose of the course
has been factually established.

(2) The interest of participants in the
course was mainly due to an honest
desire to become better educators.

The eagerness of the educator-participants
to expand their knowledge and provide
their students with an awareness of the
technological advances they face has been
proven by the enthusiastic response to
the EDITS program. This satisfying
response has been emphasized by the many
requests from the EDITS participants for
additional courses in the field of data
processing.

Considering the 266 hours of time involved
and the grueling effort required of the
class members, their requests take on
a more emphatic note.

Considerable interest local, national, and
even international, was shown by both
educators and those involved with the
application of computers in the schools.

Community interest and favorable response
to the project was evidenced by the offer
of accreditation to participants who
successfully completed the EDITS course
initiated by the Chairman of the Department
of Data Processing of King's College.
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Favorable evaluation of the course
resulted in the subsequent approval of
an offering of 11 credits by the Academic
Council of the College. This approval
was indicative of the high standards
inherent in the project.

Further evidence of the interest aroused
by EDITS was the significant number of
requests received for copies of the
Data Processing Curriculum for Educators,
which was used as the syllabus for the
course. InTech also received many requests
from educators for information regarding
the project. These educators often
expressed interest in participating in
this type of a computer technology course
and wished to knoN if it would be repeated.

On the state level, continual interest
has been shown by the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Education. The meeting between
EDITS staff and Donald Carrol, Assistant
Commissioner of Education, as well as
other DPI officials, held on June 26, 1969
in Harrisburg, was in response to their
desire to learn the objectives and opera-
tion of project EDITS. As a result of
the Department of Education's continuing
interest, Dr. Paul M. Wighaman and
Dr. Ronald Hall, representatives of the
Department's Bureau of General and Academic
Education, visited both the summer and
fall classes on September 17, 1969. The
Bureau is considering the possibility of
including computer technology as a sub-
ject area within the elementary-secondary
curriculum. It was felt that the EDITS
participants, with their newly acquired
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technical knowledge and their educational
background, are in a unique position to
evaluate the need for a-computer curriculum
in the Commonwealth's public schools.

Project EDITS received international
attention in May of 1969 when it was
discussed in an address given by
Dr. R. Louis Bright, interdisciplinary
Professor at Baylor University, Texas,
at a meeting of the Organization of
Economic Cooperation and .Development in
Paris. Through this address, Dr, Andre
Kirchberger, Administrator of OECD's
Center of Educational Research and
Innovation, developed an increasing
interest in EDITS, As a result,
Dr, Kirchberger visited Wilkes-Barre
on July 15 to review the project, He was
particularly impressed with the fact that
the educators involved were being taught
to apply data processing to their individual
disciplines. Dr. Kirchberger was visiting
the United States in connection with
research being done by the center to
develop an international uniformity of
computer education and computer science
curriculum in education.

To determine curriculum effectiveness,
a total evaluation 15y each study area
was made during the course of the EDITS
program. (Refer to Curriculum Evaluation
page 36 ) ,

Study areas presented in the curriculum
are divided into three major phases as
shown below. Detailed findings accumu-
lated are presented in Appendix H.



Phase One General Background and Programming

Evolution of Data Processing
Data Representation and Management
Concepts of Data Processing Hardware.
Concepts of Data Processing Software...
Computer Processing Techniques.
Decision Making Techniques
COBOL Programming

Phase Two Techniques and Applications

Data Processing Systems and .Procedures Concepts
Integration of Systems and Programming
Practical Applications in Industry.
Practical Applications in School Administration
Advanced Class Problem
Information Retrieval

Phase Three Advanced Applications to Individual Disckplines

Concepts of CAI-CMI
Selection of a Computer
Data Processing Teaching Aids.
Current Applications in Education
Individual Problem



As a result of this evaluation, these gene-
ral conclusions regarding curriculum
effectiveness cnn he made.

(1) It can be implicitly stated that the
logical flow of the material pre-
sented in the curriculum was entirely
JustiiiQd and that no revision in
topic order need be employed.

(2) This logical flow within the cur-
riculum resulted in a total program
which, considering the variables
present, (those of levels of
ability and interest) produced a
totally effective program. Any
one study area in which maximum
effectiveness was not attained was
due not to the study topic but rather
to the methodology used in presenting
the topic. Refer to Appendix H
for specifics,

( 3) Perhaps one consideration that could
be mentioned with justification is
the addition of a more diversified
representation of the various
computer languages available. For
example, ForTran IV and/or PL/1
as well as COBOL. This option would
perhaps more adequately serve those
participants within the areas of
math and/or science. Should this type
of language be employed, either on a
required or optional basis, inclusion
should also be made of applications
in the math-science areas. This
addition would present a total, well-
rounded curriculum with maximum
effectiveness provided ..4'or all
disciplines,



Revised Field testing has provided the actual
Curriculum class hours utilized in presenting
Hours each curriculum topic This schedule

allows the completion of the course within
the normal school year, allowing for
holidays This data is presented in
Appendix I,

The same number of hours were utilized
by all the classes in the spring session.
A comparison between Groups I and II
of class hours used, appears in Appendix
I with deviation, beginning with Practical
Application in Phase II. After data
on actual class hours was obtained with
Group I (summer), an appropriate adjust-
ment in curriculum hours was made for
Group II (fall) . Reviews were necessary
for the second group,

Explanation of class hour deviation per
study area is as follows:

1, A review of Systems and Procedures
Concepts was deemed necessary for
those participants returning after
the two month recess and was given
during the first class

During the Advanced Class Problem
it was found that the summer vacation
affected the recall ability of the
participants in the areas of program-
ming and systems design. As a
result, 10 additional hours were
required in this subject area.



3. It was ap?arent during the summer
session tliat maximum presentation on
Information Retrieval could be
achieved, within hours

4. Utilization of one hour was deemed
sufficient for presenting Data
Processing Teaching Aids. A 3.5
hour presentation for tifis study area
is justified only if computer games
can be demonstrated.

5, Although the originally proposed time
of 7,0 hours utilized on Current
Applications in Education was used in
the summer session, a more appropriate
time of 2,5 (to 3.5) hours was found
to be sufficient as a lead into the
Individual Problem.

Need for A major deficiency has been noted in the
Teaching lack of available teaching material in the
Aids data processing field The rarity of per-

tinent visual aids is probably due to the
rapid rate of obsolescence inherent in
the computer industry Technological
advances are such that they tend to outdate
educational materials soon after their
becoming available, Even when materials
were found to be available, major problems
were encountered in regard to feasibility,
instructional level, lead time in ordering,
etc.

For example, throughout the program, much
difficulty was encountered in locating a
relevant text. Numerous texts had been
examined for their appropriateness in



relation to the total course. None were
available; therefore, it was decided to
use Programmed Instruction texts, for the
evoliaidh phase, published by IBM.

Difficulty was encountered also in the
selection of appropriate COBOL texts for
the participants. This difficulty arose,
since COBOL has gone through two evolutions
(COBOL-61, COBOL-65), and not all
manufacturers have made COBOL-65 readily
available. Also, computers vary in their
ability to handle COBOL coding options.

When the computer to be used by the
participants was selected, it was decided
to use the texts published by the vendor.
Modification of these texts was necessary
in order to conform to UNIVAC 9300
COBOL. These modifications were then
developed and distributed as supplemental
material.

Problems also arose in the selection of
a text in the Data Processing Systems and
Procedures ConceRts and Integration of
Sys Tagaa Pr ozy amr!!ila_.areas of Phase II.
ManTVaarga76 review6d and subsequently
rejected for the following reasons:

(1) Information within the text was outdated
and third generatior concepts were not
included.

(2) One or two chapters of a given text
were pertinent; however, the remaining
chapters of the text were not usable
in the program.

(3) Several of the texts covered general
system procedures but neglected
electronic data processing procedures.



Effectiveness
TR-Tutorial
Assistance

As an alternative to using one text, the
research team (.11rel:Ted text material by
adapting appropriate information. Key
concepts were developed cooperatively by
the staff and distributed to the participants.

Similar probicm. tk.c.r(' encountered in
obtaining relevant tilms. Throughout the
program many were evaluated but few were
deemed appropriate, Several reasons for
rejection arose Maay were found to be
too general. Available manufacturers'
films were usually sales oriented, while
military films were quite often geared to
a specialized audience. Also many were
either outdated, too technical, or geared
to a lower age level In addition, it
often takes six weeks to six months of
"wait ;isting" tn order to receive a film
for review. Therefore it was difficult
and sometimes impossible to arrange for
films to be shown at the point where they
had the greatest relevancy

In an effort to alleviate this major
deficiency and to provide appropriate
teaching materials for EDITS participants,
InTech Corporation developed numerous
slides, transparencies and supplemental
materials. (See Appendix C )

The use of a Tutorial.Guidance Team
proved to be an extremely effective method
for establishing communication and instruc-
tion.



The Tutorial-Guidance team, consisting of
a guidance specialist and systems analysts,
was established for the purpose of meeting
with all participants and providing guidance
and assistance upon demand (Refer to
Section II Major Activities and Accomplish-
ments, Tutorial-Guidance, page 14). Meetings
between participants and the tutorial team
served to establish an interacting system.
That is, these meetings allowed the team
personnel to provide any necessary technical
assistance, and equally important, to extract
information regarding the participants
reactions to the program. In turn, this
direct information served as the basis for
required adjustments in the course curriculum
and the instructional presentation, Thus a
more effective overall approach was achieved.
As a result of this individualized attention
each participant was able to discuss his
problems and evaluate his progress,

It should be noted that while it was initially
believed that maximum course effectiveness
would be achieved by having the tutorial
team visit the participant on his school site,
findings indicate otherwise, Progressing
to Phase II of the curriculum where extensive
technical assistance was desirable, it was
found that the limited free time of any
educator-participant on his school site, often-
times cut short the technical assistance being
provided by the tutorial team. Therefore,
it was concluded that the ideal situation
could be achieved by participants visiting
the InTech office on an "as required" basis.
Assistance was provided at any time to an
individual or to a groups Much more effec-
tive assistance and personalized attention
was brought about by this method which
served to generate new interest from the
participants,



LaboraIRIE
Application

The employment of an instructional team
in-class proved to oseful procedure.
More individualized instruction was effec-
tuated; a necessary requirement when
presenting technica) material in a concen-
trated couir-,-

Overall, it vias fouad that tontaet with
the tutorial personnel throughout the entire
course allowed participant to be more
readily comfortable with tJu instructional
team in the classroom. Thus the effectiveness
of the total prc;gram W%9 r1f.c:45cd,

Some mcist,u/e ot oi the
project was obtained through an evaluation
of two major laboratory projects completed
by the participants,

The first was associated with the study
unit on Selection 0* a &muter. Lecture,
associati7-717=-17t3 prided parti-
cipants with the facts to be considered
and guidelines to be followed in the
process of selection. Following the lecture,
proposals from three pseudo computer
manufacturers were distributed. Also stated
were the present and future needs of the
school, for which the computer was being
purchased, (See Appendix D.)

Participants were required to finalize a
choice of vendor by providing justification
for their choice. Documentation required
was:

(l) Description of the 'pToposed system

(2) Choice of Vendor

(3) justification of the Choice

(4) A Decision Table

(5) Reasons for Rejection



A copy of the narrative documentation is
included in this report to allow the reader
an appreciation of the effort put forth by
each participant. (See Appendix E.) An
example of the decision table which was also
completed by the indivIdual can be seen in
Appendix D

Members of the EDITS staff evaluated each
project. This evaluation revealed that the
majority of participants attained a signifi-
cantly high degree of understanding and
applicability of the concepts in selecting
a computer.

The second major laboratory project evaluated
was that a$sociated with the Individual
Problems. Each participant was required to
select a problem related to his discipline
which could be alleviated by means of data
processing. It was required that they
submit a proposal to the instructor, detailing
the problem statement the purpose of the
study, the methodology planned and the
objectives expected. Guidelines to the
selection, design, implementation and
finalization of the IndivAdual Problem
were distributed to all participants.
(See Appendix F.)

As the proposals were submitted, they were
examined by a team of staff members in
order to determine the feasibility of each
seleftion. The following factors were
taken into considerationAokile evaluating
the proposals: complexity of the project,
participants capability, and equipment
limitations. Most of the projects were
approved as originally proposed. However,
based on mutual agreement, a few were either
refined or a new project was selected.
Variety, uniqueness and applitcability to
all disciplines WAS evident throughout.

Thirty-fiye class hours were devoted to
the Individual Problems. Participants were
encouraged to attend all classes during this
time. The highest calibre of guidance and
assistance was attempted, and its success,
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was perhaps most clearly evidenced by
the fact that the majority of participants
attended sessions regularly During the
classes, the guidance provided was primarily
related to the work accomplished between
clas sessions,

It was of much intere:.t to note the fact
that not only did the participants regularly
attend the class sessions, but they also
frequently visited InTech .offices for
additional guidance, fhis alone was
indicative of the tremendous interest and
enthusiasm evident throughout the course
but ,perhaps magnified during this phase

The in-class tutorial asistance team
consisted of the instructor and two
systems analysts, Fen participants were
assigned to each member of this team,
allowing him to become completely. familiar
with the details of each project. Thus,
more .effective guidance and assistance
was provided.

Although a total of 35 hours of class time
was devoted to the Individual Problems, the
completed projects 'revealed that the
majority of participants devoted many hours
beyond those required. The tremendous
amount of effort which was utilized in
producing the finalized products resulted
in many which were rated as being excellent,

Copies of completed projects are on
file at the Wilkes-Barre, Pa. office of
InTech

As i. result of a follow-up study made on
the members of the summer session, and
through the evaluation of the completed
Individual Problems, the inter disciplinary
application of data processing, produced
by the project, has been factually established,

Applicability n Individual Prob

Listed below are the areas and disciplines
in which EDITS participants utilized their
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newly acquired knowledge. Individual
Problems associated with each area are
also enumerated.

Business Educaticn

1, Processing Sales Orders Systems

2. The Preparation of Student Profiles
and a Limited CMI Program for
Office Practice

3. A System for Computerizing Accounts
Receivable

4. The Introduction of a Computer
Application to an Accounting I
Class Through the Comparison of
a Manual Payroll System and an
Automated Payroll System

5. A Follow-Up Study for Grades of
a Business Education System

6. Computerizing an Accounts
Payable System

7. Computerizing a Payroll Reporting
System

8, Bookkeeping Practice Sets System

Chemistry

1. The Utilization of Computer-Assis-
ted Instruction in the Chemistry
Curriculum

Elementary Education

1. A CAI Program for Teaching the
Long Vowel A to Elementary
Students

2, A CAI Program to Identify Fractional
Parts
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French

1, The Correction of French Vocabu-
lary Tests

Guidance

1. An Automated System for Guidance,
Health and Permanent Records

2. Determination of School Courses
Most Beneficial to Students
Either in Securing Jobs or Fur-
thering Their Education

Health Education

1, A System for Controlling Hospital
Narcotics

History

1. A System for Studying Urban
History

Industrial Arts

1. Computer.Assisted Numerical
Control Programming

2, Industrial Arts Education
A CAI Course in Tool Recognition

3. Gage Control by Computer

4. The Computer as a Tool in the
Industrial Arts Metal Shop

Mathematics

1, A CAI Course in Quadratic Equations

2, The Trigonometric Function A
Computer-Assisted Program
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3. Development of a CAI Program
for Teaching the Use of Venn
Diagrams in Solving Problems in
Set Theory

4. Solution of Simultaneous Equations
in the 2nd and 3rd Degree to
Reinforce Classroom Teaching

Music

1. The Use of CAI to Introduce the
Basic Concepts of Music Theory

Ehylls12 Education

1. A Computer Program to Process
Football Scouting Data

Psychology

1. A System for Studying Amounts of
Sleep with Regard to Learning,
Judgment, Recall and Retention.

RRalia

1. An Analysis for Remedial Reading
Results

2, A System for Maintaining and
Updating Reading Records

School Administration

1. Automating a School District Payroll

2 A Study to Expand the Present
System of Grade Reporting to
Produce a CUM in the Major Discipline,

3. A Data Processing System for a
Professional Personnel Profile of
the Wilkes-Barre City School
District.



4. A Method ot Analyzing and Reporting
the Effect of the Textbooks and
Instructional Materials for the
Elementary Schools

5 A Method of Attendance Record
Keeping for Hazleton Senior High
School

6, Solving the Payroll Problem in

a College

7, An Automated Payroll System for
a School District

8 A Grade Reporting System

9, COBOL Program to Evaluate Tests
and Assign Grades to Students
(COPE FAGS)

10.. Computerized Attendance Accounting
System for Dallas Senior High
School

11, inventory of Books and Supplies

12, Grade Reporting

13, A Book inventory System

14. A System to Handle Purchases,
Disbursements and Budget Analysis

School Library Automation

1. An Automated System to be Used in
the Wilkes-Barre City School
District's Elementary and Secondary
Libraries.
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Spanish

1 Graded Work Study of Current
Spanish TextbochF..

The list provided above clearly indicates
that the main objective of the EDITS
progiam has been mote than adequately
met, It did succeed in teaching educators
to apply computer technology to their own
disciplines, and also to consider the
computer a tool to be used to enhance their
profession. In each of the above sixteen
areas, participants applied their newly
acquired knowledge in a unique and creative
manner (Refer to Appendix G for proposals
submitted by EDITS participants in prepa-
ration for Individual Problems,)

Summer Post-EDITS A.,1 cability, The follow-up
Session stu y ma e on t ose EDITS participants who

completed the course on September 29, 1969
revealed the following significant findings:

Thirteen of the 14 EDITS participants are
present) y. applying their acquired data
processing knowledge within their own
classrooms or schools Further, all of
them are planning for future application.

Also significant is the fact that two
of these participants are now teaching a
data processing course on the high school
level. Prior to the EDITS program, no
program of this type existed in these
schools. Due to pre-established curriculum
schedules, each course is now given on a
limited basis; however, plans have been made
by both the educators and their associated
schools to include a full-time program
of data processing in the school curriculum
in September, 1970, Considering the
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Evaluation
OF761117T

short period of time which has elapsed,
it is quite clear that these two EDITS
educators have made tremendous strides
in implementinj, and extending their newly
acquired knowledge,

Further representation of the effectiveness
of the LDITS pogfam is illustrated by
the employment of one member in a part-time
position as instructor of a data proces-
sing course. As such, he reaches some 35
educators in the Columbia, Carbon
Luzerne counties of Pennsylvania, in a
Computer Science Program,

Summer participants were as follows.
Disciplines and schools are included in
Appendix K.

1, Christian, Helen
2, Daru, George
3. Drobnicki, Mary Ann
4, Elias, Michael
5, Fidrych, Stanley
6- Hontz, Arthur
7 Lipiec, Eva
8, Petrenchak, Joseph
9 Powell, Robert

10 Rother, Doxothy
11, Sable, Miriam Ann
12- Shemanski, Henry
13, Wazenski, Joseph
14, Yuhas, Joseph
15, Wells, Jeanne

Following the completion of the EDITS
course a letter was sent to all of the
participants requesting their personal
evaluation of and reaction to the EDITS
program. They were also asked to submit
criticisms or recommendations which may
prove to be helpful in the future, The
majority of the letters e.:.pressed appre-
ciation for the opportunity to participate
in the program. Their reactions to most
aspects of the course were favorable,
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its
pro
th
an

eral, the participants were impressed
he high calibre of the instruction
they received, They thought that

material presented was both comprehen-
and well organized, The course

elf was thought to be conducted in a
fessional manner Praise was given
e instructors for being knowledgeable
d well- prepared A few participants
ade a point of expressing their approval
f the team teaching method which was

used during the course's laboratory sessions
Others especially appreciated the assistance
outside of class which was availablee.

The participants expressed their belief
that they had gained an understanding of
both the technology and the capabilities
of computers. They also felt they now
had a working knowledge of the subject
which could be passed on to their students,
In addition, several of them thought that
the EDITS course had directly resulted in
making them better teachers, by enabling
them to draw upon their new knowledge'of
electronic data processing within their
classes,

Although most of the partic2pants felt that
the EDITS course was entirely successful,
there were a few criticisms and recommen-
dations, One participant thought that

there was too much material included in the
course and several participants wished
that the classes had not been so lengthy,
One participant recommended that more
laboratory work be included in the course.
Other recommendations made were that
more exposure to computer hardware be given,
and the course include compulsory outside
assignments. (See Appendix L)
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IV, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Attainment
of Objectives

Comprehensive
Education

Project EDITS has succeeded in enabling
teachers to gain the qualifications
necessary to provide a better foundation
for meeting the critical needs of the
nation in electronic data processing.
Through continuing evaluation during the
entire project, as well as extensive
final review, InTech believes that
each of the objectives stated in the
proposal for project EDITS has been met.
These objectives were:

1. Instruct teachers in a comprehensive
data processing program with the most
recent equipment (third generation
hardware and software), thereby
developing trained educators capable
of teaching data processing courses.

Broaden the knowledge of educators
by making them aware of the impact
of computers on their own lives and
of existing utilization within their
own disciplines.

3. Allow teachers to develop their own
techniques that will implement
computer information technology as an
effective classroom tool and a potent
administrative device, within their
school districts.

Project EDITS provided an in-depth,
totally comprehensive computer technology
course for 60 educators. Consisting of
259-266 hours of class time, it included
lectures, "hands-on" computer experience,
laboratory work, field trips and guest
speakers. It encompassed far more than
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topics such as
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cessing course which
tie more than program-

were extensive units on
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sing, current hardware in
recent software developments,
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s design the use of recent equip-
particularly random access files,

mphasized. Alternate file designs
tape and disk were discussed. The

ticipants were individually responsible
r analyzing each case study to determine
e most efficient method for implemen-
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The fact that the EDITS course was
successful in developing trained educators,
themselves capable of teaching data
processing courses. was proved by the
follow-up study made of the summer class
which was completed in September, 1969,
Six of the 15 are subsequently teaching
data processing courses.

Three of these educators had not taught
data processing nor had any exposure to the
subject prior to the EDITS course, Never-
theless, they were quite capable of
accuratel passing on their recently gained
nowle ge. Two are now teaching data

processing courses on the high school level;
the third, on a part-time basis, is
instructing other educators.
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Impact of
the Computer

The other three participants who
previously taught data processing found
that they have been able to make many
improvements to their courses since
the completion of the EDITS class. They
strongly feel that the information
gained through the EDITS course gave them
a wealth of new knowledge to draw upon
and thus provided a favorable effect upon
their teaching of data processing. In
addition, two of these instructors were
able to expand the scope of their courses
after the completion of the EDITS class.
Whereas their previous data processing
courses included little more than prog-
ramming instruction, they now offer
significant information on systems analysis
and design. These additions now mean that
their courses more adequately cover the
field of data processing, rather than
just one element of it.

The EDITS course also succeeded in
mpressing the participants with the
vast impact of computers on their own
lives, on education, and on modern
society as a whole. The very first unit
of the course included a discussion dealing
with the impact of the computer upon the
individual and the governmental and
industrial segments of society. More
importantly, the EDITS participants gained
a significant knowledge of current methods
for utilizing computers in their own
professional area whether it was school
administration, guidance, or teaching
subjects such as music, literature,
social studies, or science. In addition,
one unit of the course dealt extensively
with Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)
and Computer Managed Instruction (CMI),
and its usefulness in .providing indivi-
dualized instruction in many disciplines
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at both the elementary and secondary
level. Not only was lecture material
given on existing utilization of
computers in education, but in addition,
each participant undertook a research
project which required him to investigate
the latest applications for computers
in his area of interest.

Once the EDITS participants had learned
of the various uses of data processing
within the field of education, each was
given an opportunity to individually
develop a computer application within
his own or related discipline, After
evaluation of the projects, the EDITS
staff feels that all of the individual
problems show a surprising degree of
competence on the part of educators,
to whom the field of electronic data
processing was quite foreign just a short
time ago. Many of the applications
chosen were those which the participant
had hopes of implementing in his school
or school district in the future. The
actual experience of designing, and in
some cases programming, an application
of their choice gave the participants
a chance to develop techniques which
they were able to take out of the EDITS
class into their school districts for
future use.

The success of the project in developing
educators capable, not only of teaching
data processing, but also of using
computer technology as a tool in the
classroom or in administrative work is
evident in the experience of the summer
class since they completed the EDITS
course. These educators have used their
knowledge in such diverse classes as
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Spanish, Music Theory, Office Practices,
Drafting, and Industrial Arts. In some
cases they were able to use new techniques,
such as flowcharting and computer assisted
instruction methods, to improve their
teaching of traditional class material. In
other cases, the educator has been able to
include in his class pertinent material
which was previously omitted For example,
a discussion on electronic music compo-
sition, practice sets on automation in
office practices courses, and numerical-
control machinery in industrial arts classes.

Applications of computer technology
learned by the EDITS participants are being
considered for use outside of the classroom
as well as within, Several participants
have been asked to aid their school district
in the selection of a computer In addition,
at least one participant is planning to
design administrative applications such as
student scheduling, payroll, and budget
systems.

InTech feels that the EDITS participants
who are now using their knowledge of
electronic data processing to introduce
students and other educators to this
field, or to improve their effectiveness
as teachers or administrators provide
the best indication of the success of the
EDITS project. By means of this type of
project, professional educators from all
disciplines are now able to utilize the
power of this dynamic tool, the Computer.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Continuing
Education in
com puter
Technology

Based on the experience gained from
project EDITS, InTech Corporation
makes the following.recommendations in
regard to the dissemination of electronic
data processing information.

First, that the training of educators
in the field of computer technology be
continued and expanded. Project EDITS
has provided proof that the training
of educators is an effective means of
familiarizing today's students with
current data processing techniques,
thereby beginning to fill the "people
gap" existing in the industry. The
EDITS course demonstrated that educators
not only in the areas of school adminis-
tration and guidance, but in all dis-
ciplines are capable of understanding
computer technology. The follow-up
study undertaken as part of the project
showed conclusively that the participants
in the course were able to apply their
knowledge of data processing as a class-
room and administrative tool. Further
findings indicate that these same edu-
cators are disseminating the information
which they obtained by formally teaching
special data processing courses or
applying it informally in their class-
rooms.

In addition to an increased emphasis on
the training of educators in data proces-
sing, InTech corporation recommends that
the direct training of other segments of
the population should not be neglected.
A comprehensive course such as that
included in project EDITS could be
revised without major effort for use with
other groups. For instance, a similar
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6

ata Processing
Courses

Development of
Data Processing
Teaching
Materials

course could be provided for high
schools, colleges, and adult education.
Each of these courses would be sub-
stantially the same, although the level
of teaching or tenor in.each course would
vary, as would certain content units.

Another recommendation is based on the
realization that all educators interested
in becoming knowledgeable in the field
of data processing are not able to
participate in a course as time-consuming
as EDITS, It would be especially
difficult for those with supplementary
jobs or for those working toward higher
degrees, Therefore, it would appear
to be worthwhile to develop several
shorter courses capable of meeting the
specialized needs of various groups of
educator:. Such courses, although not
as comprehensive, could satisfy the needs
of many educators, At least three could
be developed; one designed solely for
school administrators, another for
school guidance personnel, and a third
course for those teachers who are to
be involved with computerized instruction.
All of these courses require the inclusion
of an introduction to electronic data
processing. Beyond this however, they
would be tailored for their particular
audience,

Finally, InTech feels that there is
great need for the development of
teaching materials in the data proces-
sing field. The experience gained from
the EDITS project made the scarcity of
good films and other visual aids
apparent. An even greater handicap
in presenting the EDITS program resulted
from the lack of relevant texts for the
course participants, Too often texts
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included outdated concepts or neglectedsuch major topics as data processing
systems and design or new computer
applications. Despite the fact thatrapid technological advances tend toquickly outdate educational materials inthe data processing field, it seems thatthis problem could be overcome or minimized.The design of material in a modular
manner and the development and operationof systematic review and updating proce-dures would contibute greatly in solvingthis problem. Certainly the need forcurrent relevant data processing teachingmaterial is so vital that improvementmust be made if the education effort incomputer technology is to be meaningful.



APPENDIX A

BIBLIOGRAPHY REFERENCES FOR EDITS CURRICULUM

Listed below by study area are the sources which were
used in researching the various topics covered by the EDITS
course. These sources were used in addition to the Data
Processin: Curriculum for Educators, contract reference number
8-0449, w is forme t e ioun ation for the course.

PHASE ONE GENERAL BACKGROUND AND PROCESSING

Evolution of Data Processing

Awad, Elias M. Business Data Processing. Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965.

Bernstein, Jeremy. The Analytical Engine: Computer Past,
Present, and Future. New York: Random House, 1964.

Burck, Gilbert, and the editors of Fortune. The Computer As,
and its Potential for Management. New York: Harper &
Row, 1965.

Dunlop, John L. Automation and Technological Change.
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962.

Elliott, Orville, C., and Robert S. Wasley. Business Infor-
mation Processing Systems. Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1968.

Seligsohn, I. J. Your Career in Computer Programming. New
York: Julian Messner, 1967.

Data Representation and Management

Elliott, Orville, C., and Robert S. Wasley. BusiAess Infor-
mation Processing Systems. Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1968.

Gregory, Robert H., and Richard L. Van Horn. Automatic
Data Processing Systems, Principles and Procedures.
Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc.,
1966.

IBM. IBM System/360, Disk Operating System, Data Management
Concepts. 1965.
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Knuth, Donald Ii "The Evolution of Number Systems",
Datamation, Vol. IS, No 2 (February, 1969), p. 93.

Schmidt Richard N , and Williwp F Mevers Introduction
to Computer Science and Data Processing New Yoram
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1965.

vstems Pro(edure Anciritlon Business Systems.
Clevelwid, Ohio, 1966

Weinstein, Seymour M , and Armand Kelm Fundamentals of
Digital ComEHIers. New York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Inston, Inc., 1905

ConcLpts of Data Processing Hardware

1, 1 M 1W;-iness Data ProcessinE Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice HZYTTIRE77 T7T-S.

Elliott, Orville C., and Robert S. Wasley, Business
Information Processystems. Homewood, Illinois:
Richard U Irwin,Tnc , 1968.

Gregory, Robert H , and Richard L. Van Horn. Automatic
Data Processin Systems, Prince als and Procedures
liefmont,TaTiTornia: Wadsworth u 17ST ng company,

Inc , 196b

Lott, Richard W. Basic Data Processing Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice Hall, Inc , 1967

Weinstein, Seymour M , and Armand Kelm Fundamentals of
Lizital Computers. New York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, Inc.,

Concepts of Data Processin Software

Auerbach Corporation and Auerbach Info., Inc. Auerbach
Software Notebook, 1969.

Cashman, Thomas J. Review Manual for Certificate in Data

Processing.. AniEJTM771.1.77-67nia: Anaheim Publishing,
196g

Cox, George. "Fundamentals of Programming Systems, Part 1 -

Assemblers", Modern Data, Volume 1, No. 7, (September,
1968), 50-53.
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Cox, George. "Fundamentals of Programming Systems, Part 4 -

Operating Systems", Modern Data, Volume 1, No.10.
(December, 1968), 24-26.

Cox, George, and Theodore Wroten. "Fundamentals of Programming
Systems, Part 3 Utility Programs", Modern Data,
Volume 1, No. 9 (November, 1968), 50-52.

1)earden, John, and F. Warren McFarlan. Management Information
Systems. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
1966.

Elliott, Orville C., and Robert S. Wasley. Business Information
Processing Systems. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin,
Inc,, 1 68.

Honeywell, Inc, Series 200/Application Systems, Hospital
Computer Sharing System, Patient Accounting, Summary
Description, 1968,

Honeywell, Inc. Series 200/Application Systems, Student
Scheduling F,, ADministrator's Guide, 1968.

IBM. Student Text, Introduction to Data Processing. 1967,

Lott, Richard W. Basic Data Processing. Englewood Cliffs
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967.

Computer Processing Techniques

American Association of Information Processing Societies.
AFIPS Conference Proceedings, Volume 32, 1968,
Spriniloinmuter Conference.

Cox, George, and Theodore Wroten. "Fundamentals of Programming
Systems, Part 5 Multiprogramming and Multiprocessing",
Modern Data, Volume 2, No. 1 (January 1969) 28-32.

Desmonde, William H. Real-Time Data Processing Systems:
Introductory Concepts. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,
Inc. 1964.

Howard, Phillip C. "Optimizing Performance in a Multi-Program-
ming System", Datamation. Volume 15, Number 1 (January 1969

Martin, James. Programming Real-Time Computer Systems.
Englewood Prentice Hall, Inc. 1967.



Martin, James. Design of Reap.
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,

Decision Making Techniques

Elliott, Orville, C , and Robert S
Information Process. System
RIEHITT57 Irwin, nc. , 19688

Honeywell, Inc, Systems Service

ter Systems.
nc., 1967.

Wasley. Business
s. HomewooaTillinois:

Reference Guide 1961.

Analyzing aComputing System Fundamentals,IBM,
Problem, 1967.

Lott, Richard W. Basic Data
Prentice-Hall, Inc., I

Schmidt, Richard N., and
Computer Science an
Rinehart, and Wins

Systems and Procedures
Papers and Case
national System

COBOL Programming

IBM, IBM S stem

McCracken, Da
York:

RCA. SPECT

967.
Englewood Cliffs:

William E. Meyers, Introduction to
d Data Processina. New York: Holt,

ton, Inc, 1965,

Association. Ideas for Management,
Histories PresenTea at t e nter-

s Meeting,, 1967.

/360 Disk and Tape Operating Systems, COBOL
eci cations.

niel D, A Guide to COBOL ProIa.mmiu. New
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1963.

RA 70, COBOL Reference Manual. 1968.

Sperry Ra
Ref

nd Corporation, 9300 System COBOL, Supplementail
erence. 1968.

Sperry

Unit

Rand Corporation, Fundamentals of COBOL Lanuguage,
Programmers Reference. 1968.

ed States of America Standards Institute. USA
Standard COBOL. 1969,
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PHASE TWO TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS

Data Processing Systems and Procedure Concepts

Cashman, Thomas J. Review Manual for Certificate in Data
Processing Anaheim, California: Anaheim Publishing,
1968,

Elliot, Orville C, and Wasley, Robert S. Business Infoirmation
Processing Systems. Homewood, Illinois Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1968.

Gregory, Robert H., and Richard L. Van Horn. Automatic Data
Processing S stems, Princi les and Procedures. Belmont,
California: Wadswort Publishing Co,, Inc,, 1966.

Hare, Van Court, Jr. Systems Analysis: A Dia nostic Ap roach.
New York: Harcourt, Brace E Worl Inc., 1967.

Harper, William L. "Documentation for Application Programming",
Modern Data. Volume 2, Number 9 (September, 1969), 54-67.

Honeywell, Inc. Business Information Systems Analysis & Design,
Student Reference

Honeywell, Inc. Systems Service Reference Guide. 1961.

IBM. p3ILStudiy0xFaniz,ationflieAEprroach, 1963.

IBM. IBM Study Organization Plan, The Method Phase I. 1963.

IBM. IBM Study Organization Plan, The Method Phase II. 1963.

IBM. IBM Study Organization Plan, The Method Phase III. 1963.

Lazzaro, Victor (ed.) System and Procedures, A Handbook for
Business and Industry. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1968.

Radio Corporation of America, An Approach to the Basic
Techniques of Systems Analysis. (Mimeographed).

Systems & Procedures Association. Business Systems.
Cleveland, Ohio, 1966.

Wilson, Ira G. and Marthann E. Wilson. Information, Computers,
and System Design. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1967.



Integration of S stems and Programming

See references listed above for Data Processing Systems
and Procedure Concepts,

Practical_Lnlications in Industry

"Computer Performs Instant Credit Check", Data System News.
Volume 10, Number 1 (January, 1969), p.7.

"Control Swings into Production", Data System News. Volume 9,
Number 15 (October, 1968), pp. 8, 10, 11.

"Data Network Helps LASME Do its Moving Bit", Business
Automation Volume 15, Number 13 (December, 1968)
5747:71.7

"Mayflower in the Computer Age", Journal of Data Management°
Volume 5, Number 7 (July, 1967), pp. 28, 29.

"SDP for Newspape,:s - Today and Tomorrow", Modern Data,
Volume 1, Number 12 (December, 1968).

PracticatationsjaSchoolninistration

Apker, Wesley "Better Space Construction Decisions Using
GASP (Part I)", AEDS Journal. Volume 2, Number 2,
(December, 1968)7T57-777777

Apker, Wesley. "Better Space Construction Decisions Using
GASP (Part II)", AEDS Journal, Volume 2, Number 3
(March, 1969), pp, 21-32.

Caffrey, John and Charles J. Nbsmann, Computers on Campus.
Washington: American Council on Education, 1967.

Coffeen, Kenneth L., and others. "School Attendance Area
Analysis System", AEDS Journal, Volume 2, Number 1
(September, 1968),TTT7177

Goodlad, John I., John F O'Toole, and Louise L. Tyler.
Computers and In oltmation S stems in Education. New
York: Harcourt, Brace norl nc.,

Honeywell, Inc. Librar Ac uisitions and Catalo
EclusatlonAaication ummary.
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Honeywell, Inc. Student Scheduling System D,
Education

Kaimann, Richard A., and Robert W. Market. Educational Data
Processing, New Dimensions and Prospects. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1967.

Muir, John W., and John W. Harris. "A Master Data File on
the Academic and Professional Staff", AEDS Journal.
Volume 2, Number 3 (March, 1969), pp. 1377-0.

"The Administration and EDP", NEA Journal. Volume 56,
Number 2 (February, 1967), pp. 18-19.

Advanced Class Problem

See references listed above for Data Processing Systems
and Procedure Concepts.

Information Retrieval

Asher, William J. "Information Retrieval at the University
of Pittsburgh", The Automation of School Information
Systems. Washir4t6h: National Education Association,
1964, p. 60.

Becker, Joseph A., and Robert M. Hayes. Information Storage
and Retrieval: Tools, Elements and Theories. New YoiF:
Jo n Wiley F Sons., Inc. 1963.

Berul, Lawrence H. "Survey of IS E R Equipment", Datamation
Volume 14, Number 3 (March, 1968).

Canter, John David. "SIMPLIST/70: An Elementary List
Processing Language". Software Age, Volume 3, Number 9
(September, 1969), pp. 9-14.

Canter, John David, "SIMPLIST/70: An Elementary List
Processing Language (Part II)", Software Age, Volume 3,
Number 10 (October, 1969).

Dearden, John. Management Information Systems Text and Cases.
Homewood-: Richard -D. Irwin, Inc., 1966.

Head, Robert V. "Management Information Systems: A Critical
Appraisal", Datamation, Volume 13, Number 5 (May, 1967).
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Houkes, John M. (Ed.) Nianagement Infoirmation Systems and
the S stems S ecialist. PfTc7FErngs of a Symposium
el at Pursue University, 1966,

Kent, Allen. Textbook on Mechanized Information Retrieval,
New York: Interscience PuUTIT ers, 19

Kochen, Manfred H. The Growth of Knowledge, Rdadinp on
Organization anaT6T76771iiTormation. 176WY6ink:.s.

Jo nThritey & Sons, 1967

Livingston, Lawrence G "Computer Utilities and the Three
National Libraries", Proceedings of Symposium on Computer
Utility - Implications for Higher Education, May, 1969.

Loosjec, Theodore P. On Documentation of Scientific Litera-
ture, London: Archon Books, 1967.

Postley, John A. "The Mark IV System", Datamation.
Volume 14, Number 1 (January, 1968).

Rubinoff, Morris. Toward A National Information S stem.
Washington: Spartan zoo s, 19 5.

Systems and Procedures Association. Business Systems.
Cleveland, Ohio, 1966.

Vicery, B C. On Retrieval System Theorx, Hamden:
Archon Boo

Williams, William F. Princ les of Automated Information
Retrieval. ElmhuTET:
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PHASE THREE ADVANCED APPLICATIONS
TO INDIVIDUAL DISCIPLINES

Concepts of CAI CMI

AEDS Monitor, Volume VIII, Number 3, (October, 1969)

Atkinson, Richard C,, "Computerized Instruction and the
Learning Process", American Psychologist, Volume 23,
(1968), p. 255..

Atkinson, Richard C, and H A. Wilson. "Computer-Assisted
Instruction", Science, Volume 162, Number 3849,
(October, 1969), 73-77,

Austwick, K. (Ed), Teaching Machines and Programming.
New York: The MacMillan Co,, 1964.

Bares chef, Richard T. "Time Sharing in the Near Future",
Computers and Automation, Volume 18, Number 1,
(January, 1969), 28-30

Bright, R. Louis, "The Time is Now", American Education,
Volume 3, Number 10, (November, T76717-

Burke, Arthur J Jr,, "Third Party Leasing from a
User's Viewpoint", Datamation, Volume 15, Number 11,
(November, 1969), 143-147.

"CAI Curriculum and Instructional Strategies", Datamation,
Volume 14, Number 12, (December, 15o8) p.

Computer Sharing, Inc., LYRIC: Reference Manual, Los
Angeles: Computer-Assiste Instruction Systems, 1968.

"Computerized Classrooms are Almost Here", Chan ing Times,
(March, 1967), 24-28,

Coulson, John E. (Ed,), Programmed Learning and Computer-
Based Instruction, New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1962.

Drattell, Alan, "Unbundling: The Users will Pay for the
Works", Business Automation, Volume 16, Number 8,
(August, 1969), 36-41,

Feigenbaum, Edward A,, and Norman R. Nielson, "Computing at
Standord", Datamation, Volume 15, Number 2, (February,
1969), 53-59
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Feingold, Samuel L. , "Planit - A Lanugage for CAI",
Datamation, Volume 14, Number 9, (September, 1968),
41-48.

Flanagan, John C., "Functional Education for the Seventies",
Phi Delta Kappan, (September, 1967), 27-33,

Fry, Charles H , "CAI Languages: Capabilities and Applica-
tions", Datamation, Volume 14, Number 9, (September, 1968),
34-37

Gerard, R. W. (Ed.), "CAI
Education, New York:

Gerard, R. W. (Ed.), "CAI
Education, New York!
1967

Learning Aspects", Computers and
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967,

- Technical Aspects", Computers and
McGraw-Hill Book Company,

Gilman, David A,, "Computer-Assisted Instruction of Technical
Edcuation", §shpIlltsE, (November, 1966), 23-25,

Gleason, Gerald T , "Computer Assisted Instruction - Prospects
and Problems", Educational Digest, Volume 33, Number 7,
(March, 1968), 14-17.

Goodman, Edith Harwith (Ed,), Automated Education Handbook,
Detroit: Automated Education Center,T777.

Gordon, Robert M , "Computer-Assisted Instruction: Some
Operational Aspects", Datamation, Volume 15, Number 1,
(January, 1969), 37-39, 42-44.

Hausman, Louis, "The ABC's of CAI", American Education,
Volume 3, Number 10, (November, 1967 1

Hegan, William P., "Computer Time Sales Make Dollars and
Sense", Journal of Data Management, Volume 6, kumber 11,
(November, 1968), 56 39.

Hickey, Albert E, (Ed,), Computer Assisted Instruction: A
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APPENDIX B

EDP Information and Reference Sources

This appendix contains a compilation of various EDP
information and reference souxces. Specifically listed
sources are:

Reference Information
Films
Filmstrips
Slides
Data Processing Terminology Booklets and Sources
Source Addresses for Audio-Visual Aids
Educational Technical and Management Societies
Technical Journals and Magazines
Educational Journals
Directory of Manufacturers

REFERENCE INFORMATION

Annual Review of Information Science and Technology:
Interscience PUBITgEirs, Inca, .1 r 'venue, New
New York 10016

A consolidation of the latest developments in informa-
tion science and technology prepared by the American Society
for Information Science-

Applied ienceanci:lichnaldea: He W. Wilson Co,
950 University Avenue, Bronx, New York 10452

A subject index of periodicals in science and
technology including automation

American Societ for Information Sciences: 2000 P Street,
Was ington, D.C.

Answers inquiries, provides references and makes
referals concerning all aspects of data processing.

Association of Educational Data S stems: 1201 16th Street,
N.W., WETETITTEETTDC, 20036

Provides information by answering specific technical
questions, referrals, and by consulting and advisory services.
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Automation Research: SABE Press
San DiegaTiffia 92115

Listing of thesis, dissert

Biblio 11. W, Wa
Bronx, ewYefk- l045

A library service char
of service the use of the

Burrou hs Clearin house:
Detroit, 32, ac igan

Technical publicat
data processing Indust

Business Periodicals
venue, Bronx, ew

A cumulative
business lncludin

A survey
articles, boo

Cleartnghous
777TeTart
Springfiel

U, S
the publ
finance

Comut

ove
in

o

San Diego State College,

ations and independent studies.

lson Co., 950 University Avenue,

ged in accordance with the amount
ndex affords the subscriber.

Burroughs Corp. 6071 2nd Avenue,

ions relating to all phases of the
ry:

Index: H. W. Wilson Co., 950 Universityor 7452

index to periodicals in the fields of
automation,

f the Literature: Entelek Incorporated,
et, ewuryport, Mass, 01950

of CAI with data culled from research reports,
ks, and other documents.

e for Federal and Scientific Information:
o ommer e, Port Royal rEga,

d, Va. 22151

. Government's center for the collection *ad sale to
is of technical reports resulting from Government-

d research and development.

er-Assisted Instruction Guide: Entelek Incorporated,
easant Street, ew uryport, Mass. 01950

Detailed specifications on CAI programs developed at
r 100 CAI centers, ranging from pre-school to adult

:andnd military training.
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Com uter Characteristics uar9Ely: Adams Associates,
T e reat oa --Be or 01730

Lists the salient features of essentially all digital
computers and peripheral devices commerically available.
Reissued in entirety four times a year.

Com uter Directory and. Buyers Guide: published each year
in t e tec nrariaTianTrglatel---Land.k.tmatian.

A complete series of rosters covering all aspects of
the electronical data processing industry.

Computer Notebook: Auerbach Information, Inc., 121 North
roa fFFFITTHIladelphia, Pa. 19107

Keeps subscriber aware of new developments in the
computer field, conducts primary investigations of system
features and limitations, compares operating performances
of present systems with others, evaluates input/output,
equipment characteristics, reviews features, limitations,
software and prices of new systems, supplemented monthly.

Com utin Reviews: Association for Computing Machinery,
1 .ast 43r Street, New York, New York 10017

A monthly publication with information on all current
publications in computer science, including mathematics,
engineering, natural and social sciences, and the humanities.

Datrix Service: University Microfilms, Inc., Ann Arbor,
Michigan r-4-Mo

A source of dissertation titles in response to
inquiries, Catalogs of key works are available on request.

Data Communications Re orts: Auerbach Information, Inc.,
ort roa treet, ETladelphia, Pa., 19107

An analytical reference service on communication
systems design, common-carrier facilities, comparison charts,
communications terminal equipment and communications
processing equipment supplemented quarterly.
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Data Handlin
171757TH-r17

Contai
equipment,
equipment,
and suppli

Data Proc
rocessin

Au
devices,

Data Pr
00 o

L
intere
and se

Defen

of
rep

Ed

Re arts; Auerbach Information, Inc.,
oa treet, Philadelphia, Pa, 19107

ns detailed information on sources data recording
input preparation equipment, data transcription
unit record equipment, forms handling equipment
es, supplemented quarterly:

essin: S stems Enc cloTeill: American Data
g, nc. ac Tirenue, Detroit, Michigan 48236

seful general reference on computers and, related
updated periodically.

ocessip: Yearbook: American Data Processing, Inc.,
wer, letroit, Vichigan 48226

1st computer users group, associations with an
st in data processing, data processing products
rvices, and manufacturers of various products.

se Documentation Center: Cameron Station Building 5,
u e'STFIFFETTraii=a, Va, 22314

DDC provides a central service for the dissemination
Department of Defense (DOD) scientific and technical
orts.

cational Products Information Exchange InsIiIaLe(E211):
727-IMITTZTAvenue, New T7 10u17

An independent organization which supplies information
bout the availability and effectiveness of educational
aterials, equipment and systems,

Educational Resources Inform.tion Center ERIC1: Research
IT-TaTETTU57-SUTTFITEETET-OrMaFraents, .57 Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402

a

Provides document and project indexes and resumes.

ICP Quarter1, 5704 N. Gilford Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.

A publication listing computer programs available to
buyers, with descriptions, sources, and price
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Information Re5earch Center: ,Battelle Memorial Institute,
u11-76-1 ug70h, i. o 43201

Provides information on the state of the art of
information systems and other aspects of the communication
of scientific and techniLai information and data.

Knowled e Availability_S stems Center: University of
Pittsburg ,TTErsITIFiH, Pa,

In cooperation with NASA, this center Ji to maintain
the most recent scientific data on informatio,, systems
materials,

Library ofarialpss Automation Techniques (LOCATE): Infor-
mation stems orrra, ETErary ("37 ongress, and Indepen-
dence Avenue, ScE,, Washington, D.C. 20540

Collects and disseminates information concening
existing and proposed automation projects for use in
libraries, Services include reference, referral, and
services of materials in the exchange's

McGraw-Hill Enc clo edia of Science and Techn21211:
1TEITEiTITTr="6 o,, nc TJT-fW7TiaMeet, New York,
New York 10036

Mechanized Biblio a h of Documentation and InformationMIensDment i rary, I epartmen"TFTEF---
TEFFIT5r, Washington, D.C. 20540

Bibliography compiled by H. Holzbauer.

National Referral Center for Science and Techulaa:
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

Requests for information should be on specific subjects
(i.e. data processing, computers, etc.)

Scientific and Technical Information Division: National
TerigiiTiEgariUSTM7MEITIFETETTERTIMITITiton, D.C. 20546

Provides a central service for the dissemination of
scientific and technical reports dealing with the national
space program.
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Software Notebook: Auerbach Information, Inc., 121 North
FFETT-TiTeTETFTiladelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

Reference service containing computer system software
reports, fact-filled summaries of system characteristics,
designed to facilitate comparisons

Standard EDP Repo/ts: Auerbach Intolmatlon Inc,, 121 North
Broa=17-6-e-T7rilIaaelphia, Pa. 19107

Ten volumes consisting of detailed reports in computer
systems analy:ing system performance, equipment and software,
updated monthly- The ten volumes can be obtained in
specialized subsets of an eight volume edition, containing
information on systems that have general application to
business and scientific problems, and a three volume
edition which reports on scientific and control computers.

Technology Information Exchaas: National Bureau of
Standards, Cent-e-FTET-TOTuter Sciences and Technology,
Connecticut Avenue and Van Ness Street, N.W., Washington,
D,C. 20234

A specialized information center which provides tech-
nical support to members of the computer community, also
answers inquiries on government automation projects and
makes referrals



FILMS

The ABC's of Computers, 16 mm*, 25 minutes, General Electric
Company.

A brief description of the basic principles of computers.

111-LAIRLJ1211, 16 mm., a minutes, color, R.C.A.

A Lockheed production illustrating data collection from
a four factory complex linking 400 information points with a
centralized computer system.

Area of Action, 16 mm., 29 min., Mddern Talking Picture Service.

Data Processing applications in Australia, Taiwan, India,
Japan and Burma. Shows hoh EDP is helping to develop some of
the important industries of these Asian countries.

Automation, (From "See it Now" TV Series) 16 mm., 84 minutes,
Pennsylvania State University.

Television reportex, Edward R. Murrow, presents some of
the problems associated with the advance of automation, and
covers its use in a wide variety of industries. Interviews
with prominent personalities explore the social and economic
impact of automation.

A Better Way! (With Data Processin ), 16 mm., sound, color,
30 Min. Modern TallaliiPicture ervice.

About people who had a problem and found a better way to
solve it. Some unique applications of data processing
equipment are applied, For adults, college and senior high
school groups.

A Better World, 16 mm., color, 8 min., Modern. Talking Picture

Describes the influence of computers in our daily lives.
A fast montage of applications are shown including education,
medicine, traffic control, space research, law enforcement,
and business.

Census '60, 16 mm., sound, black and white, 13 min., Free Loam.

An explanation of how and why United States Census data
is collected, compiled, and evaluated by means of FOSDIC
(Film Optical Sensing Device for input to computers) and the
UNIVAC 1105 Scientific Computer.
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COBOL, (Produced by Westinghouse) 35 in

color, Burroughs Corporation

The Computer and the Mind of Man, I

white, 30- min , rental TS T5 NET

An excellent basic introduct
computer revolution 1, disussed
of Bell Telephone Laboratories
Columbia University talks about
machine and the relationship o
mathematics to the real world
for college level.

Ire!LIEEHLEr Comes to Marke
Films

A description of co
the benefits of data pr

A Computer G121sla, 1

Picture ,ervices

Uses highly im
this film takes you
microcircuitry of
terms the termino
boolean logic, n
an enlarged und

Computer Units

An intr
system and

Digital Co
Navy.

A

The Di
min.,

he

B

m , 20 minutes,

o mm , sound, black and
Film Service.

ion to computers, The
by Dr Richard C. Haming,
Dr. Ernest Nagel of
the relationship of man and

f the symbolic world of
of objects and events. Suitable

tins, 16 mm,, 30 min., Fortune

mputer applications in marketing and
ocessing,

6 mm , 10 min., color, Modern Talking

aginative animation, pictures and narrative,
on a "fantastic voyage" into the complex

a computer. The film also defines in basic
logy of computers today such as flowchart,

anosecond and simulation to give the viewer
erstanding of electronic data processing.

16 mm , 24 minutes, color, Norwood Films.

oduction to the basic components of a computer
their funct ions

____LriuLpIahLlau2!, 16 mm., 18 min color, U.S.

general introduction to computers. Produced in 1962.

sks That Are a_alialRE, 16 mm., sound, color, 101/2
Free Loan, ThL

The IBM 1301 Disk Storage and the concept of read/write
ds for each data disk surface is presented here.

lectronic Com uters and A.. lied Mathematics, 16 mm., sound,
co or, min., renta , 510 Bureau o io-Visual Instruc-
tion, State University of Iowa

Explains the basic principles and operations of electronic
computers and the use of Binary Arithmetic so that number
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systems are more meaningful. Interest in mathematics and
science careers is stimulated by the unusual used of the
computer presented here,

Electronic Computer Language Translation, 16 mm., 31 min.,
National Science Foun ation,

A description of the computerized techniques of Russian
translation to English.

Electronic Com uters Improve Management Control, 16 mm.,
sounaTEblor, 15 min., University o- Cali ornia.

Presents a predicament in a typical manufacturing
organization which arises when a large customer order is
cancelled because of production delays. Shows how the latest
type of business machines can be used to design an efficient
production control system

The Electronic Shelf, 16 mm., 20 min., color, UNIVAC.

Information retrieval techniques using UNIVAC mass
storage devices.

Electronics for AccountialLildBusiness, 16 mm., 23 minutes,
color, Arthur Anderson & Company

Introduction to computers and applications in industry.

Flight Simulation, 16 mm., color, LO min., Modern Talking
Picture Service

Informs the aerospace industry of a unique programming
approach to the problem of real-time flight simulation.
This approach makes use of digital equipment in place of
the traditional analogue equipment generally used by the
aerospace companies for simulation work.

Flow Process Chart and How to Use It, 16 mm., sound, color,
15 min., University of Michigan;. University of California,
Extension.

Demonstrates process analysis through flow chart;
application to work-simplification. Step-by-step entries,
coding by symbols, graphic development of information.
Reviews complete procedure with a flow-process-chart analysis
of a man shaving.



The Informatial_Lulosion, 16 m
Science Teachers As,:.oiat)on.

m , color, 21 min., National

The purpose of this informative, but non-technical
film is to restore balance to our appraisal of the
computer's true role :'ntemporary society: to show that
the computer is th man r.,t11.: than the reverse.
That man does the iliinkng which directs the computer is
constantly emphasized

The Information Makh!ne,
coLor, IBM.

A colorful animat
the electronic compw

Innsbruck-Tokyo-64,

Explanation o
immediate world w
1964 summer and w

Introduction to
black and iaTie

The unde
application o
Computer sys
are shown.
and functi
attention
and the C
is proce

Introdu
N AC

comp

Th
9

U

lb mm , or 35 mm., 10 minutes,

ed account of the development of
er and ending with simulation.

16 mm , 9 minutes, color, IBM

f the collection, computation, and
ide distribution of the results of the
Hoer olympic games

Automatic Data Processing, 16 mm., sound,
, 31 min., Free Loan, Fifth Army.

riying c.oncepts, capabilities, operations and
f ADP as a management tool is discussed.

used in many federal government installations
By mean' of animation, many features, opqrations

onal componenets of ADP are analyzed. Much
is given to .ommunication networks, I/O devices

PU For demonstration purposes a simple problem
ssed

ction to D alCamplIIIEJ, 16 mm , 25 minutes, color,

An animated description of the basic functions of a
uter.

e Livin: Machine, 16 mm , black and white, Part I
min. *a t 30 min., Sterling Educational Films,

niversity of Southern California.

Demonstrates the "artificial intelligence" of computers.
A New York checkers champion "challenges" an IBM computer to
a game of checkers and gets a run for his money, Many other
diverse applications shown.
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Logic On a Chip, 16 mm,, 9 minutes, color, RCA,

A presentation on integrated monolithic circuitry
as third generation electronics for RCA computers,

Machines That Think, Free loan, USAEC.

Research at Argonne into the future scientific uses
of electronic computers is shown in this presentation
which stresses non-numerical manipulation of symbols.
Computers are taught to make qualitative judgements,
to interpret the significance of patterns such as spark
chamber photographs, and to control laboratory experimental
apparatus.

Man and Com uter a Prospective, 16 mm., color, 20 min.,
o ern al ing Picture Se rvice,

Discusses some of the basic elements in data processing
such as input, output, storage, and control. These are
explained in detail with examples. In addition, the binary
system is illustrated and defined,

Management of a Time-Sharing System, 16 mm., sound, black
and white, 14 mini, System Development Corp.

Describes a general-purpose time-sharing system
with emphasis on the novel techniques used to allocate space
and time to the more than,300 authorized users of the system.
Intended for a semi-technical audience which has some
acquaintance with time-sharing.

Memory Devices, 16 mm., sound, black and white, 28 min.,
Free loan, Bell Telephone Company, Western Electric Co.

Shows information storage devices used in computing
machine memories and explains how binary information is
stored in them. Basic concepts and terms are explained
and examples are given of mechanical, electro-mechanical,
magnetic, electrostatic and photographic memories. Punched
card, punched tapes, magnetic tape and drums, relays, ferrite
cores and sheets arc among the many memory devices are
shown,

A Numerically Controlled Machine Tool, 16 mm., sound, black
and white, 20 min., Free.

Presents the basic principles of numerical control of
machine tools. The first numerically controlled machine
tool, developed in 1952 at M.I.T. is described. The deEading
of the commands punched on paper tape into control signals
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is shown, These control signals, when a
mechanisms, drive the axis of machine in

Shown in the film are the basic
mtlnual preparation of the input,cont

Operating System 360, 16 NM , 60 m
Talking Picture Service.

A lecture of a highly techn
the reasons for an operating sy
implemented

Programming, 16 mm , sound, c

Defines computer progr
by analyzing the problem,
is prepared, and shows ho
are encoded in computer

Prograamin8. In ForTran
30 min , Rental T1U0
Office of Educational

Complete aid

The question Tree
13 min,, Free Lo

Presents
concerning his
curiosity
scientific d
growth, Ian
Film won i

audiences

Right on
Revenue

by t
fil

RP
I

plied to servo-
otion

steps taken in the
rol tape

inute,,, IBM; Modern

ical nature describing
stem and how they are

olor, 15 min , U,S. Navy,

amming Explains what is meant
shows how a simple flowchart

w instructions to the computer
language,

IV, 16 mm , sound, black and white,
one day, $5.00 each additional day,

Television, University of California,

o teaching ForTran IV,

, 16 mm and 35 mm , sound, color,
an, IBM,

n examination of man's age old curiosity
surrounding world and the results of man's

hows how intelligent questioning leads to
iscovery. Sequences on cryogenics, vapor

guage translation on optical masers are included.
nternational film awards, Suitable for both school
and adult groups.

the Button, 16 mm , color, 10 min , Internal
Service,

Explains the use of automatic data processing as used
he Internal Revenue Services A return is followed from
ing to the National Computer Centr

G for_aLtem/360 Audio Education, Department of Edcuation,
BM,

This is a programmed instruction course consisting of
a class notebook and an audio tape recording. The course
required approximately one 21/2 hour session and covers 360
Report Program Generator for card, tape, and disk,
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Sign On/Sign Off, 16 mm., 24 min,, color, The Pennsylvania
State University.

Presents the basic methods of computer-assisted instruc
Lion (CAI) in non-technical terms to introduce the impor-
tance and effectiveness of computers as a learning source.
Standard classroom procedures are contrasted with sequences
taken at the computer terminals. Students comment of their
experiences with CAI.

Small Miracle, 16 mm,, 14 min., color, IBM.

A description of the use of computers in man's search
for knowledge with illustrations in space technology, bridge
design, and others,

Space Age Administration, 16 mm , 20 min., color, RCA.

Personnel records of the Air Reserve maintained by
computer to aid in maintaining readiness. Very General.

Systems, 16 mm., 14 min,, Modern Talking Picture Service.

An explanation of how computers are used as a problem-
solving tool in government, science and industry.

Then and Now, 16 mm., 12 min., color, UNIVAC.

The development of ENIAC, the first electronic computer
and a discussion by the designers, J. Eckert and Dr. Mauchly.
Presented on an introductory level.

Thinking Machines, 16 mm,, sound, color, 20 min., Rental
$2.00, University of California,

A "Horizons of Science" film. This film presents
various approaches and experiments in machine intelligence,
with Claude Shannon of M,I.T., Alex Bernstein of IBM and Leon
Harmon of Bell Laboratories.

This Business of Numbers, 35 mm., color, 20 min., free loan,
UNIVAC

From the caveman to the modern scientist, arithmetic
is traced with amusing cartoons from its beginning to modern
data-processing systems



Time Sharin& on the Air, 16 mm
30 min , Systems Development C

The SCD-built time shay
described, Involved in a te
users to have essentially s
large computer by mt in- of

To Bride the G, mm
Corporation,

Concepts and sumc
data recording

Universe of Numbers,
S5 25, Nationa1 ETT.

Gives the hist
first mechanical c
the first complet
1940's, A descr
computer is give

, sound, black and white,
()fp

ing system is discussed and
chnology which enables many
imultaneous access to a very
a remtelvlocated teletype unite

, color, 18 minutes, Burroughs

uses of paper tape as a media for

lb mm black and white, 30 min., Rental.
tonal Teleision

ory of computer development from the
alcalator invented by Blaise Pascal to

ely electronic calculator built in the
ipti,in ill' the construction of this first
n,

What Do You Want, 16 mm , sound, color, 20 min., free loan,
UNIVAC - Division of Sperry Rand

Traces
ENIAC to UN
the resourc
to lead in
systems
systems,
explorin

The Wo
Divisi

wonl
wid
Ge

the development of elecronic computers from
IVAC Ill Emphasies how UNIVAC, backed by
es of Sperry Rand, pioncered and will continue
the development and production of computing

J, P Eckert, Co-inventor of the first digital
gives a glimpse at the computers of the future,
g such areas as speed, storage and application.

rid of Real-Time, 16 mm., color, 15 min,, UNIVAC -

on of Sperry Rand.

Shows various real-time systems including an inter-line
d-wide communication system for major airlines, a country-
e shopping chain in Finland, and a major manufacturer in

orgia.
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FILMSTRIPS

Available from:

UNIVAC - Division of Sperry Rand Corporation,
Remington Rand, Sperry Rand Building, New York,
New York 10019

The Business of Numbers

Available from:

IBM Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, New York, New York
10022

Card Punching.
Cara S2ILlaa
The EducatedComuLeL

TERTauling.
Service to Schools

SLIDES

CAI for Educators, IBM

COBOL, IBM

.Data Management, IBM

EDP and Accountin: Machine Comparison, NCR

Eln211Ass22.2L1111, UNIVAC

PERT Cost, IBM

Remote .t.ss!ss__..c921211/iaa., IBM

Teleprocessing, IBM

Ten Commandments, NCR

UniversityandC21.1LEInformation System, IBM

360 DOS TOS BOS (Operating Systems), IBM
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DATA PROCESSING TERMINOLOGY BOOKLETS AND SOURCES

Communications Dictionary_ by _James F. Holmes, Published by:
F7-71767PiTEITSTFr, , NcA, York, New York

Comuter and Data P ocessing_Dictionary and Guide by
horn, Pull is e rrenTTETTITITTTEE777Tglewood

Cliffs, New Jersey

Datamation's Glossary lnn ormatior.- Processing Terms,
Datamation, 35 Mason Street, Greenwich, Conn., 06830

Dictionary of Automatic Control by Rohert j, Bibbers,
Published by: TiTa7TO7FUETTsTing Cop, New York, N,Y,

Glossaries for information Plocessia, IBM Corporation,
White Plains, New Yore

Glossary of Com)uter lerminology, Computer Department,
General Electric n-mpany, Phoenix, Arizona

Glossary of Terms in Computers and Data Procesna, by
RETIET777TeTT;ley and Linda L LorettTFUETTsYe-dby:
Berkeley Enterprises inc., Newtonville, Mass,

NOMA Glossary of Automation Terms, National Office
Management Association, Willow GTove, Pa.

Pocket Dictioarx of Computer Terms, Howard W Sams and
C755FgHTThaianapolis,Thdiana

The USA Standard Vocabulaly_for Information Processin
7T2naTTEETFTDETTOTt, MichiganBurroug s orporation,

48202

The USA Standard Vocabulary for
one;lwe , nc., DTvision,

Hills, Mass,

Information Processin
.4 oa nut treet, e esley

The USA Standard Vocabular for Information Processing
United States o merica tansar
Street, New York, New York 10016

A -gTnstitute, 10 East 40th

Additional Sources for Data ProcesqaIfzailolayLollets

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey

Bendix Computer Division, The Bendix Corporation, Los
Angeles, California

Business Equipment Manufacturers Association, 235 East 42nd
Street, New York, New York 10017
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SOURCE ADDRESSES FOR AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS

Audio-visual aids relating to specific computer configura-
tions are available from computer manufacturers, The
aids listed acid additional information can be obtained from
the following sources:

Air Force Film Library_q!pID1, 8900 South Broadway,
St. Louis, Mo. 63125

American Mana:ement Association, 1515 Broadway, New York,
New Yor 10036

Arthur Anderson Company, 1320 West 3rd Street, Los Angeles,
California 90000

Associated Instructional Materials, 600 Madison Avenue,
New Yor New York

Audio-Visual Aids for Automation, Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, San Diego State College Foundation,
San Diego, California 92115

Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction, Extension Division,
State University Ear-177TeivazaTy, Iowa

BuMrro1T2 ughsCamoratLaa, 6071 2nd Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

Business Education Films, 5113 16th Avenue, Brooklyn, New
Yor. 11204

Data Processin Mana,tement Association, International Head-
quarters, 5 Busse Hig way, Par Ri ge, Illinois

Fifth Army, Central Film Exchange, Fort Sheridan, Illinois

Fortune Films, Time and Life Bldg., Rockefeller Center, New
7c7FET7777020

General Electric Company 7800 Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda,
Maryland 20014

Honeywell, Inc. EDP Division, Waltham, Mass,

IBM Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
an ices)

IBM Cor oration Film Library 618 S. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, inois 60605
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Indiana Universit-, Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington,
Indiana 47401

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Electronic Systems
Lab., Cambridge, Mass.

McGraw-Hill Text Films, 330 West 42nd St , New York, N.Y. 10036

Modern Talkin
TT

Picture Service, 160 E, Grand Avenue, Chicago,

National Archive. and Records Service, National Audio-visual
UFTTITT-Ceneral-76777-E-es TaFTHTTfTiTron, Washington, D.C. 20409

National Educational Television, 10 Columbus Circle, New
Yor New o

National CIshEpl!fterComplpy, EDP Division, Dayton, Ohio 45400

National Instructional Films, 58 East Route 59, Nanuet,
FTFW-7717R 1095

National Science Foundation, Dr, Howard J. Hausman, Secondary
School Program, ashington 25, D.C.

Net Film Service, AudioVisual Center, Indiana University,
FrO717137,FOTTTrialliana 47401

Norwood Films, 926 New Jersey Ave., N W., Washington, D.C, 20001

Office of Educational Television, 222 Olson Hall, University
of CEITTOrnia, DaTTUTCalifornia 95616

The Pennlylyania State University, AudioVisual Aids Library,
Univers-it-I-Par?, a. 1 11

popularpciense Publishing Company, Inc, Audio-Visual
Division, 355 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 100.17

Radio Cor oration of America, Electronic Data Processing,
Sales Department, Cam en, New Jersey 08101

Science Electronics, Simon and Ledge Street, Nashua, New
Hampshire 03060

Societ for Visual Education, Inc, 1345 Diversy Parkway,
C icago, ITITTOTT-Tan71---

U.S. Army Central Film and Equi ment Exchange, Army Head-
quarters, Arlington Hall Station, Arlington, Va,, 22200
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Unites States Navy, Headquarters of the Commandant, Third
Naval District, 90 Church Street, New Yor N,Y. 10000

UNIVAC DivisionoilperrilanclCoroon, Audio Visual
Aids Department, 31S Park Ave,, New York, N.Y. 10010

UNIVAC - Division of Sperry Rand Corporation, Film Library,
1290 Avenue of Americas, New York, N Y. 10019

Universal Education and Visual Arts, 221 Park Avenue South,
New York, New York 10003

University of California, Mr. J, E. Lataena, Film Library
Supply, University Extension, 2272 Union Street, Berkeley,
California

University of Southern California, Film Distribution
JeT57TiliJETETtinema, University Park, Los Angeles, Califor-
nia 90000

3M Company, Visual Products Division, 2501 Hudson Road,
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
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EDUCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT SOCIETIES

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETIES
(AFIPS)

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION (AMA)

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY (ACM)

ASSOCIATION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS (ADIS)

ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS (REDS)

BUSINESS EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCATION (BEMA)

CAI USERS GROUP

DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION (DPMA)

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING (IFIP)

INTERUNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL (EDUCOM)

SOCIETY FOR AUTOMATION IN BUSINESS EDUCATION (SABE)

SOCIETY FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

SPECIAL INTEREST COMMITTEE ON CAI (SICCAI)

SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES ASSOCIATION (SPA)

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETIES
(AFIPS)
211 East 43rd Street
New York, New York 10017

AFIPS formed on May 10, 1961 as an outgrowth of the
National Joint Computer Committee (NJCC)e

AFIPS is a society founded to promote the-advancement
and dissemination of knowledge of the information processing
societies. Membership is open to members of societies
engaged in or interested in information processing-

Publications:

The Proceedings of each Joint Computer Conference
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AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
The American Management Association
135 West 50 Street
New York, New York 10020

The American Management Ass
educational society organized to
better methods of management.

It was formed in 1923 t

organizations. Membership is
desiring to take part in AMA

Publications:

The Mana ement Rev
Management Review
TET-Managers Letter
Personnel

iew

ASSOCIATION FOR COM
211 East 43rd Stre
New York, New Yor

ACM, orga
oriented of al
organized for
arts of infor
interchange
information
public in

Any
purposes
the thr
(3) st

Publ.

Building

ociation is a non-profit
find, develop and share

rough mergers of several small
open to individuals and firms
's Management Education Programs,

PUTING MACHINERY (ACM)
et

k 10017

ized in 1947, is perhaps the most technically
the data processing organizations. It was

two purposes: (1) "to advance the sciences and
matron processing", (2) "to promote the free
of information about the sciences and arts of
processing both among specialists and among the

he best scientific and professional tradition."

person or institution having accord with the
of the association may obtain membership in one of

ee recognized classes: (1) institutional (2) regular,
udent membership.

cations:

Journal of the Association for Computin& Machinery
Communications o the ACM
2.2aELILial111-2Es

of Computing Literature
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ASSOCIATION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS (ADIS)
Manager of Instructional Systems Marketing
1825 "K" Streetn, N.W.
11th Floor
Washington, D.C, 20036

ADDS was formed to: (1) advance the investigation
and utilization of computer-assisted instruction systems,
(2) promote the free interchange of information concerning
the use of such systems in the best professional and
scientific tradition, (3) reduce redundant effort among
system users, and (4) specify and present, through coopera-
tive investigation of common needs and problems, requirements
and priorities for hardware and software development to
the appropriate IBM Corporation offices,

ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS (AEDS)
1201 16th Street, N,W,
Washington, D,C, 20036

AEDS was formed in 1962 as a professional association
for educational data processing and information management
personnel. Its membership consists of school and university
computer centers and officials, of state departments of
education.

Publications:

AEDS Bulletin
EDP Newsletter
Journal of Educational Data Processin
Monitor

BUSINESS EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION (BEMA)
235 East 42nd Street
New York, New York 10017

Originally organized in 1916 as the Office Equipment
Manufacturers Institute, renamed in July, 1961. It represents
the business equipment industry and was founded to conduct
programs designed specifically for the needs and problems of
its members.

Examples of these programs are market research, establish-
ment of standards and the Business Equipment Exposition

Publications:

News Bulletin
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CAI USERS GROUP
For Information Contact:
Mr. Lawrence E. Rosenthal
Chicago Board of Education
Chicago, Illinois

A recently formed organization whose first organizational
meeting was held on May 15, 1969 The purpose of the group
is to present a defined unified market to both hardware and
software vendors interested in CAI. Plans also include
centralized dissemination of all available information on
CAI to all members.

Charter School districts in the group include:
(1) New York Public Schools, (2) Chicago Public Schools,
(3) Detroit City Schools, (4) Memphis Public Schools,
(5) San Francisco Public Schools, and 16) McComb, Mississippi
Schools,

DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION (DPMA)
524 Busse Highway
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068

DPMA was founded to improve the data processing profession
by creating better understanding of the characteristics of
data processing, The areas of particular importance are
education, dissemination of knowledge, and the proper
relationship of data processing to management.

It was founded as the National Machine Accountants
Association in 1951. In 1965 the name was changed to Data
Processing Management Association to reflect the changes of
the role of its members in data processing.

DPMA has'3 classes of membership: Regular membership
is open to persons employed in managerial positions in data
processing Associate membership is open to those persons
whose occupational activities are related to direct selling
of data processing equipment and supplies. Honorary membership
can be conferred on persons making certain contributions to
the data processing community.

Publications:

Journal of Data Management
DPMA Quarterly



INTERUNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL (EDUCOM)

EDUCOM was established a few years ago to aid in
applying technology to the educational process.

About 70 major colleges and universities representing
200 campuses are mepbers.

EDUCOM operates from central offices with task forces
of experts in the fields of information networks, educational
systems, education of professional personnel, clinical
operations, legal and related matters,

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION FOR INFORMATION PROCESSING (IFIP)
345 East 47th Street
New York, New York 10017

IFIP was officially formed in 1960 as a result of a
conference, in 1959, sponsored by the United Nations
Cultural organization.

The purpose of IFIP is to promote international coopera-
tion in the dissemination of advancement of information
processing and the examination of related areas,

Membership is limited to one organization from each
country,

Publications:

IFIP Bulletin
IFIP News
Proceedings of IFIP

SOCIETY FOR AUTOMATION IN BUSINESS EDUCATION (SABE)
Dr, E. Dana Gibson, President
Professor of Office Management
San Diego State College
San Diego, CAlifornia 92115

SABE was founded in May 1961 to advance the cause of
business education. The areas of involvement are automation,
programmed learning, computers, data processing and related
areas.

Publications:

SABE Data Processor
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SOCIETY FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
One First National Plaza
Chicago, Illinois

SPECIAL INTEREST COMMITTEE ON CAI (SECCAI)
Association for Computing Machinery
1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York v New York 10036

Free membership to members and non-members of ACM,
Non-members may join SICCAI provided one's primary allegiance
is to a discipline other than data processing.

SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES ASSOCIATION (SPA)
7890 Brookside Drive
Cleveland, Ohio 44131

SPA was originally formed in 1944. Through a number
of mergers of similar groups, the Systems and. Procedures
Association was formed.

The purpose of the organization is to give information
and exchange ideas relative to systems and procedures.
Membership is open to all persons actively engaged in systems
and procedures.

Pub] ications:

Systems and P
International Newsletter
ideas on Management

ocedures Jou



TECHNICAL JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES

The following is a list of trade magazines, periodicalsand technical journals which would be desirable readingmaterial for persons involved in data processing education.

Business Automation, 288 Park Ave., West Elmhurst, Ill., 60168

Communications of the ACM, Association for Computing Machinery,11 East 43r Street, New York, New York 10017

Computers and Automation, Berkeley Enterprises, Inc.,815 WagEThgton Street, Newtonville, Mass, 02160

Computer Characteristics uarterly, Adams Associates, Inc.,575 Technology Square, Cambridge, Mass, 02139

Computer Di est American Data Processin Inc., 4th floor,oo< =ux sing, retroit, sic igan 8

Com uter and the Humanities (Newsletter), Queens College oft e ity iniversity o New ork, Plus ing, New York 11367

Computin: Newsletter for Schools of Business, University ofColora o oul er, OT5E5ET1MITT-

Com uterworld News Bulletin, Computerworid, Inc.; 60 Austin
treet, Newton, ass, 02160

Data Management, 524 Busses Highway, Park Ridge, Illinois

Datamation, F. D Thompson Publications, Inc., 205 WestWacker DFIve, P.O. Box 2000, Greenwich, Conn, 06830

Data Processing Digest, Data Processing Digest, Inc.,
1140 South Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90035

Data Processing for Education, American Data Processing, Inc.,4th Floor, Book Building, Detroit, Michigan, 48226

Data Processing Magazine, Data Processing Magazine,134 NortH-13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

Data Processor, International Business Machines Corp., White
Plains, New York 10601

DPMA Quarterly, Data Processing Management Association, 505Highway,way, Park Ridge, Illinois 60068
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EDP Analyzer, 134 Escondido Ave , Vista, Calif. 92083

Honeywell Computer Journal, Honeywell, Inc., Electronic Data
Processing Division, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181

Information Retrieval Letter, American Data Processing, Inc.,
4th Floor, Book Building7Ditroit, Michigan 48226

Journal of Data Management, Data Processing Management
Association, 505 Busse Highway, Park Ridge, Ill, 60068

Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery,
211 East 43rd Street, New York, TY. 10017

Management Science, P.O Box 273, Pleasantville, New York

Modern Data S stems, Circulation Department, Modern Data
Systems, 1 rlgnton Road, Clifton, New Jersey 07012

News Report, News Report, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D C. 20418

SDC Magazine, Document Distribution, SDC

Supervisory Manapment, American Management Association, Inc.,
135 West 50th Street, New York, N.Y. 10020

S stems, United Business Publications, Inc., 200 Madison
'venue, New York, N.Y. 10016

S stems and Procedures, Systems and Procedures Association,
7890 oo e Drive, Cleveland, Ohio 44138

Technical News Bulletin, U.S. Department of Congress,
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234

Think, IBM, Armonk, New York 10504
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EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS

AEDS Bulletin, Association for Ed. oetional Data Systems,
1201 16th Street, N.W , Washington, D,C 20036

AEDS Monitor, Association for Edcuational Data Systems,
1201 16th STreet N W , Washington, D C. 20036

Com uter and the Humanities, Queens College of the City
University o New Yor Flushing, New York 11367

EDP Bulletin, Association for Educational Data Systems, 1201
MEgl-feet, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

Education Abe, 3M Education Press, Visual Products Division,
3M Company, 3M Center, St Paul, Minnesota 55101

Educational Media, Educational Media, Inc,, 1015 Florence
Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76102

Educational Technolo,u, Educational News Service, P.O.
Box 508, addle Brook, New Jersey

Journal of Educational Data Processing, Association for
E ucational Data Systems, 1201 1 t Street N.W., Washington,
D,C, 20036

Ehij222.<222.antal, Phi Delta Kappan, 8th Street & Union Ave,,
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Science, American Association for the Advancement of Science,
1515 Massachusetts Ave., N W., Washington, D.C. 20005

Scientific American, Scientific American, Inc., 415 Madison
Avenue, New York, N,Y 10C17

To4ys Education, (formerly NEA Journal), National
Education Association, 1201 16th Street N,W., Washington,
D.C. 20036
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DIRECTORY OF MANUFACTURERS

ADAGE, Adage, Incorporated, 1079 Commonwealth AVenue,
Boston, Mass 02115

AMPEX, Ampex Corporation, Computer Pioducts Division,
9937 West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, Calif. 90230

ANAELEX, Anaelex Corp., 150 Causeway Street, Boston, Mass.02114

AUTONETICS, Autonetics, A Division of North American
Aviation, Inc., 3330 Miraloma Avenue, Anaheim, Calif. 92803

BBN, Bolt, Beranek F Newman, Inc , Data Equipment Division,
15808 Wyandotte Street, Van Nuys, California 91406

BECKMAN, Beckman Instruments, Inc., Systems Division,
2400 Frirbor Boulevard, Fullerton, Calif. 92631

BIT, Business Information Technology, Inc,, 3 Erie Drive,
Natick, Mass. 01760

BRYANT, Bryant Computer Products, Div., of Ex-Cello Corp.
850 Ladd Road, Walled Lake, Michigan 48088

BUNKER-RAMO, Bunker-Ramo Corporation, 8433 Fallbrook Ave,,
CaT--log-1-15-a7r-T, Calif 91304

BURROUGHS, Burroughs Corporation, 6071 Second Avenue,
Detroit, Mich 48200

COLLINS, Collins Radio Company, Comm. and Data Systems
Division, Dallas, Texas 75207

COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS, Computer Communications Inc.,
701 West Manchester Blvd, Inglewood, California 90301

CONRAC, Div. of Giannini Controls Corporation, 600 North
Rimsdale, Covina, California '1722

CONTROL DATA, Control Data Corporation, 8100 34th Avenue, S.,
Minneapolis, Minn 55420
Control Data Corporation, Data Display Division, 2401 North
Fairview Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota 55113

DATA DISC, Data Disc, Inc., 1275 California Avenue,
Palo Alto, California 94304
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DATAMARK, Datamark, Inc, Cantiague Road, Westbury, New York
11590

DATAMEC, Datamec Corporation, 345 Middlefield Road, Mountain
ITTJ'Ai7Talifornia 94040

DATA PRODUCTS, Dava Products Corporation, 8535 Warner Drive,
nTITeTnly, California 90231

DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT, Digital Development Corporation,
TSTTITEFETTYITERoad, San Diego, Calif. 92123

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT, Digital Equipment Corporation, Main Street,
Maynard, Mass. 01754

DIGITRONICS, Digitronic, Corp., Albertson AiAenue,
AI-son, New York 11507

EAI, Electronic Associates, Inc., West Long .Branch4 N.J. 07764

EMR, EMR Computer Division, 8001 Bloomington Freeway,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420

GENERAL ELECTRIC, Information Systems, 13430 N. Black Canyon
FITTWaTITOTETR, Arizona 85029

HEWLETT PACKARD, Hewlett Packard, Dymec Division, 395 Page
Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif, 94306

HONEYWELL, Honeywell, Computer Control Division, Old
Connecticut. Path, Framinghamass. 01701
Honeywell, Electronic Data Processing Div., 60 Walnut Street,
Wellesley Hills, Mass 02181

HUGHES, Hughes Aircraft Company, Data Processing Products Div.,
Fullerton, Calif. 92634

IBM, International Business Machines, Corp., Data Processing
Tision, 112 East Post Road, White Plains,' New York 10600

IDI, Information Displays, Inc., 102 E. Sandford Blvd.,
Mount Vernon, New York 10550

INFORMATION INTERNATIONAL, Information International, Inc.,
200 SixF-RiTet, CambiTage, Masse 02142

INTERDATA, Interdata, 2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, N.J, 07757
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ITT, International Telephone & Telegraph Company,'Federal
Laboratories, 3700 East Pontiac Street, Fort Wayne, Ind. 46803

LFE, Laboratory for Electronics, Inc., Electronics Division,
1075 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02215

LSI, Lear Siegler, Inc., Electwonic Instruments Division,
714" North Brookhurst Street, Anaheim, Calif. 92803

MIDWESTERN, Midwestern Instruments, Inc., 41st Street & Sheridan
1765TTaTTa, Oklahoma 74135

MONROE, Monroe Calculating Machine Co., 555 Mitchell Street,
Orange, N.J. 07050

NCR, National Cash Register Co., 1324 South Paterson Blvd.,
Dayton, Ohio 45400

PACIFIC DATA, Pacific Data Systems, Inc., 644 Young Street,
Santa Ana, California 92705

PHILCO, Philco Corporation, Subsidiary of Ford Motor Co,,
3900 Welsh Road, Willow Grove, Pa. 19090

POTTER, Potter Instruments Co., Inc., 151 Sunnyside Blvd.,
Plainview, Long Island, N.Y. 11803

RAYTHEON, Raytheon Corp. 2700 South, Fairview Street, Santa
Ana, California 92704

RCA, Radio Corporation of America, Information Systems Div.,
UHTrry Hill, N.J. 08034

REMEX, Remex Electronics, 5250 W. El Segundo Blvd:, Hawthorne
Calif. 90250

ROYTRON, Roytron Division, Royal Typewriter Company, Inc.,
150 New Park Avenue, Hartford, Conn. 06101

SANDERS, Sanders Associates, Inc., 95 Canal Stredt,
Nashua, New Hampshire 03060

SCIENTIFIC CONTROL, Scientific Control Corporation, 14008
Distribution Way, Dallas, Texas 75234



SEL, Systems Engineering Laboratories, Inc,, Post Office Box
9148, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33310

SOROBAN, Soroban Engineering, Inc,, Post Office Box 1690,
Melbourne, Florida 32902

STANDARD COMPUTER, Standard Computer Corroration, 1411 West
UT7FITTEYoulevard, Los Angeles, California 90015

STROMBERG-CARLSON, Stromberg-Carlson Corporation, Data
Products Division, Post Office Box 2449, San Diego, Califor-
nia 92112

TALLY, Tally Corporation, 13110 Mercer Street, Settle,
Washington 98109

TASKER, Tasker Industries, 7838 Orion Avenue, Van Nuys, Cali-
fornia 91409

TEC-LITE, Transistor Electronics Corporation, Post Office Box
6191, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424

UNIVAC, Sperry Rand Corporation, Univac Division, Blue
Bell, Penna. 19422

UPTIME, Uptime Corporation, 15910 W. 5th Avenue, Golden,
Tdo 80401

VARIAN DATA, Varian Data Machines, A Varian Subsidiary,
1590 Monrovia Avenue, Newport Beach, Calif, 92660

VERMONT RESEARCH, Vermont Research, Precision Park, North
Springfield, Vermont 05150

WESTINGHOUSE, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Research and
Development Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15200
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APPENDIX C

Teaching Materials Utilized

Phase One General Back round and Programming

Evolution of Data Processing

(1) Films:

Then and Now produced by Univac.

(2) Programmed Instruction Texts and Glossaries:

An Introduction to Computer Numberin Systems,
A Prograiii7aTnstruction Text; istri ute by
Honeywell.

gomputin System Fundamentals, a Programmed
nstruct on Text; evelopFdby IBM.

Text and Notebook, Unit I. Series consists of
six texts and two notebooks. Each successive text
was distributed upon the completion of the previous
one throughout Phase I of the curriculum.

U c A. Standard Vocabulary for Information
Processing, a glossary;
Inc.

istr ute y Honeywell,

(3) Overhead Projection Transparencies:

Selected Trans arencies from Volume 40 Data
TTEEETTVisuals by the innesotaTginiTii
an anu acturing Company, were used throughout
Phase I of the curriculum.

(4) Supplementary Handouts:

Project EDITS - Purpose of the project

Binder and Supplies

CAI High School Time Sharing System;
Altoona, Pa, School District: System Spotlight;
extracted from Datamation, January, 1969.



Data Representationancilianagement

(1) Programmed Instruction Texts:

Com utin S stems Fundamentals, IBM Units II VI
distributed as required.

(2) Overhead Projection Transparencies:

Selected Trans arencies from Volume 4, Data Proces-
slag_lEaa, Minnesota gi7arir=7E=Tctiting
Company.

(3) Supplementary Handouts:

Sample punched cards
USA Standard Code for Information Exchange (USACII)
Numbering Systems Exercises

Concepts of Data ProcessaLlarre_

(1) Slides:

IBM 360 30 Tape/Disk Computer Installation
developed by InTech Corporation

(2) Overhead Projection Transparencies:

SelectedTElEalenci2sLom_Volume 4, Data
Processing Visuals - Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company.

(3) Programmed Instruction Texts:

Computing System Fundamentals: IBM, Units II VI
distributed as required.

(4) Supplementary Handouts:

How The Com uter Gets the Answer: Life Educational
Reprint .
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Concepts of Data Processing Software

(1) Films:

The Information Ex losion - Association of
Science eaciers.

(2) Programmed Instruction Texts:

Computing Systems Fundamentals, IBM. Units II-VI
distributed as required.

(3) Supplementary Handouts:

Sample Program Listing.

Computer Processing Techniques

(1) Films:

Operating System 360 Modern Talking Pictures

(2) Overhead Projection Transparencies:

Selected Trans from.Volume 4, Data
P-23FigTETVIguals; Minnesota grEiiirand
Manufacturing Company.

(3) Programmed Instruction Texts:

Computing System Fundamentals: IBM
Units II - VI distributed as required.

DecisionlakingTeshaiaues

(1) Overhead Projection Transparencies:

Selected Transparencies from Volume 4, Data
Processing Tisua s; Tinnesota fining and
Manufacturing Company.

(2) Programmed Instruction Texts:

Computing System Fundamentals: IBM.
Units II VI distributed as required.
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Supplementary Handouts:

Sample Flow Chart - Departing for Work
"Job Processing" Flowchart
Flowcharting Worksheet - IBM
Flowcharting Template - Hbneywell
EBCDIC Card - RCA
Announcement of Speaker Dr. R. Louis Bright
Review Sheet of Data Processing Terms

COBOL Programming

(1) Texts:

Fundamentals of COBOL -

Sperry

COBOL - Student Workbook
Sperry Rand.

COBOL - Instructors Guide Intermediate Course;F7y Rria7

General Formats COBOL 65; Sperry Rand.

(2) Supplementary Handouts:

Systems Flowchart and Program Flowchart - Examples
COBOL Program - Coding
COBOL Coding Form
Reference Sheets - Identification, Environment and

Data Divisions
Sample Program Listing of Identification, Environ-

ment and Data Divisions.
Laboratory Problem
Laboratory Problem #4 and Printer Layout
Problem Solution #4
Laboratory Problem #5
Reference Sheet - Verbs
List of Technical JouTnals and-Magazines
Solution to Laboratory Problem #5.
Editorial: Book 977 Where are you? extracted from

Modern Data, January, 1969.

Programmers Reference;

.0114110111111101.004V0117 Intermediate Course;



Laboratory Problem #6 Indian Problem
Laboratory Problem #13 - Customer File Conversion
Flowchart for Laboratory Problem #13
Laboratory Problem #7
Flowchart for Laboratory Problem #7
Solution to Laboratory Problem #7
Sample Coding for Page Headings
Listing of Test Data for Laboratory Problem #13
Laboratory Problem #8 - Perform and Subscripting
Solution to Laboratory Problem #8.

Phase Two Techniques and Applications

Data Processing Systems and Procedures

(1) Overhead Projection Transparencies:

Pertinent Transparencies developed by InTech
Corporation

(2) Supplementary Handouts:

Manual Grade Reporting System Flowchart
EDITS Newsletter - Vol. 1, No 1

Systems Analysis and Design Payroll System

Integration of Systems and Programming

(1) Overhead Projection Transparencies:

Transparencies of supplementary handouts #3 #20
described below; developed by InTech Corporation.

(2) Supplementary Handouts:

Voter Registration Background - Supplement #1
Voter Registration Specifications - Supplement #2
Voter. Registration; Initial Master File -

Supplement #3
Voter Registration Conversion System - Supplement #4
Voter Registration Conversion File - Supplement #5
Voter Registration Pre-Election System - Supplement #6
Voter Registration Election System I - Supplement #6-B
Voter Registration Election System II Supplement #7



Voter Registration: Revised Master File - Supplement #8
Voter Registration Post Election System I -

Supplement #9-A
Voter R§gistration Post Election System II

,Supplement #9-B
Voter Registration Post Election system III -

Supplement #10
Transaction Fitts Layout Supplement #11
Update Register - Supplement #12
Street List Supplement #13
Recap File Supplement #14
Recap Report - Supplement #15
Certificate Form Layout - Supplement #16
Final Recap Report Supplement #17
Purge Notice Layout - Supplement #18
Retention and Inspector Purge Card Files -

Supplement #17
Retention Report - Supplement #20

Practical Applications in Industry

(1) Overhead Projection Transparencies:

Transparencies of selected handouts of group described
below; developed by InTech Corporation.

(2) Supplementary Handouts:

Outline for a Systems Study
Review Sheet - Systems and Procedures
Current Sales Report - Handout #1
Monthly Salesman and Territory Report - Handout #2
Sales Statistics System Flow Chart Handout #3
Record Layout for Salesman Transaction - Handout #4
Detail Flowchart for Sales Report Program - Handout #5
Inventory Shipment Report - Handout #1
Inventory Status Report - Handout #2
System Flow Chart - Daily Inventory Processing

Handout #3
Inventory Shipment Program - Detail Flow Chart

Handout #4
Inventory Status Program - Detail Flow Chart Handout #5
Payroll Register - Handout #1
Payroll Check - Handout #2
Payroll Master File - Handout #3
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Earnings File Record Layout - Handout #4
Payroll System Flow Chart Handout #5
Nationwide Trucking System - Handout #6

Practical Application in School Administration

(1) Overhead Projection Transparencles:

Transparencies of handouts selected frcai group
described below; developed by InTech Corporation.

(2) Supplementary Handouts:

Daily Absence Report - Handout #1
State-Required Attendance Report - Handout #2
Irregular Attendance Report - Handout #3
System Flow Chart - Attendance Accounting Handout #4
Student Report Card - Handout #1
Mark Analysis Report - Handout #2
Grade Reporting Systems Flow Chart - Handout #3
Census Change Register - Handout #1
Alphabetical List of Students by School Report and

Pre-School Children by Birthday - Handout #2
System Flow Chart of School District Census Proces-

sing - Handout #3

Advanced Class Problem

(1) Opaque Projection Materials:

Projections of systems and reports designed by
groups of participants.

(2) Supplementary Handouts:

Advanced Class Problem - Handout #1
Advanced Class Problem - Handout #2

Information Retrieval

(1) Films:

Information Retrieval - Modern Talking Pictures
(Now withdrawn from circulation)



(2) Overhead Projection Transparencies:

Developed by InTech Corporation as follows:

Concept of Information Retrieval
Data Base Systems
Management Information System (MIS)
MIS Data Base
Management Information System Utilization
MIS Summary of Objectives
MIS - Levels of Data Base
Levels in Grade Reporting System
MIS - Specialized Data Bases
MIS - Information Threshold Problem 1.
MIS Information Threshold Prbblem 2.
MIS - Information - Sources and Amounts
MIS Information
Sample KWIC Index
Permutations in Establishing a KWIC Index
UNITERM CArds
Information Flow in SDI System
Microimage Forms
Datrix Form
Question - Answer System - Constituent Analysis
Question - Answer System - Dependency Agreement
Question - Answer System - Phrase Structure Analysis
List Structure Example
File Management System - Mark IV
IR System: State-of-the-Art - Input and Announcement
IR System: State-of-the-Art - Search and Retrieval

(3) Supplementary Handouts:

Stock Broker Video Display
List of Educational Journals.
Litt of Technical Journals and Magazines
Attendance Accounting Subsystem - Flow Chart
California Total Educational Information System
Pupil Personnel System Flow Chart
Guidelines to Selection, Design, etc. of the

Individual Problem
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Phase Three -Adra.n.ces1320.±.2
Concepts of CAI CMI

(1) Films:

Sign On/Sign Off

(2) Overhead Projection Tr

(3)

Developed by InTec

Teaching Machine
Normal Classroom

& Teacher
Teacher, Stude
Basic Tasks t

System
CAI in the Universities
Stanford Upper Elementary Mathematics CAI Project
Drill and Practice CAI Program in Spelling

Flowchart #1
Drill and Practice CAI Program in Spelling

Flowchart #2
Schematic of a Typical CAI System Configuration
"Rich" System Configuration for CAI
Schematic Representation of a System for CMI
Example of PLANIT CAI Author Language
Example of LYRIC CAI Author Language
Sample CAI Drill & Practice Program in Elementary

English
Sample CAI Drill & Practice Program in Arithmetic
CAI Daily Teacher Status Report
Performance of Three Experimental Groups -

Evaluation of CAI
Reading Progress with CAI - Progress
Reading Progress with CAI - Rate of Progress
CAI Reading Project Test Results

ns,to Individual Disci lines

nAsylvania State University

ansparencies:

h Corporation as follows:

'Relationship between Student, Text

nt, Text Interaction in CAI Situation
o be Approached in Developing a CAI

Supplementary Handouts

CAI Spelling Program Flowchart #1
CAI Spelling Program - Flowchart #2
PLANIT - A Language for CAI
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Selection of a Computer

(1) Overhead Projection Transparencies:

Developed by InTech Corporation as follows:

Equipment"Characteristics by Vendor

Evaluation Attributes and Rating Scales Numerical

Evaluation Attributes and Rating Scales Alphabetical

SCERT System
SCERT System Environment Definitions

SCERT Sample OUtput #1
SCERT Sample Output #2
Graph-Purchase vs. Lease Costs

(2) Supplementary Handouts:

Proposals of Three Computer Vendors
Decision Table on Computer Selection

Data

(1) Supplementary Handouts:

Sources for Data Processing Terminology Booklets

Filmstrips (Lis'-)
Films (List)
Source Addresses for Audio-Visual Aids

Directory of Manufacturers
Educational, Technical and Management Societies

Reference Information

Current Applications in Education

(1) Texts, Technical Magazines and Journals:

Selected articles researched by participants and

used in discussion.

Individual Problem

(1) Supplementary Handouts:

Individual Problem Implementation and Documentation

Guidelines.



APPENDIX D

Selection of a Computer

Vendor Proposals

The following is a summary of proposals, prepared by a
consultant, from three computer manufacturers. Evaluate
these -proposals according to the guidelines presented in
the equipment evaluation section. There are two desired
results:

1. Choice of vendor
2. Justification of choice

The jobs for which the computer is initially being purchased
are listed below:

1. Payroll
2. Pupil Census
3. Student Scheduling
4. Mark Reporting
5. Failure Analysis and Reporting
6. Budget and General Accounting
7. Dropout Analysis and Reporting

The School District has estimated the above jobs will take
12 months to implement. Upon completion they will begin
to implement computer assisted instruction from remote
locations, using 60 visual display terminals.

The following is a summary of each vendors proposal:

VENDOR I

I. HARDWARE

A. CPU

1. 8,000 characters of core memory
2. 4.0 micro-second memory cycle
3. Decimal arithmetic
4. No multiply/divide hardware (software available)
5. Financial edit feature
6. No read/write/compute simultaneity



B. 800 CPM Card Reader

C. 400 CPM Card Punch

D. 350 LPM printer with 120 print positions

B. Sorter, Collator, Interpreter, Reproducer

This vendor proposes to sell a card system initially and to
upgrade this in one year to a more sophisticated system with
tape, disk, and communications capabilities, which would not
have program compatability. The vendor feels the advantage
of this system is low initial rental.

II. LANGUAGES

Basic Assembler Language

III. DATA MANIPULATION ROUTINES

A. Limited peripheral conversion routines

B. Macro routines

IV. OPERATING SYSTEM

None available on cards

\V. PROGRAM MAINTENANCE AND DEBUGGING AIDS

A. Memory dump routines

B. Cross reference routines

VI. APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

None available

VII. SYSTEMS SUPPORT

Experienced personnel in an advisory capacity

VIII. SERVICE SUPPORT_

Trained personnel with service rendered on an "on-call
basis"



IX. EDUCATION SUPPORT

There are several formal
for management and prog
no formal classes for

There are several cxc
courses available La

All formal educatic
center, one hundre

The quality of th

X. SOFTWARE DISTR

Direct from ho

XI. REFERENCE

Extrcmely t
to user.

XII. COSTS P

VEND

I.

A. Syst

B. Sy

C. 0

classes and sf.iminars available
ramming personnel. There are
operations personnel.

ellent Programmed Instruction
r programming and operations perscnnel.

n is done in the regional education
d miles away.

e teaching personnel is generally high.

IBUTION

me office,,by request.

ANUALS

echnical but complete, distributed directly

ER MONTH FOR 200 MACHINE HOURS $2,875.00

em is upgraded with additional monthly rental.

stem cannot be down-graded during length of contract.

ve2time will be all usage in excess of 200 machine
hours.

Overtime Charge ... $10.50 per'hour

R II

HARDWARE

A. CPU

1. 32,000 characters of memory
2. 800 nanosecond memory cycle
3. Decimal arithmetic
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4. Binary airthmetic
5. Multiply/divide hardware
6. N financial edit (software available)
7, Complete read/write/compute simultaneity
8. Communications interface

B. 1100 CPM Card Reader

C. 250 CPM Card Punch

D. 1100 LPM Printer with 132 Print Positions

E. 3-12 million character disk drives - 180 KB
(1 drive for operating system)

F- 4 input/output k.hannei

G. 4-800 BPI tape drives 67KB

This vendor proposes a system. that will handle the current
jobs more efficiently as the additional jobs are implemented.
He feels the additional cost for the first twelve months
is offset by having the largest volume of information on
tape rather than cards. The disk drives are justified by
the use of a more advanced operating system and allow the
programmers to gain disk experience. The required communi-
cations abilities are a standard feature of this computer.

II. LANGUAGES

A. Basic coding language

B. COBOL 68'

C. ForTran IV

Dc Algol

III. DATA MANIPULATIONS ROUTINES

A. I/O control systems

B. Sorts/collates/merges

C. Macro assemblers

D. Some peripheral conversion routines

E. File maintenance routines
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IV. OPERATING SYSTEMS

A. Tape resident - adequate, requires 5,000 characters
of memory

B. Disk resident rated excellent by users however
requires 8,000 characters of overhead.

V. PROGRAM MAINTENANCE AND DEBUGGING AIDS

A, Symbolic program maintenance

B. Object program maintenance

C. Trace routines

D. Memory and peripheral print routines

VI. APPLICATIONS SOi-;TWARE

A. Very good library of payroll and general accounting
packages including accounts receivable and payable.

Excellent student scheduling packages

C. Written in COBOL primarily with some of the
inrentory programs in ForTran

VII, SYSTEMS SUPPORT

Experienced personnel, with one man committed a full
year, for programming and systems support,

VIII. SERVICE SUPPORT

Trained personnel available on call

IX. EDUCATION SUPPORT

Numerous formal classes for management programmers and
operators. There are several programmed instruction
courses for all Data Processing personnel.
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Formal education available:

A. Home Office

B. Regional Education Centers

C. Branch Offices

D. Customers Offices

X. SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION

XI. REFERENCE MANUALS

Well written and easy to understand

XII. COSTS PER MONTH FOR UNLIMITED USE - $4,300.00

A. System can be upgraded with additional monthly rental

B. System can be downgraded, by paying a pro-rated
share of the total contract rental.

distributed upon request by user.

VENDOR III

I. HARDWARE

A. CPU

1. 32,000 characters of memory
2. 1.0 micro-second memory cycle
3. Decimal Arithmetic
4. Binary Arithmetic
5. Multiply-divide hardware
6. Financial edit
7. Complete read/write/compute simultaneity

B. 800 CPM Card Reader

C. 200 CPM Card Punch

D. 600 LPM printer with 132 print positions

E. Two Input/Output channels

F. Five - 800 BPI tape drives - 89KB
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This vendor proposes that he can satisfy the work load
requirement with five tape drives He states he does
not feel there'is a need for random access devices now
and proposes that the disk drives not be added for one
year. This, he states, will permit a lower hardware
rental for the first year, without affecting efficiency.
To allow communications a special feature must be
installed at an additional monthly charge of $100.00.

II. LANGUAGES

A, Basic Coding Language

B. COBOL 68'

C. ForTran IV

III. DATA MANIPULATION ROUTINES

A. I/O control systems

B. Sorts/merges/collates

C. Macro assemblers

D. Library of peripheral conversion routines

B, File maintenance routines

IV. OPERATING SYSTEMS

A. Tape Resident good, requires 5,000 characters of
memory

B. Disk Resident fair, requires 10,000 characters of
memory

V. PROGRAM MAINTENANCE AND DEBUGGING AIDS

A. Symbolic program maintenance

B.. Object program maintenance
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Trace routines

D. Cross reference routines

E. Memory dump

F. Peripheral print

G. Flow chart'program

VI. APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

A, An excellent library of payroll and general
accounting packages including accounts receivable
and payable.

B. Written primarily in Assembler Language

VII. SYSTEMS SUPPORT

One full-time experienced systems engineer for one 'year

VIII. SERVICE SUPPORT

Full time trained engineer "on site", with one hour
response for additional specialized support

IX. EDUCATION SUPPORT

Numerous formal classes for programmers and operators,
at the regional education centers. There are several
Programmed Instruction Courses available for all Data
Processing personnel.

X. SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION

A. System engineers responsibility, distributed by
home office.

XI. REFERENCE MANUALS

Technically wri+ten, difficult to understand



XII, COSTS PER MONTH FOR 200 MACHINE HOURS $3,200,00

A, System is upgraded with additional monthly rental

Be System can be downgraded by paying a "one-time"
service charge and a pro-rated share of the total
contract rental.
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Selection of a Computer

DECISION TABLE ON COMPUTER.SELECTION

VENDOR VENDOR VENDOR
ELEMENT #1 #2 #3

I. HARDWARE

II. LANGUAGES

III. DATA MANIPULATION ROUTINES

IV. OPERATING SYSTEMS

V. PROGRAM-MAINTENANCE AND
DEBUGGING AIDS

VI. APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

VII. SYSTEMS SUPPORT

VIII. SERVICE SUPPORT

IX. EDUCATION SUPPORT

X. SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION

XI. REFERENCE MANUALS

XII. COST

KEY EXCELLENT F - FAIR N/A - NOT APPLICABLE
GOOD POOR
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APPENDIX E

Selection of a Computer Laboratory Results



Joseph Beltrami

I. Description of Proposed System

A. Initial purpose
1. Payroll, pupil census, student scheduling, grade

reporting, failure analysis and reporting,
budget and general accounting dropout anaLysis
and reporting.

B. Future SystemAdditions:
1. Computer assisted instruction, using 60 visual

display terminals.
2. Time target date for implementation of CAI is

immediately upon computerization. Initial pur-
pose jobs -- approximately one year.

II. Choice of Vendor
A. Vendor #2.

III. Justification .of choice:
A, Education tealnique (see attached schedule "A").
B. Specific reasons for choice.

1. Equipment Provisions and Systems Operations.
A. Vendor #2 achieved highest score per

evaluation schedule.
B. Vendor #2 is providing (3) 12 million charac-

ter disk drives for immediate use, with tape
drives as well.

C. While providing only four tape drives, vendor
#2 more than adequately fares out well by the
disk drives (vendor #3 provides S tape drives
but no disk drives for immediate use).

D. Card Reader, Card Punch, and Printer operate
at highest speeds of all vendors.

E. Vendor #2 has highest number of I/O channels,
an important consideration for future use,
especially with CAI intentions.

F. Vendor #2 has fastest memory cycle time.
G. While vendors #2 and vendor #3 both utilize

the all-important COBOL and FORTRAN IV
languages, vendor #2 also has ALGOL.

H. Disk resident operating system of vendor #2
requires 8,000 chs. of overhead, which is
2,000 chs. less than the other vendors
provided. However, because of large core
storage provided by both vendors #2 and #3,
this is not a major factor.
Vendor #2 offers student scheduling program
in addition to programs offered by other
vendors; #2's programs are written basically
in COBOL with some inventory progranis in
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FORTRAN, while next best vendor offers
programs only in Assembler. Language.

J. Systems Support is good;although another
vendor offers nearly a Just-as-good systems
support.

K. Service Support is good and is similar to
vendor #3's,

L. Educational Support is excellent and
provides instruction.to_all,data processing
personnel at any location. desired..

M. Reference manuals-are:welli.written and easy
to understand;.however,.assuming capable

.
personnel are.utilizing,the system, technical
manuals, as provided by #3 represent no draw4;-

. back.
2. Cost reasons for choice:

A. See attached Schedule "B".
1. Assuming Vendor #1 does not provide

the equipment needed to efficiently,
achieve the desired resuM7

2. Assuming no positive use.
Schedule 'Cu.
1. Assuming 20 hours. of overtime per month.
A. Approximately one overtime hr, per day.

(TABLE)

C. While the 3rd vendor offers a package quite
similar to the 2nd vendor and the package of
#3 is less expensive than that of #2,
(assuming not more than approximately
400 overtime hrs.) #2 can easily cut
time and make up the rental cost spent
over and above that of #3.

NOTE:
If budget requirements demand that not more than $40,000
be spent on the computer for at least the first year then
#3 vendor should De given considerable thought, particularly
if choosing #2 would be turned down by the budget committee.
(This means that #3 would enable the data processing
function to begin immediately while #2 means that the
function would be postponed for a year.

D, Reasons for rejecting #1 & #3:
1. #1 provides no tapes or disks, yielding

stored output only on punched cards.
2. Core of number 1 does not make it a

feasible operation after the first year
when CAI is implemented.

3. #3 leaves no provision for heavy overtime
usage as far as cost is .concerned. As
well, it does not provide ready access-
ibility to disk process. This may be
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a factor if maximum regular.time is
used, because tape is considerably
slower than random access, such as
disk.

4. #3 leaves little time for rental of
computer to other companies wishing to
make use of it,



Maryann Berger

I, Description of Proposed System:

The computer purchased will be used to perform the
following functions:

Make up the payroll, conduct a pupil census, do student
scheduling, mark reporting, failure analysis, budget
and general accounting, and drop-out and analysis reports.
At a later date 60 visual display terminals will be added
to the basic configuration.

II, Vendor Selected:

My choice of proposed systems will be that of Vendor II.

III, Justification:

A. To determine a choice a scale was set up listing
attributes desired in the system. Each attribute was
given a weight from.Q to 4 depending upon the importance
of that system. tach system was then evaluated on each
attribute and given a point scale ranging from 0 to 100.

Following is the rating scale used:
(Rating scale)
B. As can be seen from the above chart, in areas I

considered of basic importance, Vendor II had more to
offer than the other proposed systems. I felt that
system II had more to offer in long-range goals also.
Although the system had no financial edit, I felt that
this could be overcome through the use of available
software. Also havinr the communications facilities
available as part of the basic configuration will make
it much easier to use or add student terminals mithout
much revision of the system. Also the .disk drives mill
be available and much faster and make information
more readily available because of random .access. These
Will be necessary for later CAI programsThis system
will allow for greater expansion without much additional
cost. Also less storage space will be needed by having
most information on tape,

C. The other two proposals were rejected because I
felt that they did not meet the basic objectives as well
as did the accepted proposal although both had certain
good points, they were rejected purely on .the terms of
number of points. Proposal II simply won the numbers race.

Vendor I was simply deficient in too many of the basic
requirements. It was much slower than.the.ather.two
systems. Also lacking a read, write, compute simultaneity,.
will necessitate more computer time spent .on these operations
and a resulting higher cost. Also a card system is not
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the best method of record keeping. Also it is not
adaptable for CAI.

Vendor III was rejected because .it was_matas faFt as

the selected system. Also costs will he added when it
becomes necessary to add disk packs for the.GAI program.
Secondly, it did not allow or have availahle.as many _
languages. Although good, it was not as good as
proposal

Mr

fo.



Imelda Brislin

A school district is considering the purchase of a
computer to do the following:

1. Payroll
2. Pupil Census
3. Student Scheduling
4. WOrk Reporting
5. Failure Analysis and Reporting
6. Budget and General Accounting
7. Dropout Analysis and Reporting

Twelve months will be required for implementation. Upon
completion computer assisted instruction will be implemented
from remote locations, using 6a visual display terminals.

In the evaluation of a computer, one looks for high-
speed processing, efficiency of operation and reasonable
going rates for this service. The equipment must be able
to perform the 7 functions listed above, plus having the
memory capacity to accomodate a projected CAI program. It
is assumed that personnel must be trained by the manufac-
turer for the new installation. Systems personnel and
programmers presumably are experienced persons trained in
this field, who must be given adaptability instruction by
the manufacturer on this particular installation.

Vendor II, in assessment of qualities, received the
highest number of points. Vendor III was comparable in
performance, but II could read and rrint much faster.
Vendor I contained a very small core memory and could not
handle the number of programs, plus CAI that were contem-
plated. No further consideration could be given to this
vendor or any other attributes. It would then narrow
down to Vendors II and III.

At this stage of evaluation, a lay person, such
as I, cannot realistically judge the value of using disk
drives in a year or having an engineer "on site" as opposed
to being able to have one "on call" to reach me from a
point about 2 or 3 hours away. As it is with all equipment,
when it's working smoothly, an engineer (service) is not
needed -- until something goes wrong. Good service is
a "must", so the manufacturer or service call cannot be too
far away.

Vendor II lists only one more high-level language
than III (Algol). I don't know of what importance this
might be.
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Data manipulation routines were very similar.

Vendor III offers many more maintenance and debugging
aid - certainly an aid if one needed to use those offered -
of no use or advantage if they are available but not needed.

Software: Advantage of high-level languages; other-
wise similar.

Systems s,,pport referred to previously. A great aid
to have a person on the job for programming and systems
aid.

Service: already mentioned.

Education: Both offer educational instruction, but
Vendor II seems to offer courses in more places.

Software Distribution - available from both (this was
not too clearly listed for advantages).

Reference Manuals: I'm sure Vendor II's, which is
well written and easy to understand would be an important
feature.

Cost: Extremely hard to evaluate if one is not the
user and not in the specific buying school district.
Systems, or anything else, which do more, cost more. If
it does the job, one must pay the money. What do we get
for it? Unlimited use for $4,300 with a chance to rent
time to other users.

Overtime charge on III is $20 an hour -- a considera-
tion in the amount or volume of work contemplated. An
additional charge of $1,000 a month for two disk drives
to be added at the end of a year is a consideration.



John Cardone

I. Description of proposed system and objectives:

It was decided that the School District would
convert to a system which would do specific operations and
reports: payroll, pupil census, student scheduling,
mark reporting, failure analysis and reporting, budget and
general accounting and dropout analysis and reporting.

It was then necessary to also decide in a prescribed
manner what hardware and software as well as maintenance
and cost should be considered before accepting a final
choice. The entire operation would take 12 months to
implement and at which time there would be 60 visual
display terminals.

II. Choice of Vendor Vendor #2 proposed a system that
not only handled current jobs but also will handle new ones
as they occur.

III. Justification of Choice.

A. Evaluation technique; There were 12 listed
attributes each graded according to a weighted
marking system of E=4, G=3, F=2, P=1, N/A=0.

B. Specific reasons for choice.

He seems to handle current jobs most efficiently
in the overall picture and also is ready to add new jobs
as they are needed.

He shows a comparison of savings in first year cost
by an overall savings of material on tape (better in the
long run).

He also brings in disk drives as needed by employees
to implement systems growth. This is more logical for
consolidation of schools.

There are excellent student schedule packages
available.

There are several programmed instruction courses
available.

Software is distributed by request.

A good library of payroll and general accounting
written in COBOL primarily with some Fortran.
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Summary of rejection.

I. a) Not compatible with future problem.

b) Problems on debugging will run into higher
costs.

c) Language is limited and can program them in
this same limited language.

d) A card system first and then to tape will
be double work.

6) Core memory too small.

Summary of rejection of

III. a) Cost in the long period of time will be very
high.

b) Systems of operations not as good as #2.

c) Additional cost of overtime is great.

d) Reference manuals are difficult to use and
lack of your own trained personnel is costly.

e) Memory cycle slower than #2 Vendor

f) Educational Support Systems is not as good
as #2 vendor.



Maurice Cardone

I. Description of proposed system and objectives:

The system required is to produce the following

reports:

1: Payroll
2. Pupil Census
3. Student Scheduling
4. Mark Reporting
5. Failure Analysis Reporting
6. .Budget and General Accounting
7. Dropout Analysis and Reporting

8. Implementation of 60 terminals for CAI.

The equipment desired will accomplish our objectives

with the least amount,, of cost and time to school district

and produce reports that will assist the administration in

evaluating student ability to the highest degree and keep

costs within or below our school budget.

II, Choce of 'vendor: Vendor "B"

III. Justification of Choice:

a. Computer evaluation: Twelve attributes were

graded by TJTTer: E P - N/A. A weight was

assigned to each letter, E - 4, G - 3, F 2, P -1,

N/A - 0.

The hardware attribute was broken down into eight

categories and were graded by letter.

b. The system proposed by vendor "B" would handle

current jobs more efficiently and would be able to implement

additional jobs efficiently and quickly, Disk drives seem

more logical because of the continued consolidation of

school districts and the continued increase in student

enrollments. With the immense amount of information an

tape alone, more time would be consumed to produce reports.

Applications software supplied by vendor "B" are made to

order for the types of reports and objectives of our

school district. The unlimited use of at least 4 languages

makes it possible to get the best possible software

programs to reach our objectives. The education support

is excellent with formal education available at various

sources. Well written and easy to understand manuals will

make it easier to program with less error, thus saving

time and money.
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c. Summary of reasons for rejection:

Vendor "A"

1. Core memory small too slow.
2. Low initial rental in fact will cost more in

the long run because card system must be
updated.

3. Limited language usage.
4. No application software available.
5. Systems support poorer than vendor "B".
6. Education support too distant.

Vendor "C"

1. Memory cycle slower than "B".
2. Operating system not as good as "B".
3. Educational support not as good as "B".
4. Overtime charge is almost double that of "B".
5. Manuals are too technical this may cause

errors in programming.
6. Cost of two more disk drives will up cost

another $1,000.

Summary:

Although cost of "B" is more than either "A" or "C"
the upgrading of System "A" after the 1st year will increase
rental at least $1,000. The addition of 2 disk drives in
system "C" will increase the rental of "C" by $1,000.
System "B" might still cost more but tac speed Educational
help, etc. would compensate for this.
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L. C. Evangelista

I. As listed in the problem presented, the equipment the
school district will purchase is to be used primarily for
the teaching of data processing in our new vocational-
technical school from the hours of 8:30 to 3:30. However,
since this equipment is costly, we wish to use it as much
as possible during prime time and secondary time to schedule
our classes in the three high schools, six junior high
schools and twenty one elementary schools. In addition, we
would use it for payroll, pupil census, mark reporting,
failure analysis and reporting, budget and general accounting,
dropout analysis and reporting, plus purchasing, supplies
and inventory, accounts payable and --eceivable, maintenance,
cafeteria accounting, instructional aterials records,
personnel, registration, and eleven miscellaneous uses,
and also for computer assisted instruction if possible, by
means of terminal jacks throughout the buildings in the
school district.

II. My choice of vendor is at this point number 3, however,
this is a tentative choice because Number 2 vendor is very
close to being successful and a second look and evaluation
must be needed before a final selection is made. This
involves too much money for an immediate decision. I wish
further study,

III. Justification
a. My evaluation technique use is rating the different

attributes as excellent, good, fair and poor. Each category
respectively, was rated 4, 3, 2, and 1.

b. My final choice will be decided on a further
evaluation of vendor B and Vendor C in the following catego-
ries:

I Hardware 18 14
II Language 4 3

III Data Manipulation
Routines 4 3

IV Operating Systems 3 4
V Programming

Debugging Aids 3 4
VI Application

Software 3 4
VII Systems Support 3 4

VIII Service Support 3 4

IX Education Support 2 4

X Software Support 2 4
XI Reference Material 4 3

XII Cost/Month 4 4
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L. C. Evangelista

I. As listed in the problem presented, the equipment the
school district will purchase is to be used primarily for
the teaching of data processing in our new vocational
technical school from the hours of 8:30 to 3:30. However,
since this equipment is costly, we wish to use it as much
as possible during prime time and secondary time to schedule
our classes in the three high schools, six junior high
schools and twenty one elementary schools. In addition, we
would use it for payroll, pupil census, mark reporting,
failure analysis and reporting, budget and general accounting,
dropout analysis and reporting, plus purchasing, supplies
and inventory, accounts payable and receivable, maintenance,
cafeteria accounting, instructional materials records,
personnel, registration, and eleven miscellaneous uses,
and also for computer assisted instruction if possible, by
means of terminal jacks throughout the buildings in the
school district.

II. My choice of vendor is at this point number 3, however,
this is a tentative choice because Number 2 vendor is very
close to being successful and a second look and evaluation
must be needed before a final selection is made. This
involves too much money for an immediate decision. I wish
further study,

III. Justification
a. My evaluation technique use is rating the different

attributes as excellent, good, fair and poor. Each category
respectively, was rated 4, 3, 2, and 1.

b. My final choice will be decided on a further
evaluation of vendor B and Vendor C in the following catego-
ries:

I

II

III

IV
V

VI

VII
VIII

IX
X

XI
XII

Hardware 18
Language 4

Data Manipulation
Routines 4

Operating Systems 3

Programming
Debugging Aids 3

Application
Software 3

Systems Support 3

Service Support 3

Education Support 2

Software Support 2

Reference Material 4
Cost/Month 4

v,f
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In the twelve categories listed above, Vendor B rates
higher in 4 categories and is equal in one category.

Vendor C rates higher in 7 categories, is equal in
one category.

c. After a further look into the situation, I decided
to recommend to the board of education to lease the equipment
for five years from Vendor C for I feel that in the next
five years the development of icomputers-through research
will be tremendous and financially the cost will decrease such
that the taxpayers of our community can afford to buy the
equipment outright.
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William J. Ewasko

I. The proposed system will be used for the following
jobs:

1. Payroll
2. Pupil Census
3. Student Scheduling
4. Mark Reporting
5. Failure Analysis & Reporting
6. Budget & General Accounting's
7. Dropout Analysis & Reporting
8. Computer Assisted Instruction

II. Choice of Vendor

Vendor II

III Justification of Choice

a. Computer evaluation technique used (See attached
worksheet).

b. Specific reasons for choosing Vendor II:
1. After providing for all operating systems

Vendor II's Computer had the largest core
storage left.

2. C.P.U. had nanosecond memory cycle and best
hardware.

3. Languages were varied hence could be used
in different:type jobs.

4. Data Manipulation Routines excellent.
5. Operating Systems rated excellent.
6. Program Maintenance and debugging aids

excellent.
7. Applications Software 7 Vendor II has ,a Arast

library of software to call on. School
District will need this.

8. Systems Support from Vendor II is good-one
man committed a full year.

9. Service:Support - trained personnel
available on call.

10. Education Support excellent formal
education available home office, Regional
Education Center, Research Offices or
customer's offices.

11. Software distribution is good.
12. Reference Manuals are well written and

easy to understand.
13. Costs per month for unlimited use $4,300. -

Important consideratiabecause school district
upon completion of 7 basic jobs mentioned plans



to implement computer assisted instruction
using sixty visual display terminals. Adult
Education at night could bring cost down also.

c. Vendor I was rejected for the following
reasons:

1. Hardware configuration rated only fair
in comparison with Vendors II and III.

2. Only had basic Assembler Languages.
3. Data Manipulation Routines rated fair.
4. Operating System rated zero.
5. Program maintenance and debugging aids

only fair compared to Vendors II and III.
6. Systems support rated fair.
7. Service Support rendered on an "on call"

basis,
8. Educational Support all formal educa-

tion 100 miles away.
9. Reference Manuals extremely technical.

Would be of little or no use to type of
personnel the school district would have.

10. Overtime charged on every hour over
200 system cannot be down-graded during
length of contract.

Vendor III was rejected for the following reasons:

1. Reference manuals technically written,
difficult to understand.

2. Applications software primarily in
assembler language.

3. Overtime charged for all hours over
200 at rate of $20. per hour plus two
disk drives will be added at additional
monthly rental of $500. per drive. School
District with CAI application will go
over 20& hours.

4. Education Support rated good in comparison
to excellent for Vendor II.

5. Operating System rated good compared to
excellent for Vendor II.



Sebastian Gattuso

I. Description

The machine is being purchased so that it will be
able to handle a maximum work load and perform to its
greatest capacity, that is; perform different functions
at the same time. It will have to be programmed to handle
payroll pupil census, student scheduling, mark reporting,
failure analysis and reporting, budget and general accounting,
drop-out analysis and reporting.

T.I. Choice of Vendor - Vendor II

III. Justification of Choice
a: Rating Chart
be I selected vendor II because his over-all system

set-up offers the most to the buyer. Even though his
quoted price ($4,300.00) is the highest of all three
vendors, the services rendered to the buyer are the
greatest, First of all, the user gets unlimited use for
the month; secondly, all hardware equipment seems to be
more up to date to handle the large job of the user and
it is also faster and capable of more storage. In business
seconds can be valuable. Also, the systems service, and
educational supports offer the user more advantages than
the other two. With an experienced personnel officer on
the job for the first year, break down problems could be
corrected immediately thus saving the user money. The
educational support offers the user a chance to know howto
operate the machine h.!mself. Languages used on the machine
are advantageous because they offer a variety to the user;
they are all modern and the variety will help when programs
are bought or borrowed, because if there was only one
language, and the programs you bought weren't in that
language, you would have to write it over again. Also,
the operating systems are beneficial (disk, tape) because
they provide for easy storage and take up less space, which
may be devoted to other hardware features,

c. I rejected Vendor I because the price he was
asking, plus the monthly upgraded rentals were entirely too
much for the outdated material he was offering. TOr
example, his hardware equipment was too outdated to handle
the problem at hand. No multiply/divide hardware, 900 and
400 CPM Card reader and punch, etc, The language facilities
were also very limited that I felt the user would be losing
valuable time and money because many times the machine couldn't
possibly handle two jobs at once. Also the support systems
were not very promising: The support system valuable time
would be lost while the person who services the machines
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could actually get there and fix it. The
educational support was an outrageous dis
lastly, although reference manuals are al
sketchy and technical, this one seemed

I rejected Vendor III mainly on
His system, like vendor II seemed to
and capable of handling a load of th
however, due to over-time charges a
upgrading, I rejected him. Also,
except systems support, were very
enough information. Reference m
and again price wasn't right.
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Sophie T. Good

I. Description of proposed system and objectives.

The computer is initially being purchased to perform
the following jobs:

1. Payroll
2. Pupil Census
3. Student Scheduling
4. Mark Reporting
5. Failure Analysis and Reporting
6. Budget and General Accounting
7, Dropout Analysis and Reporting

The school district estimated the above listed jobs
would require 12 months to implement. Sixty visual display
terminals will be implemented for computer assisted instruc-
tion from remote locations upon completion of the installa-
tion of computer to be used for above mentioned jobs.

II. According to my rating I chose Vendor C, but on
second thought I think I will buy from Vendor B.

III. B. Adequate core memory for present and future use.
This computer is faster. The software available meets many
needs for which the district wants a computer, this will
save many hours and many dollars in programming. Experienced
personnel available for years service for systems support.
Education support, programmed instruction for management,
and data processing personnel. Unlimited time use per
month. Reference manuals are easy to understand.

C. I rejected the computer from Vender A because
I felt it was inadequate to handle the present jobs in a
reasonable length of time. In an expansion program it
would be inadequate. Software was not available; all
programs would have to be programmed and, on the whole, it
would be a more costly operation in the long run. Computer
from Vendor C would have been a likely choice but some
things were inadequate.
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Maryann Groblewski

I. ,A computer is being obtained by a school district
for payroll, pupil census, student scheduling, mark
reporting, failure analysis reporting, budget and general
accounting, dropout analysis and reporting. The above
jobs will take twelve months to implement. When completed,
the school district will use CAI from remote locations,
using sixty visual display terminals.

II. Justification of choice.

III. Choice of Vendor is Vendor II

a. (1) Ve,ador I did not have enough core memory
(2) Vendof II had fastest speed
(3") Vendor I did not offer enough arithme,r,tic
(4) Vendor I no read/write/compute simultaneity

b. Vendor II reads cards faster
c. Vendor II faster in LPM

Vendor I does not offer very much in hardware
efficiency.

Vendor II fastest, more feasible than Vendor III.

Languages - Vendor II has more and commonly used languages.

Data Manipulation Routines

Vendor III is better here since it has the library
of-peripheral conversion routines.

Operating systems

Vendor II since both tape and disk resident are
fairly good; Vendor I completely out.

Program Maintenance and Debugging Aids

Vendor III stands out here although Vendor II is
still acceptable.

Applications Software

Very important because of the objectives of the system.
Vendor I completely out
Vendor II has excellent student sch6duling packages

plus the fact it is programmed in COBOL and Fortran.
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Vendor III really has no significant use here.

Systems Support

All three hold weight here.

Service Support

Vendor III ideal, but other two are acceptable.

Education Support

Vendor I limited
Vendor II Excellent
Vendor III also excellent

Software Distribution

All three acceptable

Reference Manuals

Vendor II since they are well written and easy
to understand which I think is extremely important,

Cost/Month

Vendor II seems like the most expensive but it has
more to offer and with all the extra expense in Vendor III
the school district would moEt likely end up paying the same
for 'number III.



Charles C. James

I. The L.L. School desires specifications for a computer
program to perform various jobs. The initial program will
be to do scheduling payroll, pupil census, mark reporting,
failure analysis and reporting, budget and general accounting
and dropout analysis and reporting. The program will then
be expanded to implement computer assisted instruction.

Objectives to be achieved:

1. To develop the payroll for 24 pay
2. To efficiently up-date the school 7rIlsus.
3, To develop the scheduling of pupils for the

high school.
4, To develop a mark reporting system.
S. To develop a dropout analysis report.
6. To establish budgeting and general accounting

for the total school system.
7. Expand the program to cover educationll class

room instruction,

II. Choice: My choice of a computer is Vendor Number II.

III. The following reasons are to verify my decision of
Vendor Number II Machines.

1. 32,000 characters in memory.
2. Faster card reader and punch.
3. 4 Languages available for expansion.
4. Operation systems adequate.
S. Software applications for payroll is adequate.
6. Educational support in near by locations.
7. Manuals are easy to understand for future years.
8. System may be upgraded with additional rental

(monthly).
9. Unlimited cost of using time.

With the expansion of the educational program using the
computer the unlimited time clause is a financial saving.
This may be used in the daytime for our regular class as
well as evening for Advanced Adult Classes.

In selection of this computer there is one weakness.
The financial Edit is not included in the hardware but it
is available in the software. Therefore this CPU will
service the school system at the present time; and it has
enough core storage for expansion at a future time.



Vendor Number One was rejected for the following:

1. Not enough core storage.
2. It is a slower operation.
3. Only a basic assembler language therefore some of

our personnel did not understand operation.
4. Price is low but additional costs will be

necessary for a total operation.

Vendor number three has a slower rate in its memory
section. Manuals for operation would be too difficult for
the school personnel to understand. The software items
could be held up before reaching the engineer from the
home office. Limited time to 200 hours and additional
cost for overtime.



Marjorie Kepner

EVALUATION OF A COMPUTER

I. The school district will do the following jobs during
the first twelve months: payroll, pupil census, student
scheduling, mark reporting, failure analysis and reporting,
budget and general accounting, and dropout analysis and
reporting. When the implementation of these jobs is com-
pleted, a program of computer assisted instruction from
remote locations using sixty visual display terminals
will be started.

II. Vendor #2.

III. Justification of Choice:

a, Choice was reached by a comparative method. The
attributes were listed and given a point value relating
to the requirements which this system would need. A
weight system was applied.

b. The initial cost is larger, but it can be used
"unlimited ". Since there are seven different jobs to
implement the first year, this would take considerable
time. The fact that sixty visual display terminals are to
be implemented after the first year, the unlimited use is
very important. Time can be rented out. Since disk drives
must be used with terminals, the experience acquired during
the first year would be an asset when the terminals are
started during the 2nd year. With this more time can be
rented and be quite productive. The CPU can use decimal
arithmetic, binary arithmetic. It can multiply and divide
important in payrolls, and math computation. It can read/
write/compute simultaneously. It also has communications
interface which will be important after the first year
since this means it can change the terminal frequency to
the CPU frequency. There are 4 I/O channels in comparison
to 2 I/O channels on its nearest competitor (#3).

Although there is no .software available free, I feel
the superior attributes concerning the computer assisted
instruction programs starting the second year is most
important. To me over a longer period of time this system
(CPU) would be cheaper and be much more efficient.

The system includes sufficient hardware for the 7 basic
jobs to be done -- card reader, card punch, printer, 4 tape
drives. The card reader, card punch and printer were
faster than the closest competitor - #3. #3 has more
and faster tapes but since disk will be needed for computer
assisted instruction with terminals (#3 doesn't have disk
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in initial cost) this factor outweighs the slower and fewer
number of tapes. The program maintenance and debugging
aids are average - sufficient. There are good data
manipulation routines for I/O control systems; sorts/
collates/merges; macro assemblies; peripheral conversion
routines, and file maintenance.

The languages are good - COBOL, Fortran IV, Algol,
and basic coding languages.

The applications software is more inclusive than other
competitors. Includes student scheduling which the others
do not, The COBOL language is used primarily with the
inventory ones in Fortran. The Assembler language wouldn't
be nearly as efficient.

Systems support for, number 2 included trained personnel
as well as one man for one full year.

The service support for #3 was good - full trained
engineer "on site" with 1 hour response for other help. This
is important. #2 does have trained personnel available
on call so I felt other factors held more weight.

The education support for #2 was best since it
included programs for all data processing personnel at
home office, regional education centers, branch offices
and customer's offices. #3 did not have as extensive a
program and it was given only at regional offices. This
would be more expensive.

The reference manuals supplied by #2 are well-written
and easy to understand whereas #3 were very technical and
therefore not too valuable.

c. The #1 vendor was too far away from specifications
to consider.

#3 rejections - Comparisons are mentioned above.
To me, although #3's cost is cheaper over a period of a
few years, #2 would pay for itself with time rented out.
During the first year the training received would be of
considerable value in the future years. This would help
in the initial expense of number 2.



Joseph Kundla

Computer is purchased for:

Payroll
Pupil Census
Student Scheduling
Mark Reporting
Failure Analysis and Reporting
Budget and General Accounting
Dropout Analysis and Reporting

II. Third Vendor

III. a. See analysis sheet
b. Reasons for choic.:

Adequate Core Memory now and in future
Memory cycle time and tape or disk may be used
Peripheral
Arithmetic Calculations and Decimal and Binary
Debugging and Program Maintenance: easy to

locate errors
Provisions for peripheral conversion
Excellent library
Assembler language
Full-time engineer
Good Educational Support
One-time service charge

c. Rejection Reasons:
#1
Basic Language difficult
Limited peripheral routines
Core Memory limited
Separate peripheral equipment
Card system in Vendor I
Cost is greater in I F II for what is being

obtained.



Sister Mary Luke, R.S.M.

The school district is in the market for a computer
that has the capacities for performing the following jobs:

Payroll
Pupil Census
Student Scheduling
Mark Reporting
Failure Analysis and Reporting
Budget and Gneral Accounting
Dropout Analysis and Reporting

It has been estimated that these jobs will take 12
months to implement. It has also been decided that on
completion of this implementation, the School District
will begin to implement computer assisted instruction
from remote locations, using 60 visual display terminals.

Vendor II was chosen. This choice was based on the fol-
lowing:

1. There are seven jobs to be done on this computer
and the hardware, software and other, attributes listed would
provide the core storage, speed and means of performing
these jobs.

2. This vendor's computer already has the communica-
tions abilities,

3. The 4-language capability.
4. I/O overlapping
S. It contains good control programs and good

operating system.
6. Contains a sort/collate/merge program and a file

maintenance routine.
7. It contains both sequential and random access

methods.
8. The vendor expresses himself relative to the cost,

when he states "additional cost for first 12 months is
offset by having the largest volume of information on
tape rather than cards."

Vendors I and III were rejected because:

Vendor I

1. Small core capacity
2. This computer does not offer the user the advantage

of a good control program nor of an operating system.
3. Language limitation
4. Lacks I/O simultaneity
5. Limits the buyer immediately by proposing to

sell a card system initially
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6. In my opinion there are too many limitations in
each area

Vendor III

1. Lacks random access devices
2. Additional cost for communications feature
3, Language limitation
4. Operating System requires 15,000 characters

of memory, which is half the core
5. Cost appears too high when all factors are taken

into consideration.
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I. Description of Proposed System and

The school district is in the pr
the following jobs, which are being do
whi ;h will be done by machinery: Pay
Student Scheduling, Mark Reporting,
Reporting. In doing this conversion
would like to acquire the computer
equipment which will do these jobs
the initial jobs mentioned above
will take approximately twelve m
wishes to implement computer as
remote locations using sixty vi

II. Choice of Vendor

According to the rati
selection would be from V
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vendor proposes a system which will handle
e current jobs more efficiently as the

dditional jobs are implemented.
The disk drives will be capable of handling
much more storage space in the event more
programs are implemented into the system.

. The required communications abilities are a
standard feature of this computer.

4. The cost per month remains the same for
unlimited use.

5. Peferennce manuals are well written and easy
to understand therefore after the trained
personnel of the vendor have left, the school's
own personnel should be able to cope with most
minor difficulties.

6. Disk resident was rated excellent by previous
users.

7. Excellent vtudent scheduling packages are
available.

8. Very good library of payroll and general
accounting available.
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Reasons for rejection of Vendor I

1. Very limited in many of the areas which are
specifically needed i.e. languages, simulta-
neous operations (read, write, compute)

2. No application software available
3, Reference manuals technical
4. Cost for overtime may be great
5. Not much compatibility in the future
6. Communications capabilities available at

extra cost
7. Core memory too small

Reasons for rejection of Vendor III

1. The operating systems were not quite as good
as Vendor II

2. The eduz,ational support was not as elaborate
as Vendor II

3. The reference manuals were very difficult
to understand

4. Additional cost for communications capabilities
5. Additional cost for overtime work which

sometimes may be great.



Abner Millard

I. Description of proposed system and objectives. A
school district is considering purchasing a computer that
will be capable of doing the following jobs:

1. Payroll
2. Pupil Census
3. Student Scheduling
4. MarkReporting
5. Failure Analysis and Reporting
6. Budget and General Accounting
7. Dropout analysis and reporting

The district has estimated the above jobs will take
twelve months to implement. Further, when the jobs are
completed, they will be used to implement cc4puter
assisted instruction from remote locations, using sixty
visual display terminals.

II. Justification of Choice

I would give the contract to Vendor III. The CPU
is fast and its 32,000 characters of memory are adequate.
The CPU is large enough to handle the programs required.
The operating system for the control processor is sufficiently
large. Peripheral equipment can be attached to it in the
form of disks, if necessary. I gather that it would be
feasible and proper to attach another manufacturer's
peripheral equipment if needed, which is also fine. In
other words, this CPU has many capabilities for future
expansion and use.

The systems support offered, that of one full-time
experienced systems engineer for one year is an excellent
feature. This, together with an adequate number of
training classes for programmers and operators at the
regional educational centers, coupled also with several
programmed instruction courses for all data processing
personnel provides good education support.

The fact that software distribution is the responsi-
bility of a systems engineer distributed through the name
office assures the system of adequate service and constant
updating.

Excess time can be rented out to other consumers, and
the profits from programs such as these will help pay the
cost.
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The CPU is also capable of handling cards or any
I/O device in sequential order, and is also capable of random
access methods, such as disk, drum and core storage.

Mathematical aids, together with the ability to use
other languages, makes this offer of Vendor III my choice.

III. Rejected Proposals,

Vendor I. Not considered. No multiply-divide hardware. No
binary arithmetic, No program compatibility, even after
the initial card system has been upgraded after a year to
a more sophisticated system with tape, disk and communication
capabilities. It also has no program tracing or trace
routines. The software distribution is direct from home
office by request, which is undesirable. It would be slow
and inadequate. Reference 'manuals are extremely technical,
therefore hard to read, and since they are to be distributed
directly to be distributed to the user, they would be
practically useless to the average reader, There are no
classes for operations personnel and the regional center
for other formal education is one hundred miles distant.
There are only limited peripheral conversion routines.
This does not justify the vast amount of money required.

Vendor II. There is no financial edit feature. There is
no cross-reference routine and no flowchart program.
Although trained personnel are available on call, the speed
of service is not stated. The software is distributed upon
request by the user. I feel this is a good system, but
for the above reasons I do not rate it on par with
Vendor III. The cost per month is $4,300. for unlimited
use with an additional monthly rental for system upgrading.
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Edward Miscavage

I. The system I am buying this computer for is to do the
following type operations:

1. Payroll
2. Pupil Census
3- Student Scheduling
4. Mark Reporting
5, Failure Analysis & Reporting
6. Budget & General Accounting
7. Dropout Analysis & Reporting

II. My choice is Vendor III.

III. My choice of Vendor III was made after careful investi-
gation of the proposed proposals, and in my opinion as to
which items are of prime importance such as payroll or
monies in general, which must be as accurate as possible
because the public is involved with this and reports and
audits must be presented,

Cost was a small factor although it is the
cheaper machine.

The excellent report I received from other people
that have used this vendor I have chosen.

(a) (Rating Table.)

(b) Upon reading both proposals, they seem very
close in my estimation. With my limited knowledge at
hand, I chose to use A & B. A2. B=1. Being that they
were so close. The fact that Vendor III had more to offer
in ways of handling of money. This also was a factor.

(c) My choice would not be Vendor I since:

CPU memory too small
No multiply/divide
Limited peripheral routines
System Support in adv ,ory capacity only
No educational support to speak of
Cost of the system cannot be downgraded

during contract
Initial cost was not a factor in this case
checked with people who have had this system

and they do not have very much to say for it.
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Pete Mischak

I. Description of Proposed System and Objectives.

We are in the market to buy a computer because the
means of doing the job we have at hand are too slow and
time consuming. The computing system we plan to employ will
do the payroll, the pupil census, the student scheduling,
the mark reporting, the failure analysis, reporting the
budget and general accounting, and the dropout analysis
and reporting. In addition, the school district plans
to incorporate computer assisted instruction later on which
will require additional storage which is one reason Vendor II
with his disk drives is being chosen over Vendors I and III.

II. After comparing all the vendors by the total points
method, Vendor II has won out over Vendor I and Vendor III.

III. (a) Vendor II was chosen because he was the vendor who
garnered the most points according to our individual conside-
ration. He was the vendor who ranked highest in 2 of our
categories that had the most points or weight assigned,
Vendor III ranked highest in one and Vendor II and Vendor
III tied in one of the attributes.

Vendor II won out in Hardware and Applications software.
Vendor III won out in Service support.
Vendor II and III tied in Systems Support.

(b) In hardware, Vendor I had no read/write/compute
simultaneity which wasted the computers time and also had the
longest memory cycle. Vendor II's memory cycle time was
the shortest. In addition, Vendor I had no multiply/divide
hardware. Vendor II had disk drives which was better for
access and had more storage space for CAI programs to be
implemented later. In addition, Vendor II had the best
card reader and printer available of all the vendors.
Vendor I used only cards which is not the best system for
our applications. Vendor II had 4 languages available, while
Vendor I had only basic assembler language and Vendor III
had 3 languages. The more languages the better the computer
because more programs are available to it. Vendors II and
III had good Data Manipulation routines which Vendor I did not.
Vendor II's disk required less memory than did Vendor III's
when Vendor III would implement it later on in the system.
At the present time Vendor III is using only tape and cards.
Vendor I has no applications software which is important in
our system since we.have so many jobs to be done which means
we would have to program all our own programs for the census,
report cards, payroll, etc. Vendor II was best here because
he had programs for payroll, general accounting, accounts
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receivable and payable, student scheduling packages with the
programs being written in COBOL, and some inventory programs
in Fortran. Vendor III had payroll and general accounting
packages but no scheduling programs and his was written
primarily in assembler language. Vendor III had the best
,service support because he had a man on "site" but Vendor II
was okay because he had a man, as did Vendor I, on call.
(available on call). Vendor II had the best Educational
Support because he had training at the customer's office
which is tremendous; Vendor III had training at the regional
office, but there is no-telling how far the regional office
is from the customer. Vendor I had his office (educational)
100 miles away which was a bad feature also. Vendor I and
Vendor III had good technical manuals but they were written
in a technical way hard for, a lay person to understand.
Vendor TT on the other hand, had a well-written manual and
easy to understand, which is an important .factor- -as far
as I'm concerned. What good is a book if you can't under-
stand it, you would have to call in a specialist for every
little thing in that case,

(c) Vendor I was rejected because his system was one
of cards only, and with no read/write/compute simultaneity
the computer is idle too much. And later, when a switch
was made to tape or disk, since there is no program com-
patability, it would lead to problems later on. In addition,
no software applications and long distance to training
centers is bad for our system. In addition, a technical
manual hard to understand is of little use to us. As a
result, Vendor I was not chosen. Vendor III had a fairly
good system but scored below Vendor II in some important
areas. At the beginning he used only tape and when he would
convert or add on his disk, his disk required 2,000 more
character memory than did Vendor II. He had no scheduling
programs which I think are important since scheduling is
important in a molrn large capacity school system. In
addition, his edu:, Lion was to be of our personnel at his
regional office, maybe it would be far away and that would
not be good. Also his technical manual was difficult to
understand, again little use to us if that is so.

Summing up, Vendor II which is somewhat more expensive
is a better package deal as far as uar system with its
goals and objectives is concerned.
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Joseph A. Peel

I. Wilkes Barre City School System desires to purchase
a'computer and peripheral devices to build an EDP
System, which will currently serve the district in
preparing the functions of, and reports for, the
following systems:

1. Payroll
2, Pupil Census
3. Student Scheduling
4. Mark Reporting
S. Failure Analysis and Reporting
6. Budget and General Accounting
7. Dropout Analysis and Reporting

Upon the completion of this phase of operations,
the district will begin to implement computer assisted
instruction from remote locations. Sixty (60) visual
display terminals are planned.

It is estimated that the initial phase will take
twelve (12) months to implement.

II. I would recommend Vendor II.

III. Justification

(a) (Rating Table)

(b) Specific reasons for choice.

1. I feel with a more sophisticated hardware
configuration, it would be possible to
implement the total system more rapidly
the first year. The additional expenditure
or purchase often is easier to have approved
than to make a smaller initial purchase and
then be required to make substantially
large expenditure for additions to the
initial purchase the following year.

2. Having the disks available toward the end of
the year would permit the operators to secure
experience in this type of operation. Members
of the professional staff could a1 so be
oriented prior to installation of a real cAr
program. The staff could get their "feet wet"
prior to student involvement.



3. The wider range of language capability would
permit future expansion of the system.

4. The educational programs available and
willingness to present programs, on different
command levels offers greater opportunity.

The number of channels available and large
storage capacity will permit more rapid
transfer to CAI.

c. Reasons for rejection

Vendor I

The configuration of hardware' is totally inadequate
and would require too major a changeover at the
end of the first year.

The routines, software and educational programs
are very poor.

Vendor III

The inadequate educational program was one of
chief deficiencies.

Technically written manuals limit their use.

Language selection not comparable to system of
Vendor II.



Margaret Ann Price

I. The proposed system will be used for the following
jobs in a School District.

1. Payroll
2. Pupil Census
3. Student Scheduling
4. Mark Reporting
5. Failure Analysis and Reporting
6. Budget and General Accounting
7. Dropout Analysis and Reporting

The objective is that it will take 12 months to
implement and upon completion they will begin to imple-
ment computer assisted instruction from remote
locations using 60 visual display terminals.

II. Vendor II

III, Justification of choice

a. I used a point system, Exc = 4, Good = 3,
Fair = 2, Poor = 1, N/A = 0 a weight of 2. I
listed the vendors and the attributes, I assigneda value to each attribute, these being E, G, F, P,or N/A. At the end I took the total E, G, F, Por N/A and multiplied it by the number assignedto its value and this multiplied by the weight
which was two.

b. Hardware nanosecond faster than micro-second;
additional languages that can be used. Referencemanuals are well written and easy to understand.
Trained personnel available on call so they would
be within the area. Sorting is faster on disk
thanon tape and this has disk and gives experience
on tape and disk. There is more educational
support available.

c. Vendor I. Not enough core memory. The education
support being given is too Ear away. Software
distribution is direct from home office, thehome office may be thousands of miles away and takeweeks. Reference manuals are technical. Thereis no read/write/compute simultaneity. No
multiply/divide hardware, yet you would need this
in doing a payroll. The one advantage would bethe low initial rental.
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Vendor III. Micro-second memory cycle is not
as fast as nanosecond. The reference manuals
are difficult to understand.



Zack Riehl

I. Descripton of Proposed System and Objectives:

The computer is being purchased to do the following
jobs: payroll, pupil census, scheduling, mark
reporting, failure and analysis reporting, budget
and general accounting, dropout analysis and reporting.

II. Choice of Vendor: Number two (2).

Justification of Choice:

A. I arrived at my choice from the rating scale
attached.

B. The hardware available would be very efficient for
our use. I especially like the disk drives. His
(the vendor's) language is very much up to date
and could be used for any type of problems. It
could handle much information by using the tape
units and disk units. It would be very fast
obtaining information. By referring to my rating
scale, the specific reasons can be obtained. The
cost does seem high but you cio get more from his
hardware. It-seems everything he uses is up- to-
date and more advanced for future use than the
other vendors. It is quick, reasonable, up-to-date
fol4 use in all areas.

C. The reason for #I's rejection is that it is a card
system which takes more time and space. It will
be upgraded in a year - but if you are getting a
system you will not want to change in another year.
Do it right the first time and save time and
money and headaches. The cost is low, but does not
offer as much. It is simply inefficient for our
needs.

The reason for rejecting #III was mainly the cost.
You are told a specific amount of hours to use your
system and additional charges are made after this.
Additional charges will add up. I did not like the
reference manuals being technically written and hard
to understand. This vendor is lacking mainly in
reference manuals and cost. It was a close second,
but too technical.



Nancy Rovinski

I, Description of proposed system and objectives.

The School District has estimated that it will take
twelve (12) months for completion of the following
jobs:

1. Payroll
2. Pupil Census
3. Student Scheduling
4. Mark Reporting
5. Failure Analysis and Reporting
6. Budget and General Accounting
7. Dropout Analysis and Reporting

II. Vend9r II or "b"

III. a) (Rating Table)

b) Specific reasons to justify choice:

There really isn't too much significance in the
final choice of B and C; however --

Not only is B faster than C, since C really is fast
enough, but it has a communications interface which
will be more suitable after the initial period of
one year -- when they intend to implenlent the CAI
education from 60 remote terminals. C makes this
an additional charge of $100 per month. It allows
a greater use cf tape, and also provides for additional
disk experience for programmers. If C waits for the
year before training - the programmers will have lost
the necessary ease and efficiency that those on B
already have.

B offers more languages which may prove to be of
future benefit, when they intend to use CAI programs.
It also offers more in the way of specific packages
(software) that are necessary for the specifications
as outlined.

c) Rejected and reasons: I rejected Vendor I because
of its inadequate hardware, its basic language only
and because of its inadequacies in general - limited
peripheral conversion routines, no operating system or
software programs; not even satisfdctory educational
support unless they travel at least 100 miles.



Alice Schappert

The Wilkes Barre City School District is planning
to install an EDP center which will be able to handle payroll,
pupil census, student scheduling, mark reporting, failure
analysis and reporting, budget and general accounting and
dropout analysis and reporting. Ultimately the district
will include CAI using 60 visual display terminals. This
will involve the purchase of the CPU, a minimum of four
tape drives, a card reader punch, a printer and sixty
terminals. In terms of software, there will be required an
assembler, a COBOL compiler, a sort/merge program and
possible certain utility programs which might be available.
I shall attempt to rate the three vendors according to the
point system. (See next page - Rating table).

I chose Vendor number II for the following reasons:

1. Rated according to a point system with a possible
700 points Number 1 has 370, Number III had 574
and number II came out on top with 690.

Number II had the fastest memory cycle.

3, The disk system in Number III used 2000K additional
memory storage.

4. Number: I, which is a card system, seems totally
inadequate. The lower price would be false
economy because the sytem would not do the job.

5. According to what may be "faulty calculation('
it seems to me that Number III actually will
cost more in the end. At the end of a year, there
will be $1,000 per month additional charge for
the two additional disks which brings the total
to $4,200 plus overtime charges which Number II
does not have. There was also mentioned in
Number III an additional $100 per month for
communications.

6. Number II seems to be the only one which offers
interface, which I somehow remember as necessary
to a CAI system.

7. Number II has the COBOL compiler and my system
wants to use COBOL.

8. Number II seems to have the best Reference Manual.
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Edward Solack

The School District is contemplating purchasing a
computer for the following output: Payroll, Pupil Census,
Student Scheduling, Mark Reporting, Failure Analysis and
Reporting, Budget and General Accounting, Dropout Analysis,
and Reporting. It is estimated these jobs will take twelve
months to implement. Upon completion, they will begin to
implement computer assisted instruction from remote locations,
using sixty visual display terminals. It is my intention
to select a vendor and justify my selection.

My Choice of Vendor is Vendor III

Initially, I feel that disk drives are not needed
and can be added in the future thus permitting a lower
rental which I feel is justified at this time. There is
sufficient core storage for future expansion. The hardware
is more than adequate to do the job for a year or two, then
if need be, additional random access devices can be added.
Otherwise, we may be paying for extras we don't really need.

COBOL and Fortran are the most commonly used languages for
educational purposes, if Algol is necessary, I think it
could be purchased at the opportune time.

It provides simultaneous operation for I/O control system,
has MACRO assemblers and a File Maintenance for updating
files. The library of conversion routines is extremely
important to me since it could save a lot of work and headaches
later on.

The program Maintenance and Debugging Aids also would carry
a lot of weight with me. Very often it would be necessary
to locate a piece of information or go through a part of the
program you're having trouble with.

From my own experience with machines, I would like a fully
trained engineer "on site",

Vendor I rated poorly in most categories. Insufficient
core storage, Generally; the hardware is adequate. No high
level languages - Support programs inadequate. The low
initial cost might be quite expensive in the long run.

Vendor II compares quite favorably with Vendor I and ,in
some cases is superior. However, the higher cost at this
time does not seem justifiable.



Fred Templin

I would have Vendor No, II as my first choice,
Vendor No III as second and Vendor No. I as third.

In the above table I have tried to evaluate the
computers as to their abilities of doing the present jobs
and the possibility of their doing future and more
difficult tasks. The total evaluating points indicate
that I should select No. II. I feel that this would be
the best choice even though it will cost more for the first
year. I believe that present jobs can be run on a schedule
that would not exceed the 200 hours allotted for No. III
but by the time the sixty terminals are set up and the two
disk drives are added the monthly rental and overtime
costs would far exceed the cost of number II.

The reason I feel that No. I should be rejected
is that it is limited. Although it is capable of doing
the present jobs, as more jobs are added, the machine will
be too slow to stay within the limits of the 200 machine
hours. Also, it will take more man hours to set up and run
programs. Thus, in the overall picture No. I may cost
more than either of the other two.



Clement Valletta

I. The objective is to purchase a computer system to
accomplish in the School District over twelve months after

installation, the following fuctions: payroll, pupil census,

student scheduling, mark reporting, failure analysis and

reporting, budget and general accounting, dropout analysis

and reporting. Upon completion of these implementations

the vendor will develop computer assisted instruction from

remote locations, using sixty visual display stations.

II. After rather deliberate analysis of initial and

prbjected needs it was determined that Vendor B is the be'st.

III. The following table evaluates each item on a base

maximum of 4: it then weighs the four areas according to the

indicated amounts; finally it establishes the total values

(Chart)

It was found that Vendor B although of an initial cost

higher than either A or C offers the savings of card punch

operators and the great savings of disk drives in relation to

expectations of extensive computer use in future years when

CAI, in addition to the usual operations, will be adopted.

Vendor B also offers more flexibility in terms of speed and

is equal with Vendor C in amount of storage and far superior

to Vendor A.

Since languages used upon the computer should be rls

varied as possible in the near future, it was deemed advisable

to choose Vendor B which offers the widest selection. Presumably

language adoptation can be accomplished most readily upon B.

Furthermore, B offers a slightly superior range of peripheral

devices and software uses that does C and is far superior to A.

Both B and C offer the same support strength and both

are superior to A.

Since it is expected that the computer equipment system

will be used extensively 'nd certainly more than 200 hours/month

and since communications will be a necessary feature with CAI,

it was found that Vendor B is most preferred. Venders A and C

charge overtime beyond 200 hours. (A-$10.50/hr; C-$20/hr.); Vendor

A does not mention communic.ation, nor does he define disk fees.

Vendor C stipulates a communications charge of $100.00 additional

monthly and a $500.00 additional charge for disk storage.

In sum, we find that Vendor B is most preferred.
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Nell Vernarski

I. Description of the Proposed System.

Because of the increased enrollment, increase in the
required number of courses and inadequate salaries, there is
a constant shortage of good teachers, To help correct this
situation, it is felt that the installation of a computer would
remove most of the clerical duties from the teacher, thus
giving him an opportunity to do more classroom teaching. Like-
wise, it would be ofbenefit to the office personnel by doing
such reports as payroll, budget and general accounting. The
Computer also could be used for classroom instruction purposes.

II. Objectives

To produce the following reports: Payroll, pupil census,
student scheduling, Grade reporting, Failure Analysis. and
Reporting, Budget and General Accounting, drop out analysis and
reporting. In addition, CAI is to be implemented within 12
months.

III, Choice of Vendor Vendor II.

IV. Justification

(a) Rating Chart
(b) Reasons for justifying my choice:

I have chosen Vendor II because I felt that the jobs
for which the computer is being initially purchased
would be handled more efficiently on the computer.
Because of the size of storage additional jobs could
be handled much easier. The disk drives could be used
very efficiently for keeping permanent records of all
students, Random access would be of great benefit
later when the school is asked for a reference on a
former graduate or even former student. The fact that
the required communications facilities are a standard
feature of this computer makes it more desirable since
there is an installation charge for this special feature
in other computers. In addition, oftentimes these
communications features may not fit our particular
machine and may cause the computer to work less
efficiently. More data can be stored on this computer,
Speed is greater. The availability of extensive
software is an asset in this computer. In the
operating systems, the tape resident is adequate
and the disk resident excellent. As for Program
Maintenance & Debugging the program maintenance,
or library programs seem adequate. Applications
Software although this system supplies a very good
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library, nevertheless, these programs oftentimes
do not conform to our needs because they must be
general enough to satisfy all jobs. The systems
support and service support is as good as; the
other vendors offer. The education support seems
better since formal classes are held for management,
programmers and operations personnel, and there
are several programmed instruction courses for all
Data Processing personnel. The reference manuals
are well written and easy to understand. The
cost per month may be greater but this is for
unlimited use whereas the others are for limited
use. Furthermore, the required communications
abilities are standard while the others need to
have these features installed with an additional
cost.

Computer Evaluation Technique Used.

A minimum of 2 to 10 points were given for each of
them. Comparisons were made as to what features each
computer had.

(c) Proposals Rejected.

Computer No. 1 was rejected because a card system seems
inadequate for this job. It seems like a waste of money to
install a card system first and then to upgrade to a more
sophisticated system later. The Sorter, Collator, Interpreter,
and Reproducer really wouldn't be needbd in an upgraded system.

I rejected Computer No. 3 because it did not have the
communications features that are reuqired with installation
of these features there is a monthly charge of $1000 Although
the cost of this system is slightly less, this machine has
limited use (200 hrs.) and the overtime charge plus 2
additional disk drives would probably cost just as much in the
end.
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APPENDIX F

EDITS

GUIDELINES TO

SELECTION, DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND FINALIZATION

OF THE

INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM

The purpose of the Individual Class Problem is to apply
data processing knowledge, on an individual basis, to a
practical problem within education, preferably htithinzour
own discipline, The three phases of the problem are as
follows:

PHASE I PROBLEM SELECTION

The actual selection of a problem within the participants
discipline is to be made by the individual. Selection of
the problem should be based upon an area which can be solved
by, pr aided through, the application of data processing.
It is important to judge the value of the system to education
before final selection is made.

Each class participant will be required to submit a
written problem proposal on or before Thursday, November 13,
1969. The purpose of this proposal is to evolve a logical
formulation of a plan to be pursued for the remainder of
the course,

The instructor will evaluate each proposal to determine
if data processing offers a feasible solution,

. Otherwise,
the instructor may guide the participant toward an alternate
approach to his problem or suggest selection of another
problem.

PHASE II PROBLEM SOLUTION FORMAT

Upon proposal approval the participant will develop
the following sections:
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A. Title Pale showing the working title of the

proposal a ong with the identifying information of the
participant,

B. Problem Statement a brief, but adequate statement
of the pFM"eF7-

C. Methodolo y a description or outline of tAe
manner in w ic research is to be conducted. This section
should include references to any flowcharts, programs,
and other general documentation procedures.

D. Obi esLives - brief description of expected end

result.

This must be submitted by Tuesday, November 25, 1969.

The instructor's review and approval will precede further
development.

PHASE III IMPLEMENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION

A. The participant, using predetermined methods, will
finalize the design of each element of the problem. Docu-

mentation to be developed in this section depends upon the
problem and may include:

1. Flowcharts
2. Input/output layouts
3. Record design
4. Program listings (optional)

Close contact should be maintained with the instructors
throughout this phase to prevent wasted effort. The

instructor may guide and assist, but emphasis must be re-
flected in individual effort.

B. The end result of the participants' project
should be presented in narrative form, All documentation
previously developed should be included. The following
elements must be incorporated:

1. The participant's evaluation of the project,
in terms of the success in meeting the
original objectives.



2. Recommendations for further developments.

3. Bibliography, indicating other projects in the
same area (if applicable).

4. Contribution to the field of education,

5. Conclusions, reflecting the end result of
the participant's effort.



Individual Problem Implementation and Documentation

A. General

Upon approval of your proposal, you may begin the actual
design and implementation of your problem solution. Initial
class session designated to the Individual Class Problem
Implementation begins on Monday, November 24, 1969. Final
class session is scheduled as December 29,, 1969 Try to
be present at all class essions during the course of your
Individual Problem, The instructors will be present for
guidance through all the phases of your project. Do not
hesitate to consult with them. In all cases however, the
individual effort must come from you.

The Individual Problem Solution must be submitted and
approved in order to satisfy the credit requirements of
this EDITS Data Processing Course.

The Individual Problem Solution is to be in the form
described in sections C and D below. Approval will be based
on quality rather than quantity.

B. Due Date

Your individual problem solution must be submitted
for approval, according to the requirements listed below,
by December 290 1969.

C, Content

Each Individual Problem Document should contain the
following sections:

1. Title Page. This must contain:

a. Title of the Project
b, Author
c. Course: Educators Information Technology System
d. Date



2. Table of contents. The Table of Contents should
refer to all major sections of the document and any
appendices that may be involved. If a major
section is broken down into elements, these too
should be listed in the table of contents. For
example:

SECTION

II

TABLE OF CONTENTS

TITLE PAGE

Methodology 2

1. Statement of Problem 2

2, Purpose of the Study 2

3. System Description 3

3. Project Abstract. A brief but adequate abstract of
The problem win be required here. This abstract
should describe broadly:

a, The nature of the problem "what" the problem is
b. The existence of the prcblem - "why" it is

a problem
c. The solution of the porblem - broadly, "How" is

it to be solved through the application of data
processing.

4. Methodolo This section will comprise the major
portion of the document. Whereas.the problem state-
ment described your problem and its solution broadly,
this section will contain detail on your system.

The following outline is suggested.for breakdown
in this section. Due to the fact .that.must .diversi-
fication exists between various. rogIa7seTETETITT,17
it must be.em hasized that all sections .o TEeZutline
suggested below may not be a plica le in all instances,
in act, m57egaTIBle ea ings may e requireTTE7---
your project; however, the majority of the sections
given below will apply to most selettions.

at Statement of the problem. Even though this
statement was made in fife previous section, it
should be repeated, in detail, here. Your
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description here should adequately describe
"what" the problem is.

b. Pur ose of the Study. This section should
a equately escri e 'why" this study could assist
you in your discipline or alleviate a problem
area within your discipline.

c. System Description. This section should comprise
the major portion of the Methodology Section.
The section can be further broken down into
these elements:

(1) Statistics on Physical System Requirements

Physical statistics on elements of the
system should be given here. For
example, if vhe system is one for a
district grade reporting system, given
here would be such items as: the number
of students and the number of schools
in the district, etc.

(2) Description of General Systems Flow

A detailed description of your entire
system is to be given here. Each process
listed on your system flow chart should
be described here. During the course of
the description, reference may be made
to your systems flow chart which is
to be included in the Appendix.

(3) System Processing Interval

This section should describe how often
complete processing of the system is
done. For example, if the system is a
district grade reporting system, given
here may be the information:. "processing
is performed at quarterly intervals during
the 10 month period of September through
June."



(4) File Organization

This section should give details on
all files used in the system, but
especially on the Master File. Details
given should include:

(a) Organization; i.e. sequential,
index-.sequential, random.

(b) Blocking Considerations; i.e.,
Blocked or unblocked; blocking
factors used.

(c) Sequence; i.e. sorted on which
key items and.in what order.

(d) Field .definition sizes and
codes, if any. Reference should
be made here to specific record
layouts contained in the Appendix.

(5) File Creation

Description of creation of master file
should be made here. Details such
as "from where" or "from whom" source
documents wou]d be obtained; should be
given. Reference should _be made to
system flow chart of creation of master
file.

(6) File Maintenance

Detailed description of .maintenance of
Master File should .bemade:here. The
description should .answer .such questions
as: how often will master.file mainten-
ance be done; how done?
what additions, deletions, changes make
up maintenance? Reference.may be made
here to file maintenance .system flow
chart and/or record layouts .of additions,
changes or deletion cards.

(7) Hardware_Reguirements

Basic hardware configuration should be
listed here.



(8) Exception Handling

Describe in detail exceptions. tested.
Describe procedure to be used to handle
these exceptions.. Reference may be
made to your system flow chart given
in Appendix,

(9) Controls Re

Describe in detail program controls
that are required .in your _system.
Reference may be made to controls .shown
in printer or record layouts.

(10) Program Narrative (if applicable)

For each program required by your
system, give a narrative detailing:

a. Inputs to the .program, their
source.and sequence.

b. Outputs of ..the program, their
sequence and disposition..

c. General description of what
program does,

Objectives

The fifth section, Objectives, can be divided into
these elements:

a, 2hieLtivos, Here give your evaluation o.f the
project, in' terms of success in meeting the
original objectives,

b. Recommendations, Give your recommendations for
TrITTEJTTillent of the project.

c. Contribution to Education. State the contribu-
tions to the field of education produced by the
project.

d. Conclusions. State your conclusions, reflecting
TETe737Jalit of the effort.



6. Appendix. The appendix, or appendices, should
include:

a. System flow chart
b, Program flow chart(s) - if applicable.
c, Creation of master file system flow chart

if applicable,
d. All card, tape or disk record layouts used by

system
e. Printer layouts of all reports produced by system.
f. Program listing - if applicable.

7. Bibliography. Any books or articles researched in
conjunction with your project should be listed here.

D. Format of Individual Problem Document.

1. Form

This document must be typewritten on standard
81/2 x 11 paper. --It must be contained .in a standard
plastic or hard cover binder.

2. Title

Major Title: Title of your specific project.
Subtitles: Submitted by:

Course:
Date:

3. Content

Seven sections (together with subdivisions ). as
named in Section C above, these being:

.. Title Page
Table of Contents

.. Abstract

.. Methodology

.. Objectives

.. Appendix
Bibliography

4. Size

Size will be determined by each participant. Emphasis
will be on quality.



5. Approval of Project

Final approval will be given by members of the

staff of InTech.



APPENDIX G

Individual Problem - Proposals



Title: Purchases, Disbursements, and Budget Analysis
Author: Joseph Beltrami
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Conversion of Accounts Payable and Disbursements manual
system to a data processing system requires the creation of
a totally new system; including designing new forms for
purchase orders, checks, and monthly reports, as well as
making changes in existing personnel to handle the system and
adding new members to the staff where existing personnel are
not able to handle areas requiring a Working knowledge of
data processing procedures and data processing machines.
While choice of a computer and determination of alternate uses
of the computer are paramount considerations to be made by
any school district, this problem will restrict itself to
the systeM required to handle, on data processing equipment,
all areas which relate to the payment of funds and appropria-
tions of funds.

METHODOLOGY

While the systems involving control over the handling
of cash payments and the proper processing of accounts payable
are vital for the functioning of cash disbursements/accounts
payable system, one of the prime considerations when data
is handled via data processing equipment is the generation
of reports which can be utilized by administrators, directors,
and all personnel concerned with making policy decisions that
affect the entire district, and more so, the entire taxpaying
public. With this view in mind, the step in seeking a solu-
tion to the problem lends itself to making the desired output
the first step.

Once agreement has been reached concerning the desired
output, the general flow of data and the processing of that
data should receive detailed consideration; the source of
input data and the type of input data must follow a logical
sequence so that the processing and output will be most
efficiently utilized, with some consideration given to reading
time of input, processing time, and outputting time.

Another area which should receive attention is the for
tnation of the master data processing records and the formation
of the transaction data processing records. Master records
on tape must be carefully layed out to provide for maximum
data retrieval per time period and maximum data output via
tape per time period.
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OBJECTIVES

To achieve a system whereby ordering, paying and sum-
marizing disbursements in relation to budget appropriations
will be as efficient as possible, omitting detailed manual
labor operations such as totaling, compiling, and calculating
discounts and amounts owed to vendors.

To achieve a system whereby monies spent on data proces-
sing equipment and data processing procedures are justified,
in terms such as more and better outputted reports, more
information available in less time than that required by a
manual operation, and possibly less personnel per work duty
requirement,
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Title: Analysis of Essa Reading Test and Attendance Results.
Author: Maryann Berger
Discipline: Guidance

PROBLEM STATEMENT

This Program will attempt to develop a permanent remedial-
reading student-file and from this to output various reports
as stated below.

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this Program will be to produce the
following output from the following input:

1. Mark-sense cards of tests results to be put on
either tape or disc.

Permanent-file of students in the Program to be
developed.

Output from this tape reports required.

4. Release counselors from clerical tasks.

OBJECTIVES

As a result of this Program, the following will come
about:

1. Student-file.

2. Federal Attendance and membership reports.

3. Sectional results to teachers.

4. Rank reports on standard scores to administrators.

5. Statistical reports.



Title: A System for a Follow-up Study for
Business Education

Author: Imelda A. Brislin
Discipline: Business Education

A follow-up
education de
five year

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Graduates of

study of the graduates of the business
partment of College Misericordia for the last

s will be done.

METHODOLOGY

Names aid addresses of the graduates can be secured
from the alWmae office.

A questionnaire will be mailed to each girl. Questions
can be given a code such as:

1. What kind of work are you engaged in?
0 - Teaching
1 - Business
2 - Other

2. Have you been awarded an advanced degree?
0 - No
1 - Yes

3. Was your undergraduate preparation adequate for
advanced work?
0 - No
1 - Yes

4. If you are currently teaching, what subjects do you
teach?
0 - Shorthand
1 - Notehand
2 - Typing
3 - Bookkeeping
4 - General Businass
5 - Business Math
6 - Data Processing
7 - Other

5. Do you feel that you are well prepared to teach,
business subjects?
0 - No
1 - Yes

6. What do you think was of special benefit in your
degree preparation at College Misericordia?
0 - course content
1 - method of instruction
2 - faculty
3 - counseling
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The foregoing information is necessary for a state evalu-
ation and for general department interest.

A card would be punched for each graduate from information
secured from the alumnae ofice. This would contain the name,
address and year of graduation. This would be the master file
and would be put on tape.

When the questionnaire is received, the information would
be put on punch cards and processed to produce a new tape.

OBJECTIVES.

A printed list of graduates by year, alphabetically, with
occupational information will be obtained.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Brown, John A, Computers j Automation. New York: Arco
Publishing

Grossman,Alvin, and Robert L. Howe. Data Processing for Educa-
tors. Chicago: Educational meINOTTTFIETTIV61.

DeCraene, Andrews. "Evaluate Your Business Curriculum,"
The Balance Sheet. (November, 1969) p. 106.
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Title: Accounts Payable
Author: John J. Cardone
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Management by lts very make-up needs an over all picture
of the status of its enterprise. Too often while preparing
the Accounts Payable by manual means there are too many
chances of human error even if it is on the dual or triple
postings of the affected accounts. Errors of exclusion
or even the transposition of totals may be costly to the
organization.

A system of sequence of critical needs and areas of the
Accounts Payable as they become due should be considered.
The Vendors offer these discounts to induce quick and prompt
payment and when an organization is large enough this may
become a considerable amount of savings.

Another important area of consideration must include
the mathematical extension of the purchases themselves for
here it is necessary to check the accuracy of the totals of
material requested from the vendor and being certain the
extensions are equal to an accurate total of the unit price.

Finally, there must be some method of summarizing the
individual amounts payable to the Vendors as well as the
total amounts. payable to the Vendors as well as the total
amounts payable to all Accounts Payable.

METHODOLOGY

A simple but inclusive method is needed to gather the
pertinent information concerning the Accounts Payable.

The original source documents need only be the purchases
requests from the people in charge of such material. After
the original orders are sent to the Vendor (either on his
own order forms or by means of letter) we are to await
confirmation of the receipt and shipment vouchers. This
voucher is then the document from which we begin to record
the purchase on our own Card-Punch Machine.

This card punching routine should include the name of
the Vendor, Account Payable number, address, any discount
information, as well as the number of items being ordered,
the unit cost per item and total amount due.
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At a preset time the cards are assembled in a batch
process method to be processed automatically. In the CPU
the entire methods of calculations are to be completed
according to a program set up to produce the desired results.

A type of control method can be accomplished here by
the use of an adding machine tape to check the accuracy
of the information being processed by the computer. The
punched cards are then to be considered the Purchases Ledger.
This is then recorded on tape to be tLe latest Vendor Master
File.

Using this method it is now possible to have this infor-
mation on both the punched cards as well as a single unified
tape with all the current information. This tape will
include for each Vendor any pertinent information as to
addresses of each individual Vendor as well as the balance due
and the critical period to pay them to receive any discounts.
Any other purchases during a specified time will then be
processed in a like manner and will be constantly updated.

The aLove method can be derived from the sorted cards
which are to be merged with the Master File showing previous
purchases to get an updated Master File.

From this information it is now possible to have another
check on Purchases totals by keeping an Accounts Payable
Register aside from the Card File itself. This should be
updated periodically to keep the control constant.
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Title: Payroll Reporting
Author: Maurice Cardone
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Present day text books do not cover the completion of
governmont reports for payrolls. When the reports are des-cribed in texts they usually are completed manually. Thetime involved and the chance for human, error in preparationof these reports can be very costly. The.data required onpayroll registers has increased greatly during the pastdecade. The government is constantly asking for more payrollinformation for their records. POT this reason I feel thatthese reports can be prepared along with an updated payrollregister, and printed payroll by computer.

METHODOLOGY

To acquire all the needed information for the reports,source documents will have to be complete and concise. Amaster tape will be prepared from several source documants:

1. W-4 Em lo ees Withholding Exemption Certificate.is wou con a n employees sac a securaTTITUMberoname, address, and the number of exemptions for
withholding tax purposes.

2. Em o ees Individual Pa roll Sheet. Containswee y gross pay, w t o ing tax, P.I.C.A. Taxes,
any other deductions and net pay. This sheet would
be updated weekly.

5. Time card. Shows the hours worked and the hourly
afrliniay. (This would constitute the current
transaction file).

A systems flow will be developed showing the formulationof five reports:
1. A weekly printed payroll (checks)
2. An updated payroll register
3. A quarterly P,I.C.A, and withholding tax report4. A quarterly state unemployment compensation report5. A quarterly dtate o1 city wage tax report

After the sourci documents are created (punched cards)they are put on a master tape. Time cards (current trans-action file) are computed to find each employees weeklysalary. The masterfile and current transaction file aremerged to produce the printed payroll and an updated payrollregister. The three aforementioned government reports
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are prinLed out quarterly by use of the updated payroll
register, (This information could be on tape for each
quarter and used to compute the yearly figures for each
if so desired. At the present time only the F.I.C.A. and
withholding tax report is totaled at the end of the year).

OBJECTIVES

1. The student has a better insight into the nature of
tax reports required by the government. He would
be familiar with data-processing as it is applied
to payrolls,

2. Handling of payroll records would be more accurate
and reports would be timely-available when they
were needed.

3. This system of processing reports could be expanded
to produce any new reports that the government might
desire in the future. The production of such reports
would not be time consuming and as costly if they
were to be produced manually.
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Title: Reading Scores
Author: Helen Christian
Discipline: English

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Since I will be testing reading levels of students
entering junior high school, I would like to devise a
plan for keeping these records and updating them twice a
year during their 11th and 12th grades. At present,
reading tests are given, but only at the discretion of
the individual grade teacher. There is no continuity,
and record keeping is rather haphazard. The only
systematized records are kept by the remedial reading
department, which covers relatively few students.

METHODOLOGY

Student tests results will be punched on cards
including student number, student grade, and I.Q. This
will be transferred to a tape file to be updated as
various retests are given. There will be a program for
the tape file as well as an update program and print-out
report. Flowcharts will have to be developed as the need
arises.

OBJECTIVES

1, To note individual progress
2. To note problem areas for individual attention
3. To check a teacher's efficiency or proficiency
4. To check reading level against I.Q. record
5. To check your school mean level against national

levels of the same grade.
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Title: Development of a CAI Program for Teaching the Use
of Venn Diagrams in Solving Problems in Set Theory

Author: George Daru
Discipline: Chemistry, Mathematics, Guidance

PROBLEM STATEMENT

I have found that in working with Venn Diagrams in
Set problems, students have difficulty in grasping the
various uses of these diagrams in solving actual problems.
This program will introduce students to the basic vocabu-
lary of set theory and aid them in solving problems
through the use of documented examples, allowing them to
)roceed at their individual rate,

METHODOLOGY

I will research the literature to check on the
developments of CAI programs in the realm of elementary
set theory and of recent educational techniques developed
to teach the use of Venn diagrams in a conventional
manner, I will attempt to incorporate the new techniques
in developing a CAI program which will let the individual
student progress at his own rate in working these problems.

OBJECTIVES

In teaching students how to work with Venn diagrams,
I find that they are usually confused in working problems
in this field since my classes are not homogenously
grouped and I am expected to cover a given amount of
material, I do not have time to devote to each student on
an individual basis. By developing a CAI program in this
area, the teacher will be able to check on the progress
of each student while allowing each student to progress
at his own rate.

As a guidance counselor, as well as a teacher of
mathematics, CAI interests and excites me in its tremendous
potential to aid the teacher so that the student may obtain
more individualized instruction and attention, I realize
that I may not be able to develop a program which can
presently be utilized in this area, but I hope that through
my research in CAI, I will become familiar with its
operation and uses and as a result of this knowledge, and
be able to implement its adaptation in future school
districts in which I may be employed.
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Title: Grade Report Cards
Author: Mary Ann Drobnick:i.
Discipline: English, Social. Studies

PROBLEM STATEMENT

To prepare grade report cards for Crestwood High
School. This program will be accurate and updated.
Marking system will be by letters: A, B, C, D and E.
900 students will receive report cards 4 times during
the 1969-1970 school years

METHODOLOGY

I am going to draw up an outline to explain how
to prepare this system. This will also include:

1. A system flow chart
2. Input Information
3. Output specification

Teachers will supply an alphabetic list of all
students from 7th to 12th grades, with marks for each
subject. Teachers will mark sense cards, requiring
necessary information grades of the students, but it will
be much less time consuming than the present method.
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Title: Cobol Program to Evaluate Tests and Assign Grades
to Students (COPETA7S)

Author : Michael Elias
Discipline: Chemistry, Data Processing

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Multiple choice tests will be given and the answers
are to be recorded on mark-sense cards. (The cards will
be prepunched with the students' names and numbers). The
cards' marks are transcribed to holes and fed into the
computer with the correct answers to the test (the answer
key). The tests are corrected and each student's name
and mark achieved are printed. When all class marks are
tallied, an evaluation of the test is printed.

METHODOLOGY

The system includes taking a class roll and pre-
punching mark sense cards to correspond to this roll.
(Several copies are prepared for each student and
anticipated for future use). Multiple choice test
responses by students are checked on the mark sense cards
using a special pencil, then collected and sent to EDP
where the marks are transcribed to holes. (The instructor
will mark an answer key in tae above manner to be
transcribed at the same time), The answer key is stored
in the CPU and each student record is compared to it, and
the student's name, number right and percent right are
printed, While correcting each answer card, a record is
also being kept of which response to each question was
chosen, After all classes are corrected for a given test,
a report is printed showing, for each question:

1. The question number
2. The number of people choosing
3. The correct response
4e The percent choosing the correct response.

This will be followed by the total number of people
taking this test,

OBJECTIVES

This solution would include record layouts for
pre-punched mark sense cards, answer key mark sense cards,
and both kinds of output reports (class marks and test
evaluation). Also to be included are the program flowchart
and actual program to complete the,operation.
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Title: Attendance Record Keeping for Hazleton Senior
High School

Author: Lawrence C. Evangelista
Discipline: Secondary School Administration

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Public schools of 'Pennsylvania are required by state law
to keep attendance records according to a prescribed method.

The purpose is to control the attendance of students
falling in certain age groups, for whom attendance is com-

pulsory. Parents are subject to legal action if the law is

not obeyed. Attendance registers are legal documents, pro-
perly certified by the teacher, principal and superintendent
verifying attendance and may be subpeonaed by the courts.
The allocation of state aid is based on student membership
plus other related factors. Certain statistics are derived
from attendance figures which are used to analyze Pennsylvania
student characteristics (children entering not of compulsory
age, number of students absent'for reasons other than legal,
number of cases of tardiness, and the like).

In Pennsylvania schools these reports are required at
intervals of each sixty day period. This means reports
are compiled three times a school year plus a final report
at tlie end of the term.

METHODOLOGY

The Pennsylvania Department of Education has approved the
use of machine methods for preparation of reports and totals
based on the register entries.

Many schools use data processing for these reports. Since
our new vocational-technical school purchased the necessary
data processing equipment, attendance reports will be done
by the data processing personnel of the school district.
However, since our high school is the largest school in the
district, the attendance reportg will have to be designed to
fit our situation as well as the other schools in the district.
There are many procedures which can produce the desired
results. The principal of the high school would be the
responsible person to select the procedure which best satis-
fies the needs of the school.

The research I intend to conduct will use:

1. The attendance problem worked in this course earlier
in the term.
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2, Consultation with our data processing personnel
3. Books

a. Using EDP Effectively in Your School - O'Connor
and Tirello

b. Educational Data Processing_- Kaimann and Marker

OBJECTIVES

1. To provide attendance reporting by means of data
processing techniques for Hazleton Senior High School.

2. To provide a list of students who are chronically
absent or late for school for attendance officers,
home and school visitors, teachers, vice-principal
and principal.

3. To provide detection of patterns on a particular
student's absences for attendance officers, home and
school visitors, homeroom teachers, guidance counselors,
vice-principal and principal.

4. To provide the comparison of absences during the
present school term with absences of past school
terms, particularly in the areas of percentages of
chronic absences this term as compared to past
terms; and percentages of tardiness this term as
compared to past terms.

5. To provide relief from clerical work for the homeroom
teacher of the added work responsibility imposed due
to the keeping of a Pennsylvania State Attendance
Register for students in his homeroom. A data proces-
sing system would require the homeroom teacher to
record absentees in his homeroom for the morning and
afternoon sessions, leaving him free to concentrate
his efforts on his teaching aims.

6. To provide reports to all teachers, guidance personnel
and others via computer printout of information
regarding any individual student, without a long delay
imposed by the manual system now in use.
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Title: Introduction of a computer application to an
Accounting I class thru comparison of manual payroll
system and computerized payroll system.

Author: William J. Ewasko
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The purpose of this study is to introduce the students
of my Accounting I classes at Coughlin High School to data
processing as a tool of the bookkeeper or accountant.

If students do not become aware of the computer and its
applications to business, they will be preparing for an
obsolete trade.

In a most recent survey of 500 managers across the country,
it was reported that 71 percent of the computers in operation
are used for handling accounts payable, 66 percent for accounts
receivable, 66 percent for payrolls and 45 for inventory
control 1

METHODOLOGY

Master File Creation

1. Keypunch and verify a set of payroll cards for each
Employee,

2. Place on the cards in a computer, which will read the
data on the cards and record it on magnetic tape.

3. Sort data by department code and then by payroll
number.

4. Whenever 44.,!* employee data changes, Keypunch the new
data on ca.cds for use as input for updating the
Payroll Master File.

Time Card

1. Computer pre-punches time card for each employee.
Computer gets data from payroll master file. Time
card is pre-punched with employee's name, payroll
number, department number, and date of the pay period.
Forward time cards to the department heads.
Place time cards in the order of their payroll
numbers in time clock racks.

1
Lewis E, Lachter, "Trends and Forecasts: 1968 Closer
Manager/EDP Interaction, "Administrative Management",
January, 1968, p. 28-30.
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4. Employees use time cards each day to record the time
worked.

5, Employees sign time cards and give to department heads.
6, Department heads total number of hours worked and sign

cards. .

7. Department heads forward all time cards to payroll
department.

Paychecks and Statements

1. Calculate and write hours on crards.
2. Keypunch the hours into the caI,s.
3, Sort time cards by department and payroll number.
4. Sorted time cards and Master tape are processed by

the computer. The payroll program in the computer
performs all the calculations necessary to produce
data for each Group 1 and 2 time cards. It prints
a check and statement for each employee, It also
calculates the cumulative earnings and deductions
data and prepares an updated Master Payroll File.
A second tape is produced for the data to be printed
on the payroll journal.

5. Payroll journal is printed from the second tape
produced in step 6.

6. Check-signing machine to sign checks,
7. Time cards filed with previous time cards to serve

as employees earning record.

MANUAL SYSTEM

EMPLOYEE-EARNING RECORD

1. Fill out an employee-earning
employee.

2. Fill employee-earning record by department and
payroll number.

3. Updated employee-earning record as needed.

record for each

TIME CARD

1. Each department receives blank time cards.
2. Employee's name, payroll number, department number,

and date of pay period as manually entered.
3. Time cards placed in racks according to payroll

number.
4. Employees used time cards daily to record hours

worked.
5. Sign time cards at end of pay period.
6. Department heads total, sign and forward time cards

to payroll department.
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PAYCHECKS AND STATEMENTS

1, Separate time cards into two groups. Group 1 worked
standard workweek; group 2 worked overtime or under
40 hours.

2, Calculate and write hours on cards from group 2.
3. Sort group 2 cards by department .and payroll numbers.
4. Look up and post hourly rate, withholding class, and

overtime rate to time card.
5. Calculate regular pay by multiplying regular hours by

regular rate, Calculate overtime by multiplying
overtime hours by overtime rate. Calculate gross
pay by adding regular and overtime pay.

6. Determine Federal income tax and social security tax
from tax table and post to time cards.

7. Sort Group 1 and 2 time cards by department number
and then, by payroll number within each department.

8. Post information from time card to employee-earning
record and payroll journal.

9. Make check and statement.
10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 for each employee.
11. Sign checks,

Quarterly and year.to-date cumulative figured on
earnings and deductions must be calculated separately
and recorded to the employees-earning record.

OBJECTIVES

1. To include automated data processing principles in
the Accounting I course.

2. To present up-to-date material in the curriculum.
3, To give the student the opportunity to review and learn

something Lew at the same time,
4. To give the students a chance to test their learning

by making applications similar to those that will have
to be made once they enter the business world.
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Title: Computer Assisted Numerical Control Programming
Author: Stanley Fidrych Joseph Wazenski
Discipline: Machine Shop, Design & Drawing

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Although programming for most parts requires point
to point machining can be successfully and economically
performed manually, certain configuration of hole patterns
lend themselves nicely to computer programming.

Calculating the X and Y coordinates of the hole
pattern would be time consuming requiring trigonometric
tables in order to determine the signs and cosigns of the
numerous triangles about the center of circular pattern.

METHODOLOGY

The computer program will consist of key punched
cards describing the particulars of the hole pattern. The
computer after accepting theses cards will calculate the
X and Y coordinates of the hole center, key punch card
describing punched tape format and special machine
functions will be processed in the computer.

OBJECTIVES

Write a program - the purpose of this program is to
attempt to solve the trigonometric functions illustrated
on the print. This knowledge gained, can be applied to
our disciplines, machine shop numerical control machining
and drafting for numerical control machining.

Numerical Controls

The computer after accepting the above instruction,
calculates all of the necessary X and Y coordinates
of the hole center in addition to specifying special
machine notations on the computer cards.. The calculated
cards are then processed through a card to tape converter
which automatically prepares finished tape.

Along with the program for a specific part, it is
necessary that the computer be primed by inserting
general information and generalized math. Data which .will
enable the computer to accept and calculate the information
describing the particular part.
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Objective

Although more steps are involved when utilizing a
computer for assistance in preparing tapes, the overall
length of time required is generally far less since
computers have the capability of performing calculations
in minutes, The program is less detailed and contains
far fewer calculations.

0-
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Title: Gage Control by C
Authors: Stanley Fidrych
Discipline: Machine Sho

PROBL

There is an inve
flowing through seve
in excess of 10,000

At the presen
required to fill
form, and give it
the gage, pulls
file from file,
snap-out form o

Key pun
gage number
weekly pri

In p
recall r
to the d
input t

dupli
to b
out

0

omputer
Joseph Wazenski

p, Design & Drawing

M STATEMENT

ntory of 100,000 measuring devices
rat gage cribs at a plant, at a rate
per week.

t time, every man needing a gage is
out a quadruplicate snap-out requisition
to the tool crib attendant who locates

the inspection gage inspection card
fills out the card and copies of the

n follow-up file.

METHODOLOGY

ch 100,000 cards and sort sequentially by
. Then store on master file to be used for
tout.

rogramming for a weekly precision equipment .

eport, serialized gage withdrawal forms are sent
ata processing department for keypunch and card

o master file to the computer.

hen a gage is returned to the tool crib, a
cate serialized form is routed to the computer room
e keypunched. That card against the original charge
card is processed.

A weekly printout, identifying gages charge out by
perator, organization, foreman, department, and gages
verdue for inspection are sent to each department foreman,

OBJECTIVE

Produce a weekly printout, identifying gages charged
out by operators organization, foreman, the department,
tergeting not only the gages overdue for inspection, but
also pin-pointing any gages due for calibration during
the coming week. It becomes a constant warning system.
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Title: Correcting French Vocabulary Tests
Author: Sebastian Gattuso
Discipline: French

PROBLEM STATEMENT

A list of vocabulary words will be given to the students
in multiple choice form. Accompanying the test will be an
80 column card on which the student will mark his answer.
There will also be columns set aside to record the student's
name, class, grade and number.

METHODOLOGY

The card after being sorted by student number, grade and
class, will be read by the CPU, which is programmed to print
out the student's grade, showing number of right, number of
wrong and a percentage correct.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the study will be an alphabetical
print-out of grades received by the students, and also a print-
out of the total words wrong for each test. Theoretically
it will first of all eliminate some of the busy work for the
teacher, secondly, it will give the teacher a better idea of
what words are missed most often by students and consequently
the teacher will know on which words to place more emphasis.
Also, the system could be expanded to correct all forms of
French tests, i.e., different forms of French grammar and
literature.



Title: A Study to Expand the Present System of Grade Reporting
to Produce a CUM in the Major Discipline.

Author: Sister Mary Luke Gibbons, R.S.M.
Dis4pline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The present system of grade reporting at the college
produces a Student Grade Report with a Quality Point Average
Cum. This "Cum" includes quality points earned in the major
discipline and in the minor and/or related disciplines as
well as in an over-all total.

The object of this study is to expand this system so that
the "Cum" will be presented in two parts: Major Discipline
Cum, and Over-all Cum.

Admission to student teaching is based on the Major
Discipline Cum. Under the present system, the department
chairman must manually calculate this figure based on grades
earned over a 5-semester period.

METHODOLOGY

The source deck of cards for this study will be the student
deck which includes: punched grade cards, name and address
card, cum cards, course cards and major caIds.

In order to produce the cum in the Major Discipline, I

think a new card will have to be punched to show the courses
taken in the major, grades earned in each major course;.,quality
points, etc. This punched major discipline cum card deck would
be used to get a printout for each department.

A Systems Flow Chart will be set upq,'as well as a Detail
Flow Chart.

The dolcumentation for the system will be written, and if
time permits, I would like to write the program.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to produce a Student Grade
Report which will show the "Cum" earned in the Major Discipline
as well as the Over-all Cum. This Major Discipline Cum Report
would be in the form of a printout.
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Title: CAI Program Long Vowel IT
Author: Mrs. Sophie Good
Discipline: Elementary Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Formulate a program for children that will help them to
become independent readers through the Ilse and recognition of
letter sounds. My problem will be a program in the recognition
of long form of the vowel a, with future expansion to other
vowels and consonants.

METHODOLOGY

The drill will have a time limit. Frame I will be presen-
ted to each child with instIoctions preceding the presentation
of frames. If a child does frame one correctly he will be
allowed to frame II, if he is incorrect the procedure program
will tell him it is incorrect and to try again presenting
Frame I again. If on the second try the child is correct, he
will proceed to frame II, if again he is incorrect, procedure
program will tell computer to present Frame I with correct
answer. If child answers all questions correctly he will be
allowed to do harder drill in his next session at the console.

OBJECTIVES

l. To have children gain the capability to recognize the
long sound of vowel a.

2. To expand the program in future to include the rest
of the long sounds of the rest of the vowels.

Output

Teacher's report of individual child's daily drill,
length of time, number of trys, number right, number wrong.
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Title: Computerized Attendance Accounting System for
Dallas Senior High School

Author: Arthur D. Hontz
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

This problem will consist of converting the manual
operations of putting out a daily absentee bulletin,
and computing three sixty-day state reports to a computer
operated system for the Dallas Senior High School the
state reports and attendance registers are currently
done by mysel manually.

METHODOLOGY

To convert to a computerized system, the following
procedure will be necessary:

1. Develop a systems flowchart for the entire
process beginning with the taking of the
attendance by the teacher to the final reports.

2. Develop a master file punched on cards and
eventually put on to tape.

3. Develop the following layouts:

a. Layout for the original master file
b. Layout cards for any additions, deletions,

and changes.
c. Printer layouts for the daily bulletin,

1st 60-day report, 2nd 60-day report,
final report at end of year.

OBJECTIVES

To create a system which will take the clerical
work away from the teachers and give them more time for
teaching.



Title: Analysis and Reports of the Texthooks and Instruc-
tional Materials for the Elementary School

Author: Charles C. James
Discipline: Elementary School Administration

PROBLEM STATEMENT

An attempt will be made to develop a program to be stored
and updated on textbooks used in the Elementary Schools at
Lake Lehman. The complete program will take each series of
books used from K-6 grades by subject material. The system to
be developed will be for keeping a running account on the
condition and replacement necessary for each school year.

The final report will be for the Superintendent and
Elementary Director for planning the next year's budget,

METHODOLOGY

1. First develop a complete inventory of books presently
used in the system This will be by subject and
grade level. The category code of the various subjects
is given below:

100 Reading
200 Math
300 Social studies
400 English
500 Science
600 Spelling
700 Music
800 Health

2, A card will have to be developed for each subject by
code number, company, quantity, quality, cost at
purchase, cost at present, date to be revised,

3. A report of the total system will be made for the
Superintendent and Elementary Director in January each
year for budget purposes.
A final report will be made in May for the exact
number of books to be purchased.

OBJECTIVES

Develop a report showing the needs for the next school
year's budget.
Show the increa.iing cost of books over the previous
year,
Show in the report when a particular book series will
have to be revised for future years, Give estimated
date of replacement,
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Title: CAI Fractional Parts Identification
Author: Frederick F. Kepner
Discipline: Elementary Supervision E Curriculum

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Individually Prescribed Instruction in mathematics is
a system of instruction based on approximately 400 behaviorally
written objectives.

A placement test is given which indicates in which area,
and level of mathematics the student should begin working a
particular unit.

Before beginning the unit, a child takes a pre-test,
which contains samples of all the skills taught in the unit.
Work will be assigned in every skill of the unit in which the
pre-test score is less than 85%.

While working in a skill area, the child may be doing well.
The teacher can then prescribe a curriculum embedded test which
could indicate at 85% or above the child's ability to move on
to the next skill within the unit.

When the child has completed the unit, by attaining 85%
on all the C.E.T.,'s on all the skills within the unit, he is
given a Post-test on the unit. The Post-test is actually another
form of the Pre-test.

The student must score 85% on the post-test before he is
allowed to move on to the next skill area in the mathematics
continuum.

The problem which interests me would be concerned with
placing the IPI continuum of objectives and materials on a
computer.

At the present time a paper medium workbook format, is
the vehicle of instruction.

I have available a statement containing the behavorial
objectives, and sample work materials for the IPI continuum.

My initial plans are to read about CAI, confer with the
course instructor, and become more familiar with PLANIT.



Title: CMI Program in Office Practice
Author: Mrs, Marjorie Kepner
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The office practice course of the city schools will use
the computer to help teach its office machines unit in a CMI
program. A master filo of all the business students will be
made. From the master file individual student profile reports
will be made and are to be used by the business coordinator
to make student assignments for the office work program. The
master file will be on tape. The CMI program will be on
disks. Each of the three city high schools will have separate
student profiles since the class ranks are by individual high
schools and the records in the guidance offices are by indivi-
dual high schools.

The CMI program will be used in all three of the city
schools.

METHODOLOGY

1. Flowchart of the System
2, The first step in starting my CMI program will be to

create a master tape file of all senior business
students. The class grade book will be the source
document for this file. (All business students are
required to take office practice during their senior
year.) A student record layout will be included for
the punched card to create the tape file. The layout
for the tape file will also be included.

3. The student business subject grades which will be
included on the master record will be placed on a
mark-sensed grade card by the teachers and placed on
the master file at the end of each interval. A layout
for the mark-sensed card will be planned.

4. The student profile report layout will be included.
This individual student profile is to be placed on. a
punched card so the business coordinator can easily
and quickly check the background information for each
student as it is necessary. The students do not go
out on the office work program at one time. Assign-
ments are made as the jobs come along. The student
profile record is to be placed on microfilm upon the
students graduation and kept in each school's guidance
department.
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5. The CMI information for Office Machines Course
will be placed on disks. I want to include layouts
for machine assignments for six.different machines -
rotary calculator, ten-key and.full-keyboard add,
ten-key printing calculator, keypunch and duplicators.

Since a test will be taken to evaluate student's
understanding of each machine,.I.would like to include
the layout for each machine test.

6 The outline and requirements.of the other units of
study in office practice will.be on one report. If

possible, I would like to include a layout for this
report. If I have to cut down on the system, I would
drop this report layout. This record would be
stored on disk also.

7. If I must write a program, I would take one of the
simple programs in the system. Example: Putting
student grades on master file or program to print
student profile report.

OBJECTIVES

All the information which. I am planning in my system is
a part of the course which I am teaching at the present time.
Maybe some time in tie future I would be able to use the
layouts if a computer would be available for the city schools.

I plan to use the student profile records at the present
time. I hope I can work out a suitable card layout that we
can use to record the necessary student profile record so
this, information can be printed on a card of IBM size and
given to the coordinator for her file.



Title: EDP of Accounts Receivable
Author: Joseph Kundla
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

An accounts receivable operation
series of logical accounting steps,
include the following:

1. Analysis and classificati
transactions, including charges f

receipts, and journal entries are
through punched cards, Use of t
simplifies input data preparati
use of the standard card for a
provides an easily accessible
ment,
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5. Reporting on al
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6. Maintaining

for all customer acco
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will assure the accu
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and t
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must consist of a
Basically, these steps
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entered into the system
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on and control. Furthermore,
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audit trail to the source docu-

ication, and assignment of all
o the respective accounts.
ents and account information.
s and credits and assigning them

account.
1 facets of the accounts receivable

and preparing accurate billing statements
unts.
a method of checks and balances that

acy of the entire operation,

ng Invoice. This report will include the name
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Transaction Register. The report will contain
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mber and total amount of invoice. The total of each
11 be transferred to the debit side of the customer

hen the subsidiary ledger account is updated and new
is determined.

ally: Cycle billing. Cycle billing distributes evenly
hout the month the work connected with the preparation
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ut on the first mailing day of each month. On the next day,
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statements are mailed for the

Monthly: Aged Trial Ba
open accounts is used as a c
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lance. The last balance in each
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METHODOLOGY
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are the necessary flowcharts, input/output layouts
d me in the finalization of .a workable classroom
accounts receivable - either for text books

n or any practice set used. The problem must be
enough to show the merits of computer use in relation
record keeping. Yet, the solution as planned

simple enough for my students to understand. It must
n that this problem solution is applicable in any

ss.
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Title: Book and Supply Inventory
Author: Eva Lipiec
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

An actual inventory of books and supplies used in
my department at school.

METHODOLOGY

The inventory will be by actual count of books and
supplies on hand,

Mark sense IBM cards will be used in taking the
inventory, The inventory list will be written and coded.
A code list will be madep

All information will be on IBM, cards. A card
inventory master file layout will be made and a flow
chart showing input and output of this problem.

Cards will be punched and read.

A copy is enclosed of the printer layout for the
inventory status report.

OBJECTIVES

I hope to extend the output to include possibly:
amount in useable condition, amount in poor condition
(useable 1 more year only). I do not need information
on these books in my reports, but it would be very
helpful to the teachers.

The output will also be extended to show the
number of books -- on hand in September Lost --discarded
and balance on hand in January and in June. We check
books in January and June
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Title: A CAI Course for Quadratic Equations
Author: Robert Marr
Discipline: Mathematics

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The purpose of this problem is to write a CAI course
which will help students achieve a better understanding of
Quadratic Equations.

METHODOLOGY

Before the actual quadratics are studied a short review
of taking square roots and also squaring numbers will be
given. The definition of a quadratic will be given and also
the general form of its equation. The methods that will be
studied will be: factoring, completing square, and
solving by using the formula. Each method will be explained
making use of various examples. After each phase or method
a short group of problems will be presented to test for
retention of knowledge. If the correct answers axe received
on these tests then the student will proceed to the next
phase. If not, a group of easier problems and also a review
of the same phase will be presented. Also an additional
project of the program will be to write a flowchart for
solving a quadratic equation by means of the computer.

OBJECTIVES

Some of the main objectives of this program are to
enable the student students who are having difficulty in
solving quadratics to go to the computer and request this
CAI program. By using this program the student can progress
at his own individual rate and test himself by self-administered
tests incorporated in the program. This course can be
available to any student (i.e. any in.chemistry, physics,
biology, etc.) not necessarily only those taking a math course
at the particular time. Also this program can relieve the
teacher of much remedial work which may have to be given to
particular students. After an individual student has
completed this program a report will be made by the computer
and sent to this student's teacher to show what progress has
been made. If a teacher in a subject area other than math
finds a student has difficulty in these equations, the
teacher can request that the student take this CAI course
during his free or study periods in order to bring him up to
date.

Another objective of this program is to help the slow
learning studen4;s who do take math courses or any other courses
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involving quadratics and provide a better opportunity to
learn these type equations at their own.individual rates.
Many programs are designed for the college:prep student
but I feel that the average or slow learning student is the
one who needs the most help. Therefore:this program is
designed mainly for the latter types of students.
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Title: The Trigonometric Functions
A Computer-Assisted Program

Author: A. Millard
Discipline: Mathematics

PROBLEM STATEMENT

This program, following the attached outline, is to be
a carefully designed computer-assisted program. It is to
be designed to benefit both the slow learner and the fast
learner. It will contain information.to.be learned, provide
review, restatement, and practice. It.will be in itself a
self-contained teaching instrument.

METHODOLOGY

Source documents will be gathered from various mathe-
matics textbooks and periodicals. This.material will be
evaluated as to its value to the program. and that which is
chosen will be put in the proper format.by the writer. The
material will then be keypunched and verified. After being
processed by the C.P.U. it will be stored on disks, and
will be called a CAI instructional learning program. A
terminal will be connected to the C.P.U. There will be two-
way communication between the C.P.U. and the CAI program and
the C.P.U. and the terminal. The program will be written
in sequential frames, with branching to allow for the
progress and ability of the learner. The illustrations
accompanying the frames will be placed on slides. Flowcharts
will accompany each frame.

OBJECTIVES

The end objective is to produce a workable CAI program
and one which, lacking computer facilities, could be
transformed into a good programmed instruction course.

PROBLEM OUTLINE

I. Arc Length
II. Paths and the wrapping function

III. Unit circle reference points

Case I. The coordinates of the four terminal points.
Case II. Bisect each arc in each of the four quadrants.
Case III.Trisect each arc in each of the four quadrants.

IV. The cosine function
V. The sine function.

VI. The tangent function
VII. The reciprocal functions.

This problem from this point could be expanded to include
the identities, and, in fact, an entire course in trigonometry.
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Title: Industrial Arts Education
Author: Edward S. Miscavage
Discipline: Industrial Arts

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The most difficult part of vocational and industrial
arts education is the beginning month. The type of boy
that is sent to the shop needs much repetition, and I feel with
the computer speed this can be accomplished. Once a boy
establishes the fundamentals of tool recognition and usage,
he has a better chance of becoming a morn informed and
productive student. Some of the work load is therefore off
the instructor to allow him to give more time to individual
instruction, which is greatly needed in our shops.

METHODOLOGY

Use of text books, through experiences on the job, as
seen through the eyes of the instructor. Photos shall be
used along with the computer. This should allow students to
move as fast as his intelligence allows.

OBJECTIVES

1. Giving the student repetitive work to bring about a
more informed and eventually a better student.

2. More instructor time for individual instruction.
3. Less boredom.
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Title: The Use of the Computer in Chemistry Education
Author: Peter W. Mischak
risciplin,3: Chemistry

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The computer in my system will be used in connection with
student-teletype terminals with a typewriter keyboard on
which "drill and practice" exercises,.such. as balancing
equations, solving problems, naming.compounds, writing com.,-)
pounds, etc. will be presented to the students. These
terminals will allow each student immediate reinforcement.
In addition to the "drill and practice" exercises the terminals
will be used to present tests, When the test is finished, the
computer will calculate the number of correct responses and
print the % of correct answers at the bottom of the paper.
(This will also be done during daily exercises). The student
will then tear off the paper and present it to the teacher
before he leaves the room. The teacher then merely records
the mark in his roll book.

METHODOLOGY

I will search the literature pertaining 'to CAI in school
situations to see if any previous work done in the field is
related to my project. When the time would arrive, in an
actual situation, to program the exercises to be worked,on by
the students, I would pick out problems from various books
or think up problems to present to the students by means of
CAI that would pertain to what I went over.in class previously.
The CAI "drill and practice" exercises I would use would be
based on what has been presented in class. (Flow charts of
the system will be worked out and handed in at the completion
of the project.)

OBJECTIVES

The student is able to proceed at his own rate with
:;immediate reinforcement. Each student has, in a sense, his
own teacher which is an ideal teaching situation. The teacher
is free to do something else in the meantime instead of walking
around and correcting the work of the various individuals;
the computer is doing that. In addition the computer can be
programmed to show the teacher by means of printed results
on the teletype sheet that the student hands in at the end
of the lessons, which questions are too hard by too many having
it wrong or where additional class time should be spent on
a certain topic. Also since the CAI system can be used to
administer and correct tests much time consuming work of the
teachers can be eliminated and the time can be used for more
important jobs.
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Title: Data Processing System for Professional'Personnel
Profile of the Wilkes-Barre City School District - 1969

Author: Joseph A. Peel
Discipline: Secondary School Administration

PROBLEM STATEMENT

To devise an efficient data processing system of personnel
profiles for the 517 professional employees of the Wilkes-Barre
City School District. The system,shalLbe so. designed to
produce periodic reports as follows:

1. A yearly report - Professional Personnel Report
2. Educational Status Report
3. Professional Assignment Assessment Report

METHODOLOGY

The professional personnel record file shall consist of
information pertaining to the following areas for each
professional employee:

1. Employee's name
2. Employee's address
3. Employee's social security number
4, Employees retirement account number
5. Sex
6. Marital status
7. Level of education attained
8. Years of professional service
9. Certification held

10. Total years certificate held
11. Areas of certification
12, Position assignment
13. Teaching essignment
14. Building assigned
15, Leave data
16, Date of birth
17. Accumulated sick leave

This information shall be secured from various sources,
namely:

1, Personal interview
2. Questionnaires
3. College transcripts
4. School assignment rosters
5. Teacher application a/o interview forms
6. Current teacher files being maintained in

Administrative Office
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MATNTFNANCE OF MASTER FILE

To maintain the master file it will be necessary to
add records for new teachers, delete records of teachers
resigning or retiring and make changes to tlipdate the lists
of data on each record. A transaction file will be created
at least three times during the calendar year. Updating
should be in the months of September, February and June as
most of the normal changes should occur just prior to these
months.

Changes should occur regularl7 in educational level,
address area, marital status, years 'of service, certification
and sporadically in the other areas.

Flow Chart for Transaction File



AUXILIARY FILE

Since it is necessary to refer quite regularly to files
of teachers, who have left the service of the district, it :1s-
planned to keep an inactive file of the:records of those
teachers. The record for these teachers would have an
additional entry giving the reason for the separation from
employment. (Such as Retirement, Death, Marriage, Etc.)
This file would also be sorted alphabetically for easier
maintenance and access.

REPORTS TO BE PRODUCED

1. Professional Personnel Report will be produced once
a year during themonth of October as a complete
report on all professional personnel. The report
will contain an alphabetical listing and report on
the status of each professional employee in seven-
teen general areas listed previously in the
Methodology Section of this report. This report would
be used in reporting to Department of Education.

2. Educational Status Report will be produced during
month of November as an aid to the administrators
of district and also for reporting to various research
.institutions. This report would be an analysis
report giving levels of education and percentages of
professional employees on each level. List would be
alphabetically sequenced.

3. Professional Assignment Assessment Report would give
a comparison report of the areas of certification
and position assignment for each professional employee.
List would be alphabetically sequenced and distributed
to principals,, department heads and central curriculum.
office.

OBJECTIVES

ADVANTAGES TO DISTRICT FOR DATA PROCESSING

At the present time, the Administrative Staff is limited
in making evaluative studies concerning the professional
staff of the Wilkes-Barre City Schools. To secure data
items from the individual records of each professional employee
is now a process which demands the expenditure of a large
amount of time or the attention of a larger force of clerks
than is now available. As a result of this, statistical
information concerning the staff is limited to those reports
absolutely required.
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Should a professional profile system.be established on
data processing it would be possible to pull:data concerning
many critical areas and have statisticalLstatus reports to use
as evaluative criteria, planning information.and to serve
as information to those responsible for certification and
assignment.

The capability of being able to maintain an updated
history for all professional employees.will permit rapid
and accurate reports on statistics.as.equired.at intervals
by the Department of Education and educational institutions
engaged in study and research.

The ability to secure reports giving status on degree of
certification now requires a large amount of time to secure
and is often neglected or done inaccurately.

The basic system here suggested could be expanded in
the future to meet the increasing demands for statistics
pertaining to the professional staff. As the higher echelons
have their files placed on data processing they will be
requiring more reports than are now required.



Title: Graded Word Study of Current Spanish Textbooks
Author: Joseph Petrenchak
Discipline: Spanish, English

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Since there are several Spanish textbooks in use
in the United States, each with a varying vocabulary,
there is a problem of vocabulary familiarity for students
involved in national testing programs. The College Board
Achievement Tests in Spanish are therefore a logical place
to develop a listing of vocabulary words which will be
included in the testing program. This problem, therefore,
is one which I propose to develop for the Educational
Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey, who conduct the
College Board Achievement Tests.

METHODOLOGY

Research will be conducted in the follwoing manner:

1,, All current Spanish texts will be collected.

2. Spanish to English sections in the appendices
will be reviewed and each Spanish word will be
coded, keypunched and transferred to tape files.
Then they will be ranked according to their
frequency of usage

3. I will attempt to develop the systems flowcharts
for this project as well as the input/output
layouts (and detail progfam flow charts).

OBJECTIVES

To develop a listing of the words most commonly
used in the vocabulary sections of Spanish texts in order
that this may be used as a study guide for the national
testing program.



Title: Grade Reporting
Author: Robert Powell
Discipline: Data Processing

PROBLEM STATEMENT

To prepare a report card that will be more accurate,
provide more meaningful data, neater in appearance,
and require less effort by teachers.

My application will be grade reporting for five
schools on the Junior-Senior high school level. There
are approximately 6,000 students and grade reporting
will be done on a 9-week basis.

METHODOLOGY

I am presently performing the above application
with the use of unit record equipment. I would like
to take my present system and revise it into a computer
system. With my present system, everything is restricted
to unit record principles. By using a computer for this
application I will utilize disk storage and thus eliminate
some card processing factors that are necessary when
using audit record system.

OBJECTIVES

I feel that grade reporting performed by a computer
will eliminate some of the work for the teacher using
my unit record system. A computer will also eliminate
a lot of my time that is spent in card handling. For
example, I presently need two header cards By using a
computer with disk, I could eliminate one header by using
working storage and eliminate the other by putting the
other header card (name, number, grade-section, etc)
on disk prior to the actual record card run.

I will start by revising my present system flow. Then
make a detail flowchart for the necessary programs. Next,
will be the layouts for input and output, and then a record
design will be needed. The last phase will be programming
for processing the record card.

My final objective is to design a grade reporting
system that will provide more features (such as quality
point average) and take less processing time.
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Title: Figuring Net Pay By Computer
Author: Margaret Ann Price
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Finding the net pay for each employee. The information
that you have is the number of dependents, the hours worked,
the hourly rate, the deductions from the:gross pay would
include FICA, withholding tax, savings bonds, Union dues.

METHODOLOGY

Master file with each employee listed on it by their
employee number which would be on tape. I will use a record
layout to show the set up of the Master file.

Take a card with the employees hours worked for the week
plus his rate also a printer layout of the card. The computer
will figure out the net pay, Then from the information on the
Master file, there will be a program for figuring out the net
pay or take home pay after deductions.have been made. I will
use printer layouts and flow charts.

The output will be an updated Master file on tape plus
the employees checks and a printed list of employees which
I will give a printer layout to show the information. This
will be the Payroll Register. I will also do a layout for
the check.

I would like to design a mark sense card as an input for
the number of hours worked and the rate. The end result
would be the net pay.

OBJECTIVES

I would use this problem in my business math and
accounting classes to show the classes.how easy it would be to
figure out the take home pay by computer compared to figuring
it out manually.



Title: Guidance, Health and Permanent Record
Author: Zack C. Riehl
Discipline: Elementary Education

Th
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by t
be t

one
wil

PROBLEM STATEMENT

is problem will be to develop a report containing
nt's health record, guidance record and permanent
to be distributed to those who are involved.

METHODOLOGY

The research for this paper will be to use all
rmation pertaining to these records which are distributed
he education offices in Harrisburg. The information will
aken from these various papers and combined together into

report rather than three or more reports. A flowchart
1 be included in the problem.

OBJECTIVES

1. To develop a master-file containing student's name,
number, school, grade, aptitude test results and
grade, permanent record marks and health record.

2. To produce a report for involved teachers by school,
grade, section and rank on test results from highest
to lowest.
To produce reports for guidance, administration,
teachers and nurses. The first report will be by
grade and alphabetical order. The second will be
by rank within grade.

4. To produce a report giving the mean and standard
deviation of test results for each grade.

5. It can be used to compare test results with academic
work.

6. To produce an exceptions file of student's name
on card but not on master-file, on master-file but
no test results, marks or health information. Also,
to give students who are above or below average test
results.
To produce on the report a code which will distinguish
a migrant worker from a regular entry. This will
be extremely helpful for schools where the student
came from and where he is going.
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Title: Book Reporting
Author: Dorothy Rother
Discipline: English, Mathematics

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Since many books have a tendency to be lost, stolen
or mutilated, I would like to keep a record of all 12th
grade English books and the condition each one is in when
the student receives it. This will be accomplished by
printing a label that will be put in each book and then
printing a listing of all the information for each teacher
issuing the books.

I now do this manually for my own students.

METHODOLOGY

Information needed:

A. Student identification
1. Name
2. Homeroom

B. Course Code #

C. Course Title #

D. Course Teacher #

E. Year book is issued

F. Book #

G. Condition Code #

Source document would be a card deck. Flow chart and
programs will have to be developed in order to carry out
the program.

OBJECTIVES

Students are much more careful with their books when
they know they cannot turn in any book but the one issued.
I feel that this would entail a great savings for the
district at the end of each year.
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Title: A Systcm for Studying the Effcct of Sleep on Learning
Author: Nancy Rovinski
Discipline: Psychology

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Since the proper amount of sleep as well as none --
fatigue - -do influence our learning, judgment, recall and
retention areas of memory and since_everyone does dream when
asleep, I propose that there:is a definite relationship
between dreams and our mental capacity, learning process, and
behaviour process.

Deprivation of sleep (alcohol and excessive barbiturates)
cause irritability, restlessness, depressions, schizophrenic
individuals.

METHODOLOGY

There is a need for a Central Computer and terminals to
naintain a cooperative interacting system of some 60 Research
Projects, established by the National Ihstitute of Mental
Health across the country studying sleep and dreams.

1. Source Dr. Gall has only.begun -- but has
assembled 100,000 dreams in men and women of
varying ages, different national and ethnic
backgrounds and religious affiliation.

2. Source - Statistical analysis of objects and
persons appearing in the dreams how they behave,
what properties they have, and how they and the
dreamer interract.

3. Source - Electroencephalograph reports -- showing
what a dream looks like, when it occurs, for
how long.

Tests

4. Source Other research data -- all to get a new
light on causes and possible cure of mental illness,
reliable physiological indicators of mental
illness, more knowledge of exactly how the brain
functions.



Title: The use of CAI to Introduce the Basic Concepts of
Music Theory

Author: Miriam Sable
Discipline: Music

PROBLEM STATEMENT

To introduce the basic concepts of music theory, such
as: note names and values.

Syllables, numerals, and letters as aids to reading
music major and minor scales and their structure. (The
2 general categories above are 1. Tonal 2. Rhythmic).
Through the use of:

1. A student manual consisting of:
a. 8" x 11" sheets which explain charts and

relationships (a pamphlet of folder)

2. A classroom 2isalay...aL consisting of:
a. 24" x 36" cAarts which are replicas of

student manual charts. Since music is often
a group activity (as when CHORUS, BAND or
ORCHESTRA is scheduled) these classroom
charts could be used to recall and reinforce
theory (as Tresented in the manual and in
the CAt prograffi) when it is actually beigg
used in the production of music.

b. 8".x 11" sheets which offer instruction .for
use of these sets in conjunction with the
CAI program as well as in conjunction with
physical response to this material.

3. A basic Music Theory PROGRAM (based on materials
on Charts) written in RCA Language (since there
might be a possibility that facilities could be
available locally) for ultimate use in a CAI
situation which reaches grades three, through
adults.

METHODOLOGY

Students handbook should be assembled. Areas of
theory to be presented and the order of areas should be
established and perhaps flow charted.

Major classifications should be chosen. Series of
questions for each classification should be written
and coded. This should be done so that branching can
occur if:
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a. a student has a thorough knowledge .of
materials in each classification.

b. a student needs further drill.

(Examples of possible charts are found on INSTRUCTO
teaching guide.). This product was designed by my husband
and myself.



Title: Payroll Problem
Author: N. Sabol
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

To set up an improved payroll system with the following
criteria to be used as a guide:

1. Should require a minimum amount of clerical time.
2. Time sheets to be kept by employee and signed by

supervisor and turned into payroll department.
3. Payroll to be paid on a bi-weekly basis.
4. Information to be provided so that all Government

reports can be compiled as required.
5. Payroll checks to be issued bi-weekly.

To prepare a payroll system for the Elementary-Secondary
Education Act Title I Program for the Wilkes Barre City
School District.

Approximately 120 employees will be on the payroll.
Employees will be in the professional category as well as
para-professional such as, teacher aides, library aids and
clerks.

METHODOLOGY

1. System flow chart.
2. Information is Obtained from the personnel department

on each employee.
3. Time cards are set up to keep record of time worked

and appropriate time cards are punched for each employee ac-
cording to Dept. # - Payroll it.

4. Maintenance records are to be kept in order to keep
the system updated. Such as New Employees, Change of address,
change of exemptions, change of regular rate and overtime
rate, change of retirement.

5. New cards to be punched at the end of a pay period
to be ready for the next pay period.

6. Output information completion of payroll register and
other related information.

7. Make out payroll checks.

OBJECTIVES

Less work for payroll clerk thus relieving clerk for
other duties.

Work is accurate and up to date providing much needed
information quickly.
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Title: An Automated System to be Used by the Wilkes Barre
Schbol District Elementary and Secondary Libraries

Author: Alice Schappert
Discipline: Library Science

PROBLEM STATEMENT

There are presently in the W.Llkes Barre City School
District 3 secondary school libraries acid 13 elementary
school libraries. The elementary schools do have some form
of central ordering and cataloging, but the three secondary
school libraries operate as three completely separate
entities. The librarians in each of the high schools purchase,
individually, all of the standard cataloging tools, do
individual book selection, cataloging and processing. The
purpose of this study is to show that ordering and processing,
could be done centrally by machine for both elementary and
secondary schools. This would be a more efficient system
and it would relieve the individual librarians of all the
duplication of effort which now exists. These automated
processes, once developed, could be dxpanded and applied to
routines of circulation, serials processing, etc. It is the
hope presently in the Wilkes Barre City Schools that we
achieve a higher level of cooperation and interlibrary loan
between the individual schools and an automated central system
would facilitate this.

METHODOLOGY

Library routines begin with ordering. The librarian
examines various tools of the publishing trade and selects,
on the basis of t1-1 library's present holdings and needs for
the future, books to be added to the collection. In an
automated system, these orders from the individual librarian
would be put on punched cards. Certain information can be
placed on these cards initially. Other items would have to
be added after the books arrive. This will be explained in
more detail. After the punched card has been prepared it
would be checked against a master tape file of all library
holdings, to make sure that the library which is ordering the
item does not already have it. In some cases, if it is a
very expensive item, it might be justifiable for the number
of copies in the district to be limited and used by all on
an interlibrary loan basis. Each school has a certain budget
allocation and this would be included on the master file and
updated with the payment of each bill. It would be posible
to print out at any time a report showing how much money
has been allocated to each school and how much has been
spent to date.
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When the books arrive, the punched cards will be com-
pleted and the system will produce catalog cards, shelf lists
cards, labels for book pockets and book cards, and spine
labels. Since this system as it is designed must include
audiovisual materials as well as printed media, the master
file must be designed to include all the necessary items' of
information.

Included will be a flowchart for developing the master
file, a record design for the master file, a layout for
the punched card which will be the input for updating the
master file, printer: layouts for" label, catalog cards, and
any desired printed reports. The system will include
provision for a book catalog, and suggestions for expanding
the system to include serials processing and circulation
routines. Items to be included on the master filet

* Call No.
Type of media
Author
Title
Publisher
Date of Publication

* No. of pages
List price
Edition
No. of Volumes
Source of selection
Library ordering

* Accession number
* Subject headings
* Date acquired
* Net price
* No. of frames (for filmstrips)
* No. and type of phono-disc (for records)

Starred items, in some instances, would have to be added to
the card after the book arrives.

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study is to prove that these
library processes could be accomplished more efficiently and
with less duplication of effort and unnecessary spending if
they were to be done by computer. Statistics showing the
enrollment and costs per student for, library service will be
included along with a projection about costs for automation
of the system.
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Title: Solution of Simultaneous Equations in the 2nd and
3rd Degree to Reenforce the Classroom Teaching.

Author: Henry W. Shemanski
Discipline: Data Processing

PROBLEM STATEMENT

To aid any number of students in solving 2nd and 3rd
degree simultaneous equations through the use of a
computer. (Check for traditional method)

METHODOLOGY

This program will be written in the ForTran I Language
and tested on the IBM 1620 computer. The solution system
will be set up so that a student will simply have to
press one button and receive all instructions to enter
data necessary for solving his simultaneous equations.
Typewriter input will be used.

OBJECTIVES

Result will be: the student will have the solution
to his problem plus the knowledge that the computer is a
worthwitile.Aool.
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Title: Sales Order Processing
Author: Edward D. Solack
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

It was the purpose of this study:

1. To develop an Electronic Data Processing System
that will improve the level of customer services.

2. To develop a system that will provide management
with many items of information vital to business
which are either inaccurate or nonexistent in a
manual sales order processing system.

METHODOLOGY

Orders, inquiries, and requests for quotations are
received from customers. Punched cards are prepared for
each order, shipping notices, and small volume repeat order
schedule dates. Inquiries would be sent to Production
Planning to be expedited. Requests for quotations would be
based on information obtained from Engineering, Finance, and
Production, Quotations would be issued to the customer.
Customer approved quotations would be handled like any
other order.

1. Edit all transactions to insure correctness; read
the order transaction cards and convert the cards
to tape; print a listing at the same time showing
those cards in error.

2. Sort the transaction file, since the order trans-
actions are received in random order and since
these transactions are to be used to update the
customer master, which is in customer number
sequence; sort the production schedule dates from
Production Planning.

3. Update customer master file; process transactions
against customer master to validate the orders and
update the customer credit and order summary infor-
mation, which is used to produce customer statements;
print an order register showing all information
concerning orders affected in the update and all
new orders entered.

4. Separate the small volume repreat orders, which
are sent to Production Planning, from the large
volume orders, which are sent to Engineering.
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5. Update the order file to delete those orders that
have been filled and add the new orders which have
been scheduled; print an invoice register which
shows the orders for which invoices are to be issued
and which is sent to accounts receivable. Invoice
numbers are assigned, and the number of the n,xt
invoice is reentered into the next cycle via punched
card.

6. Update the order information on the customer master
file indicating those orders which have been shipped
either completely or in part; print order acknowledge-
ments and sent them to the customer acknowledging
receipt of order, costs, and expected delivery dates.

7. Produce invoices sent to the customer requesting
payment for those items shipped.

OBJECTIVES

1. To acknowledge orders sent by the customer
2, To quote delivery dates based on a production schedule,
3. to improve sales statistics
4. To update the accounts receivable ledger
5, To provide for inventory control,

PERSONAL OBJECTIVES

1. To improve and upgxade my knowledge in the field
2, To develop a system that will be a useful aid in,

teaching accounting, general business, and office
practice

3. To make the students aware of the computer's ability
to process, store and retrieve information in
seconds of time; making it possible for the
businessman to get the information he wants when
he wants it
To develop a system that can be used along with
other systems developed by students.



Title: A Computer Program to Process Football Scouting Data
Author: Fred Templin
Discipline: Physics, Coaching

PROBLEM kTEMENT

I would like to write a program on football scouting.
The purpose of this would be to see what offense and what 1/4

defenses would work best for our team against an opponent
on any given Friday night or Saturday afternoon.

The way scouting is done at present is: for the
coaches to go to as many games as possible that the opponents
play prior to our game; to look at films of our games with
this opponent of previous years; to look at films of games
in which our opponent has played either this year or previous
years; to look at films of games in which our opponent
has played either this year or previous years with teams other
than ours. We then take the information we obtain to try to
see if the opponent has any tendencies, to see if they are
a basic passing or running team, to see if they have any
outstanding players or any weak players, etc. Knowing these
things we try to set up the offensive plays that should work
against their defense and set up the best defenses that will
contain their offense. If a computer program could be set
up, this information could be fed into the computer and
produce a game plan faster, more accurate, and with less
man hours than at present.

METHODOLOGY

Information we want on scouting reports:

Before Snap of Ball:

Formation used and defense against it.

Situation -- Present score, time in game, play and
number of yards to go for 1st down or score.

Location -- On which and whose yardline the ball lies
and if ball is on either hash mark (left of right) or in
center of field.

After ball is snapped and play is carried out:

Yards gained or lost.

Pass, run or kick If pass: complete, incomplete,
or intercepted; what receivers went downfield; type of pass
(play action, drop back, roll out, sprint out, or halfback) .
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If run who carried, where through line was ball carried, type
of play (dive, trap, counter, pitch out or-triple option).
If kick, who kicked, how far, could the .ball have been
blocked, where could a run back best succeed, how was kicking
team's coverage on the receivers of the other team.

A-- Line men guards tackles ends
Line backers

H Halfbacks
S Safetymen

Basic Defense Formations
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Title: Systems for Studying Urban History
Author: Clement L. Valletta
Discipline: English

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem will be to present systems of social
interaction for urban history. The variables are somewhat
extensive and complex; however, it should be possible to
design a system for the major factors which have determined
urban choices such as building location and design, street
building, parks, industry, jobs, strikes, purchasing, voting,
demonstrations, entertainement, worship.

METHODOLOGY

A. Design of macrosystem with importalt factors to
approach and handle data in balanced and inclusive
way.

B. Use of this macrosystem, modified into relevant
macro-systems to work specifically with selected
aspects (building location, etc. as above) indicat(ing
just how the major factors were operative based
upon study of source documents.

C. Relate each of these microsystems to one another to
explain how and why choices were made.

OBJECTIVES

This project would present flowcharts of:

A. The macrosystem.
B. The microsystems including projected uses of source

documents, computer processing, print-outs.
C. Microsystem interaction to explain workings of

macrosystem for given aspect.



Title: A System to Individualize Bookkeeping Practice Sets
Author: Nell Vernarski
Discipline: Business Education

PROBLEM STATEMENT

To individualize a Bookkeeping Practice Set so that
the final results of each problem will be different. Minor
changes will be made in each set, for example, beginning
balances of some accounts will be changed; amounts on trans-
action forms changed, or transactions eliminated entirely.
As a result, every set, although basically the same, would
have different totals, a different Profit & Loss, different
Accounts Receivable or Accounts Payables Schedules, etc.

METHODOLOGY

A Master File will be developed. This file will include
such information as the name of all 4ccounts;, the account
numbers, the date and the balances of each account.

A Transaction File, a card file, will be used for each
transaction. This file will include a Code number, the date
of the transaction,the number of the transaction and the
amount.

A code will be used in the program giving each different
transaction, a specific code number.

OBJECTIVES

To develop a printed Trial Balance, simplified Balance
Sheet & Profit L Loss Statement for each Practice Set.



Title: Using the Computer as a Tool in the Industrial Arts
Metal Shop.

Author: Joseph C. Yuhas
Discipline: Industrial Arts

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Being in industrial art metal shop, I believe my problem
should be one in which the computer is emphasized as a tool
in metal working. Modern day manufacturers use the computer
in the production of many metal parts. One such item shown
in the text* I am presently using. shows an assembly line
run by a computer automatically machining various parts
of the "Truck Engine Block" using numerical control tape
and transfer machines to complete a finished product. A
small part to be manufactured with several drilling opera-
tions in an X-Y grid will be presented.

METHODOLOGY

Show the part to be manufactured, using a paper tape
with holes pa5sing an electronic processing unit. This tape
will start the drilling machine and select the positions
of several different holes to be drilled by following an
X-Y Traveler controlled by the paper tape. When all holes
are drilled, the tape will signal a stop run.

OBJECTIVES

A small model may be built showing:

a. Tape Unit
b, CPU
c. X-Follower Shaft
d. Y-Follower Shaft
e. Drilling Head
f. Start Switches (Manual)
g. Stop Switches (Automatic)
h. Possible transfer units.

I plan to show drawings describing the operation of
such a system, and perhaps build it in the future. I also .

believe by showing a punched paper tape running through a

*General Metals John L. Ferier, McGraw-Hill 1968



reading station and operating an electric drill to
produce a part will give the student in 9th and 10th grade
metal shop a visual mock-up of a numerical controlled
machine. Research for this project from:

1. Manufacturers of numerical controlled machines
2. Industrial Arts Magazines and Trade Papers.



APPENDIX H

EVALUATION OF THE EDITS CURRICULUM

Evolution of Data Processing

2ontent:

The development of data processing technology and its
evolving relationship to the individual and to society was
presented.

Jbjectives:

1. To provide the participant with background
knowledge in the evolution of data processing.

2. To bring about an awareness of the tremendous
impact .which the computer has made on the
individual and society.

3. To remove the stumbling block represented by
terminology existing within the field.

Methodology:

To familiarize the participants with data processing
concepts, an introductory comparison was made between the
human memory and the computer. The diverse areas in which
data processing finds application wer.. presented.

In an evolutionary context, participants were made
aware of the gradual growth of data processing from the time
of Pascal, Lebnitz, Babbage and Hollerith, through the unit
record era to the computer era of today.. Lecture .was
supplemented with the films entitled 'What Do .You Want"

''thenhen and Now", both produced by Univac.

Distributed to the participants ,was. tha).Buzzword
Generator', through which an endless variety of technical
terms can be generated. This served the purpose of
removing the curtain of complexity surrounding the techno-
logical terminology existing in the field.

Also distributed at this time was the USA .Standard
Vocabular for Information Processing,' and67.76_..v.olume.
Programmed In§truction course on Computing System
Fundamentals. These were to serve as a supplement to

1 USA Standard Vocabulary for Information Processin
7117-17YEaTET-671WIeywel , nc.

2 Com utin S stem Fundamentals, IBM DPD Education
Development, E ucation Center, En icott, New Yor 1968.
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Phase I of the Curriculum, which,was-the.General Background
of Data Processing.

To provide.an early.acquaintance of the .hardware.
necessary.in this field, a tour -,was made.-.of_a_local computer
installation.. This served as,a....motivating...factor for the
course material to.come.. For.the majo.tity...z.f..participants
this was their initial introduction.to a computer.

Total class,time,spent on this unit ,was seven hours.

Conclusions:

1. Class Lecture provided. all..participants_with .

the evalutionary%background_of. the_computer, and
its associated field of.data processing.

2., The various areas .of applicatioL mentioned during
the'lecture served to familiarize.the:_participant
with' the impact which ..the _computer, .has _made, and
continues to make, on society.

Materials distributed provided. the .student _with
confidence in using data processing terminology.

4. Level of Objectives Attained...
A high .level of all objectives at this point was
accomplished.

Problem Areas,

None

Recommendations.

It was generally agreed that the time spent on the
lecture peri6d in this evolutionary era be drastically
reduced. One alternative would be to reduce.by one-half
the unit time of seven hours, or to supplant thelecture
with additional films and/or field trips.
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Data_EumnLationand-Dabay-7Managemunt

Content:

Availabl,e-methodsfor'handliag-data via the computer
were described.

Objectives:

14 To-acquaint,the participant with the concept of
number systems

41 To acquaint the participant with. th.exoncepts of
computer files-and-the management of these files.

Methodology::

A combinatiori lecture and laboratory approach_was_used
in presenting this study area Time allotted to this unit
was 7 hours.

The various number systems WEre presented L. binary,
decimal, octal.and.hexadecimal. .Examples_were.employed
to demonstrate each system -after mhichaahoratory.exercises
afforded participants the opportunity to_test_their abilities
in manipulating these number systems.

The Hollerith Card code in use was explained... A.
punched card containing the entire .character .set was
distributed to all participants. This visual_aid.allawed
for easier presentation .and_anda-.depth .under&taading.. Also
discussed-were-the various-binary-coded systems: BCD,
EBCDIC and USACII.

Lecturer supplemented by class ex,ercises_and..trans-.
parancies, was the means utilized-to .pre.s.en.t...to.-_the.
pants the concepts-.of. data structure, media,arrangement and
organization. - Concepts-of file management were discussed
in depth. Numbering systems exercises were distributed.

Conclusions:

1. Laboratory exercises fully served -their purpose in
deraloping-partieipants abilities-in-manipulating number
systems.



By . means - of lecture and -.transparanci,es....participants
were-made awarefof-the-,coneepts-mf.xlata_files,
their manipulation-and:management.

Problem Areas:

The concepts .of-data-organizatLon-em-.disk_and,offline
storage proved. .to -he difficult- to 4,gra.ap.':hp.man.y..participants
Though a prohlemi-it..was. felt. that .this.matetial would he..
reinforced,by,presentationA.n7the two study units to follow.

Recommendations:

The labar:atoTy exercises mere-mast. .helping
the parti-cipants..feel-comfortable-with the -material being
presented.

ao

Concepts -of- Data - Processes Hardware

Content;

The various components of.the central processing
unit were described, together with .its peripheral, supportive
and communication devices.

Objectives:

1. To-familiarize-the.participamt,with.the hardware
aspects.of,data processing.

2. To provide-a-description of-each-piece of_hardware
with regardito-its,functionand purpose.

Methodology:

Essentially a lecture,approach.mas.usedta-present.this
study uniti-..Total-time,entaile&-in presentation was seven
?toms..

I,

-The various-peripheral.deviees-were.presented_initially,
followed-by .an.vin-Aepth%description .thecamp.o.nents,of the
central processinvunit,..together:with.their.purpases.and major
functions. -The.supportive%and..cammunication.devicesmere
then deserib.ed-tet present,ar.total-hardware.concept.i. Trans-
parancies were-used-to-supplement lecture.

r
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During the course of presentation; reference,was_made
to hardware sections and illustrations contained_in.the.... .

Programmed Instructional series-en Computing S,stem Funda-
mentals which were distributed to the participants _earlier
in the course. These provided excellent.supplementary
reading and exercises on hardware concepts,

Conclusions.

1. Participants, availed to an earlier tour of a
computer-installation, were now more familiarized
with.the various functional devices which make up
hardware.

2. The inner make up of the .hardware ,devices were no
longer,mysterious but functional and purposeful.

3. Though extremely complex technological concepts
were presented here; asufficient level of under;
standing was grasped.

Problem Areas.

One very major problem area existing within this unit
is the extreme difficulty incurred in grasping :the concept
of core storage, For many participants this.concept.presents
a major stumbling block. The difficulty is.further
compounded by the fact that models of core are not readily
available.

Recommendations,

It is felt-that another field trip tour _during .or
following this unit would serve for more pronounced
association of theory with physical hardware. .

Highly recommended i3 the procuring of .models .of core
storage and the use of many functional visuals.

Coacutsof.Data Processing Software

Content:

The concept of the stored program .and.its..camponents is
presented, followed .by a survey of the.present_types.of.
programming languages. Attaining this background, the
participant is dead to the concept-of indiyidual.program
development .and .finally to an awareness of the various utility
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programs available for the repetitive-type af.programming
functionsb The.individual-programming effart_is then. meshed
with the concept of operating systems to present .a total
concept of the software system. Finally, the concept ,of
application package-availability is presented.

Objectives.

1. To impress upon the participant the ,importance of
software computer technology.

2. To familiarize-him with the terminology and the
uses of various types of software.

3. To bring about an awareness of the .evolution,
development and need of software standardization.

Methodology:

A total of fourteen hours was to .this study
area, two -of which were touring.a,lacal.computer
installation. The tour served two purposes:

1. participants were able to observe "theory put into
practice."

2. concepts in both software and hardware were reinforced.

Class lecture closely followed the curriculum .as
outlined, with emphasis placed on the concepts.of the .stored
prograw, types and evolution of programming.languages, program
techniques, and operating systems.

During the course of the tour, demonstration .of various
types of program runs including compilations, .assemblies,
program dumps, etc. provided immediate observation of
software utilization.

Conclusions:

1. The participant realized .that the .essence of .present
day computer.. technology is due mot.only .to hardware
per se, but to the union of .hardware. with software.
The insufficiency of one without the other was now
clear.
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During the course of presentation, reference,was_made
to hardware sections and illustrations containad_in_the..,

.

Programmed Instructional series-on Computing System Funda-
mentals which were distributed to the participants .earlier
171Eourse. .These provided excellent ..supplementary
reading and exercises on hardware concepts.

Conclusions.

1. Participants, availed to an earlier tour of a
computer installation, were now more familiarized
with the various functional devices which make up
hardware.

2. The inner make up of the hardware devices were no
longer mysterious but functional and purposeful.

3. Though extremely complex technological concepts
were presented here; a sufficient level of udder;
standing was grasped.

Problem Areas.

One very major problem area existing within this unit
is the extreme difficulty incurred in grasping ,the concept
of core storage For many participants .this.concept,presents
a major stumbling block. The difficulty As .further
compounded by the fact that models of core are not readily
available.

Recommendations.

It is felt.that another field trip tour.during or
following this unit would serve for more pronounced
association of theory with physical hardware,

Highly recommended is the procuring .of models.of core
storage and the use of many functional visuals.

Conce ts of Data Processin. Software

Content:

The concept of the stored program .and A.t.s'.components is
presented, followed by a survey of the present_types.of.
programming languages. Attaining this background, the
participant is .Lead to the concept-of individual .program
development.and.finally to an awareiress of the various utility
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programs available for the repetitive type of programming
functions The individual .programming effart.is .then meshed
with the concept .of operating systems to present _a total
concept of the software system. Finally, tha concept.of
application package availability is presented.

Objectives.

1. To impress upon the participant the _importance of
software computer technology.

2. To familiarize-him with the terminology and the
uses of various types of software.

3. To bring about an awareness of the .evalution,
development and need of software standardization.

Methodology:

A total of fourteen hours was-devoted to .this study
area, twoof which were touring_a.local.computer
installation. The tour served two purposes:

1, participants were able to observe "theory put into
'practice."

2. concepts in both software and hardware were reinforced.

Class lecture closely followed the curriculum as
outlined, with emphasis placed on the concepts. ..of. the .stored
program, types and evolution of programming aanguages, program
techniques, and operating systems.

During the course of the tour, demonstration .of various
types of program runs including compilations, .assemblies,
program dumps, etc. provided immediate observation of
software utilization.

Conclusions:

1. The participant realized-that the .essence of .present
day computer technology is due not ,only .to hardware
per se, but to the union of lardwaremith software.
The insufficiency of one without the other was now
clear.



2. Throughout this entire study area, participants
were familiarized with software terminology and
the various uses of software.

3. An awareness of the evolution of software was
attained during classroom lecture. During
presentation of the various types of software, the
participant gained insight into the need for software
standardization. This insight was to be further
expanded on during the course of the COBOL study
area.

4. In general, it was found that the level of objectives
attained in this area was directly dependent upon the
ability of the participant.

Problem Areas.

Various problems did exist in this unit. The major
problem was the inability of some to grasp the content of
data storage and manipulation within Lhe computer. Primarily
the problem seemed to arise from a lack of perception coupled
with the lack of adequate audio-visuals. On the whole,
available films pertaining to this area were unacceptable due
to the fact that the majority of films concentrate on details
of a particular language rather than on concepts in general.
Models too, were either inadequate, expensive, or not feasible.
As a result, the instructors were forced to rely chiefly on
the chalkboard, transparencies and installation field trips.

Recommendations.

Since the concepts of the stored program and operating
systems are quite difficult for some students to grasp, it
is strongly recommended that many transparencies be used
and applicable models be developed.

The time period used for this unit was geared to the
average and above average participant and consequently would
require extension should the average group level be low.

The ideal physical environment for teaching of this
unit is within immediate access of a computer installation.
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Computer Processing Techniques

Content.

The application and attributes of the four methods of
preseht day information processing techniques were presented
in an evolutionary context.

Objectives.

1. To acquaint the student with the manner in which a
computer may be utilized.

2. To familiarize the students with the various facets
of computer utilization.

Methodology.

A total of seven hours of lecture was required in this
study area. The four techniques were presented in the fol-
lowing order: batch processing, multiprogramming, real-time
processing and time-sharing, The basic attributes and
applications of each were described in terms of hardware
components already studied. Emphasis was placed on the
evolution of those techniques which unfolded as the natural
result of hardware development. An excellent example of
batch processing was provided during the computer installation
tour made in th, previous study unit.

Along with lecture, a film on IBM's 360 operating
system was used to illustrate the concept of multiprogramming.

Due to the unavailability of real-time and time-sharing
facilities at this time, (a real-time information retrieval
field trip and a CAI demonstration were arranged at a later
date), chalkboard and transparencies were employed in order
to assist lecture in these techniques.

The basic approach used in this unit was the simplifica-
tion of highly technical details to provide a basic level
of learning. The concept of each technique was given clarity
without causing the participant to become overwhelmed with
technical matter.
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Conclusions.

1. The participant now realized the various means in
which a computer may be utilized.

2. Participants were made aware of the fact that various
computer applications adapt themselves only to a
particular type of processing.

3. In this study unit a fairly high level of under-
standing was attained well within the participants
level of ability.

Problem Areas.

Though not a problem, the lack of real-time and/or time
sharing facilities might be deemed an inadequacy within this
study area.

Recommendations.

No recommendation fox time expansion on this area can
be made; seven hours was found to be quite sufficient for
the level of technical detail desired. To produce the
highest level of interest and motivation, it is recommended
that all efforts be made in providing installation tours
such that all four processing techniques may be observed.

Decision Making Techniques

Content.

The purpose, logic, and use of the visual techniques of
flow charting and decision tables in problem description and
documentation were presented to the participants.

Objectives.

1. To familiarize the participant with visual problem
solving techniques used within the field of data
processing.

2. Through the use of these techniques, to develop
within each participant the logical thought processes
necessary to problem solving.
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Methodology.

The purpose and use of decision making techniques
was explored. Initially the technique of flow charting
was introduced. The systems, procedure, and method flow
chart together with the block diagram, were presented. The
distinction between each type' of chart was explained, as
were the symbols pertinent to each. Flowcharting templates
were then distributed to each participant.

To quickly and basically acquaint the participant with
the detailed logic of flowcharting in relation to problem
solving, a film was shown depicting the simple situation of
a child getting off to school, The flowchart of the logic
of the situation was overlaid on the film, thus the partici-
pant attained a visual representation of the situation coupled
with the associated logic charting symbols. This quick and
basic approach was further strengthened with the distribution
of material on a second situation which provided instruction
and motivation by means of its simple, yet amusing, nature.

Participants spent approximately two hours of laboratory
time developing their skills and logic in flowcharting problem
situations. A total of three increasingly difficult problem
situations were distributed to all participants. At the
conclusion of each, the various approaches to the solutions
were discussed by the group.

The technique of applying decision tables to problem
solving was then presented. Here participants were informed
of the types of decision tables in use, the components of
such tables and the manner in which decision tables are
used. Examples were employed to illustrate the application
of this problem solving technique. During a one-hour labora-
tory session, participants formulated their skill in applica-
tion of decision table techniques within a total of two
problem areas, which was followed by class discussion.

In all, a total of seven hours was used in this study
area, three of which were devoted entirely to laboratory
sessions.

Conclusions.

1. Participants, now aware of completely new techniques
applicable to problem solving, are able to apply
these techniques not only to problem solution in the



area of data processing, but also to problems
within their own discipline.

2. Participants developed the basis of a logical
detailed thought process which is now capable of
being expanded through increased application.

3. A sufficient level of comprehension was attained
within this study area. Due to the relative
unfamiliarity of these techniques, and the fact
that the majority of individuals do not generally
engage in detailed thought processes, the level of
thought development attained was adequate at this
point in the course.

Problem areas.

Although participants at this point in the course
attained the adequate understanding of the detailed thought
process, the process as yet had not come "naturally". This
ability can be brought about, therefore, only through
much application and practice. In retrospect, following
course conclusion, it was felt that this was a problem
area in the course. It is firmly believed, that at this
point, it is best to remain within the study area until the
average participant is quite agile at employing the techniques
of flow charting.

Recommendations.

It is strongly recommended that the time period devoted
to this study unit be expanded, especially in the laboratory
area, and that many additional laboratory problems be
employed.

COBOL Pro

Content

An extensive study of the COBOL language, together with
exercises in the use of the language, is presented.

Objectives.

1. To provide the participant with experience in the
use of the problem-oriented programming language
of COBOL.



2. To provide the participant with "hands on"
experience in programming, and

3. To further develop within the participant the detail
thought process initiated in the previous study
unit,

4. To allow the participant to appreciate the detail
necessary to develop an efficient system.

Methodology.

A combination lecture-laboratory approach was used in
this study area to provide in each participant a thorough
knowledge of, and ability in, COBOL.

Initially, the general characteristics of the COBOL
language were presented. A simple COBOL program was distri-
buted and explained to the participants in order to familiarize
them them with the language and its format. This program
served as major reference material throughout this study unit.

All four divisions of COBOL were described with labora-
tory exercises accompanying each. During the fourth division,
the Procedure Division, participants began coding complete
COBOL programs which provided them with "hands on" experience
in programming,, The initial program coded was simple but
interesting thus providing much motivation. The problem
called for determining the present day value of the twenty-
four dollars paid for the island of Manhattan in 1627,
compounded at the interest rate of 3%. Participants were
required, as a group, to develop the flow chart, and indivi-
dually code, run, and debug the program. Due to this "hands
on" experience, motivation and interest were extremely high.

Upon conclusion of this program, participants were
presented a second problem: that of a customer file conversion.
Whereas the initial program required no input and only printed
output, this problem was of a more difficult level, requiring
card input and tape and printer output. The same procedure
was followed with the participants as in the initial problem,
that is, participants as a group were required to flow chart
the problem, and individually code, run and debug the program.
Again, all participants were provided with "hands on" experience
at the computer center. Motivation and interest remained at
a high level.
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The third and final problem presented was that of
computation of F.I.C.A. This problem was slightly more
difficult, yet required fewer I/O devices. Here, it was
required that flow charting of this problem be done on an
individual basis, as was the coding. However, the running
and debugging of this program was optional and was done
on a remote basis, This option provided the more capable
student with additional enrichment.

In order to assure as much individual attention as
possible, two additional system analysts were brought into
the classroom as aides.

The time spent within this study area was a total of
45.5 hours.

Conclusions.

1. Within the framework of the lectures and laboratory
exercises, participants were experiencing the use
of the problem-oriented language, COBOL.

2. "Hands on" experience was provided with the actual
flow charting, coding and debugging of each total
program presented.

3. The required initial flow charting of each problem,
together with the actual programming, developed
the detailed thought process required.

4. The level of ability attained in this study unit
was directly proportional to the level of detailed
logic ability present in the participant.

Though not required, the Programmers Aptitude Test
(PAT) was given those who desired to take the test. On the
whole, those participants who took the PAT test, and scored
well on PAT, accomplished a high level of understanding in
this area.

Problem Areas.

The only problem area existing was that of the parti-
cipant lacking in programming aptitude. The sessions were
geared to the average level of the participants. The
participant of low ability, of course, required the greatest
amount of individual attention.
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ReLomme4dations.

It is recommended that the time devoted to this study
unit be increased by a minimum of 15 class hours. This

time expansion, it is felt, would be sufficient for the slow

participant, while at the same time additional, more
difficult exercises could be provided for the average and
above average participant.

Recommended also, is the technique of employing
additional systems analysts to provide more individualized
attention in the classroom. This technique is extremely
effective, and consequently should be utilized.
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Data Processing Systems.and:Procedures-Concepts.

Content.

A study is made of the methods and techniques employed
in utilizing the computer as an organizational tool.

Objectives.

1. To provide the student with a comprehensive view of
the many phases of data processing systems planning,

2. To show the participant that programming is but a
portion of the whole of data processing,

3. To produce in the participant an awareness of the
imagination and creativity needed to bring about
operational improvements.

Methodology:

A total of 17.5 class hours was devoted to this study
area, approximately 16 of which were devoted to lecture.
Emphasis was placed on lecture.

The four major phases of analysis, design, implementation
and finalization involved in systems planning were presented
in an evolutionary manner. Stressed, was the fact that
systems analysis begins with a problem. Through verbal
examples, participants were made aware of the fact that
oftentimes the problem is not as it appears on the surface,
but rather can only be detected by thorough "detective work"
i.e., fact gathering. The importance of studying the
existing system was emphasized to the participants.

The approach used here was essentially that of lecture
supplemented with a simple system used as a laboratory
exercise. This exercise was used to illustrate examples of
emphatic points brought out in the design phase of systems
planning. Considerations made in the `design phase were those
of general and detail system design, I/O design, file, record
and forms design, controls and exceptions, handling, to name
but a few.

Phases and factors to be considered in the implementation
and finalization stages were emphasized.
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Conclusions.

1. Each participant receved a total view of the many
phases existing in systems planning.

By observing the total planning-involved in systems,
each participant was made_aware.of the portion of
the total in which programming is involved.

3. Through the various examples used in the lecture,
it was made clear that creativity is a necessary
ingredient of systems planning.

4. The level of understanding reached in this area was
considered adequate in view of the fact that no
direct application was yet made by the participant.

Problem Areas.

It is felt th.t additional laboratory applications should
be closely correlated with the lecture.

Recommendations.

It is very strongly recommended that a total complex
system be used in conjunction with and in close correlation
to, the lecture. In addition, the time spent on this unit
should consist of a minimum of 21 class hours, no less thali
six of which should be devoted to laboratory exercise. Em-
phasis must be placed on the participant's-application of
lecture material for maximum effectiveness.

Integration of Systems and Programming

Content.

A general interest case study, that of a system of voter
registration,, was presented with the purpose of integrating
the relationships between systems and programming.

Objective,

1. To enable the participant to apply the theory
obtained in systems planning.

2. To integrate his knowledge gained in systems and in
programming in order to effectively develop a
workable system.
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Methodology.

in presenting this case study, the general approach used
was that of combining lecture, group discussibn, and most
importantly, laboratory application.

The voter registration system presented was chosen
because of its interest to the class on a whole. Though
presented in case study form, participants were to develop a
more feasible system of voter registration. Given to each
participant were details on the system consisting of: hardware
configuration, background information and specifications rela-
ting to the registration and voting process. Also included
was the definition of terms to be used in discussing political
areas encompassed by the voting system.

The basic approach began with designing the master file
required by tlie system. Following the Master File design, a
discussion was held regarding the total voter system. To
enable the design phase of the total system to be more mana-
geable, the application was divided into three phases or smaller
systems: pre-election, election, and post-election processing.
By utilizing group effort, various general system designs of
each processing phase were developed. Following class
discussion the most feasible design was selected py the
group.

After the general design was completed,the participants
developed the detail design to be utilized in each processing
phase. Included in detail designs were such considerations as
design of I/O files, defining system controls, design of
various forms such as street lists, voter certificates,
purge notices, retention lists, etc.

Twenty-one hours were devoted to this particular study
unit.

Conclusions.

1. Participants, through discussion and application,
utilized systems theory acquired.

2. Each participant, by developing a workable system,
integrated the relationship which exists between
systems and programming.
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Study plans for this area called for
studied in total. The method employed
a general system design of all phases.
did not prove to be the most effective
material for initial consideration by

Recommendations,

It is strongly recommended at
curriculum, that a system be prese
consideration of general and deta
should be made prior to any deve
The total system will then evol

Also recommended is the e
this study area.

Practical Applications in in

Content,

Case studies of dat
industry were presented
were those of Sales St
Payroll. In addition
tions were discussed.

Objectives.

1. To develo
tion of
process

To fur
devel

Methodology.

A tota
area. Thu
study. T
occurren
tory Con

the system being
consisted of following
However, this method
It was too much

a novice.

this point in the
nted in phases; that is,
il design of each phase

lopment of the next phase.
ve.

xpansion of the time spent within

dustry

a processing applications used within
Case study applications developed.

tistics, Inventory Control, and
various common and uncommon applica-

p within the participants a broad realiza-
the capabilities and functions of data

'rig in industry

ther enhance the participants ability to
op workable systems.

1 of 10.5 hours was spent on this complete
s approximately 3.5 hours was spent on each

he case studies presented in order of their
e were the applications of Sales Statistics,
trol and Payroll.

study
case

Inven-

The general approach used in presenting each case study
was to provide both general and specific facts on the given
application, In all three case studies, the output reports
desired by the application were presented to the participants.
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Having been given the facts on a particular organization and
the ability to derive from the output re.po.rts .distributed,
that data required by the management.af .a particular organi-
zation, participants were given the task of developing a
feasible system. As various approaches were developed,
discussion was employed to establish the feasibility of each.

In addition to developing a workable system, partiqipants
were required to develop designs for files and forms utilized

by the system. Discussion was held as to the requirements of

the programs utilized ald, where time allowed, participants
were required to develop detail program flow charts.

Transparencies of workable systems were employed. Parti-
cipants were provided with both the output reports required
by each application and with a final workable system flow chart.

To further provide participants with the realization of
the diversified data processing applications currently in use,
a tour of a local medical insurance installation was made. Here,

participants viewed a coplete billing system in operation.
The various processes within the system were thoroughly explained.
Participants now observed not only the relationships existing
within systems and programming, but also the integration of the
hardware to the system.

Following the case studies, additional applications were

discussed. Emphasis was placed on data processing applications
in industry which are not commonly known, such as application
within the areas of publishing, manufacturing, and trucking
services.

Conzlusions.

1. Participants were made aware of the numerous applica-
tions within industry in which data processing can
be utilized.

2. Each, case study served to further develop the parti-
cipants ability and capability of developing workable
systems.

3. The three case studies presented served to both develop
and reinforce the participants ability and creativity
in developing workable systems. Thus, the level of
understanding attained increased with each case study
presented.
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Problem Areas.

Essentially there were no major problem areas existing
within this study area.

Conclusions.

Time allotted to this area was adequate. By means of
exposure to several systems, participants developed the
confidence and ability required in systems planning,

Practical Applications in School Administration

Content.

Presented within this study area were case studies of
data processing applications used within school administration.

Objectives.

1. To provide for the educator participant an insight
into the various areas within school administration
in which data processing can be applied.

2. To develop, to a more extensive degree, the parti-
cipants capability with system design.

Methodology.

Approximately 3.5 hours was spent on each of the three
case studies presented, thus a total of 10.5 hours was
devoted to this study area. In order of their occurrence, the
case studies presentel were those of: Attendance Accounting,
Grade Reporting and 3t:hool District Census.

The same approach was used here as in the area of
Practical Applications in Industry. Within each case study,
participants were presented with general and specific facts
do the given application, Output reports for the application
were supplied to all participants. Again, having gathered
the facts on a particular application and deriving from the
output report the data required by the school.administration,
participnts developed a workable system for each application.

Design of the system included both the general system
design and the design of all files and reports and reports
required within the system. Program design was accomplished
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e-ither through class discussion or actual program flowcharting,
depending on the application presented and the time involved.

Visuals of a workable system and of output reports
required were shown to the participants. Materials duplica-
ting the visuals were distributed to each participant.

To supplement the case study on Grade Reporting one
participant explained the automated system of grade reporting
used within his school district. Mark-sense grade cards and
report card forms used in this system were brought in for
each participant. This stimulated interest among the
participants on the various systems in

To conclude this study area, reference was made to an
excellent article entitled "100 Uses for School Processing".

Also discussed in greater detail, were applications
pertinent to school personnel profiles, analysis of school
attendance areas, school facility planning and expansion,
library acquisition and cataloging, registration and class
scheduling, and student transportation.

Conclusions.

1. Participants gleaned a broad spectrum of the many
areas within school administration in which data
processing can be applied

2. The capability for systems design was greatly ex-
tended by the application of each case study.

3. It was observed that the level of understanding
within this study area continued to increase with
each application presented.

Problem Areas.

No major problem existed within this study unit.

Recommendations.

Adequate time was spent on this area. The presentation
of several small but complete systems provided a continued
means of reinforcement of the techniques used in system
development.



Advanced Class Problem

Content.

A problem was presented which required the extension of
the previously studied system of Grade Reporting.

Objectives.

1. To enable the participant to apply his acquired
knowledge in systems to a realistic situation.

2. To develop and elaborate upon an existing system
to specify the details of that system.

3. To further emphasize the relationship of systems
and programming.

4. To enable each participant to realistically apply
the four phases of systems study: analysis, design,
implementation and finalization.

Methodology.

The previously undertaken system_of Grade Reporting
was expanded to include additional output reports and to
accomdate a district rather than .just a school. Thus the
existing design originally used for the Grade Reporting
System was no longer feasible.

The probllem pliesented was realistic in that all partici-
pants were quite familiar with their-own system of grade
reporting. Further, the expansion of an existing system
is quite a common problem in data processing.

An attempt was made toward employing realism in the
approach used in presenting this study unit. As a result,
participants were divided into groups of three, each group
representing a study team of system analysts. It was the.
responsibility of each group to cover the analysis, design
and implementation phases of the system. Each group was
also responsible for developing both the general system and
the details of that system.

Material denoting the general and specific facts of the
existing system was provided. Participants were to develop
the expanded system only after close analysis of the existing
system. This analysis entailed studying all materials and
data previously distributed in thesystem in order to effec-
tively design a more efficient system.
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Following the development of any phase of the system
by any one group, that group, represented .by a lead system
analyst, presented its design to management for approval
and/or constructive criticism. Management was represented
by the course instructors and the remaining groups of
participants. This technique, in addition to allowing the
realistic application of systems knowledge', provided an
atmosphere of challenge and competition, thus providing
a high degree of motivation. This same technique was used
for all phases of the system design.

To carry out the implementation phase of systems work,
each group was required to code and debug one of the programs
required by the system. This coding requirement enabled
each participant to call upon the programming knowledge
acquired earlier in the course.

The system was finalized by requiring each individual
to document the system designed by his group. Mis documen-
tation process entailed providing complete system description
in regard to: general flow, hardware requirements, processing
intervals, statistics on the physical system, description
of file creation and maintenance, handling of exceptions,
controls required, narratives on each.program utilized by
the system, and recommendations for.future utilization of
the system, In addition, participants were to provide with
the documentation a general systems flow chart, a detailed
program flow chart of the specific. program utilized and
layou,ts of all files and report designs.

The total number of hours spent in this area varied
with the group. The EDITS participants completing the course
without a summer recess completed the study area in 21.0
hours. The second group of EDITS participants, (those who
took the summer recess and returned::in the fall) required
31.5 hours. The time differential was attributed solely to
the two-month summer break. It was, quite evident that
the COBOL programming required in this study area was more
immediate in the minds of the summer group, as less time was
spent on implementation.

A team teaching effort was used throughout this study
area, but especially during the phases of implementation
and documentation. This technique provided much needed
individual attention. It might be noted that this was the
first complete system in which participants carried out all
phases of systems work. In addition, the complete responsibi-
lity for the development of a feasible system was on the
participants.
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In this study unit, the opaque projector contributed
greatly to the effectiveness of participant presentations.
Since each group of participants was required to present to
the entire class their developed designs, much time was saved
by projecting these designs immediately without having to
transfer them to the chalkboard

Conclusions.

1. The participant was able not only to apply his
acquired systems knowledge to a realistic situation
but was also able to enact the role of the systems
analyst.

2. Due to the constructive criticisms offered by
competing groups of participants, each group
developed a possible system of grade reporting
and, in addition, was able to specify all details
of the system.

3. By carrying a complete system application through
all of its phases of analysis, design, implementa-
tion and finalization, the relationships existing
between systems and programming were quite evident
to each participant.

All phases of systems were applied not only to a
realistic situation but also to a situation with
which each participant was quite familiar. This
experience proved to be an aid to participants
during their final individual project at the
conclusion of the course.

5. Each participant left this study unit with a feeling
of accomplishment and the attainment of a higher
level of understanding.

Problem Areas.

Problems existing were twofold: participants, were
essentially nontechnical and unfamiliar with complete
technical documentation, and so proceeded very slowly in

this area. The second major problem was the summer recess
in the course schedule, resulting in a loss of retention
on the subject matter previously acquired. This loss
resulted in requiring that more time be spent on this unit
than had been allocated.



Recommendations.

It is highly recommended that the total course be
established so that no recess of any substantial length
would occur throughout its entirety.

Also recommended is the proliferous use of examples
of technical documentation either in the form of reference
material or in the form of specific examples on transparencies.

Information Retrieval

Content.

The concepts and techniques utilized in storing and
retrieving data were presented. The existing types of
retrieval system, data-base, reference and data-processing
were discussed. Included were the concepts of management
information systems and their design problems.

Objectives.

1. To familiarize the student with the concepts and
techniques of Information Retrieval.

2. To produce in each participant an awareness of the
ever-increasing need of such systems.

3. To emphasize the applicability of information
retrieval to all disciplines,

Methodology.

A total of seven hours was spent in this study area.
The approach used was chiefly that of lecture and demon-
stration. To introduce this topic area, a tour was made of
a local stock brokerage firm. Here, participants were
informed of a major international information retrieval
system which is in use by the firm. Judging from the
participants questions during the demonstration, much
information was acquired.

An evolutionary approach was taken in the class lecture
on information retrieval. Presented were such items as the
definition of information retrieval systems, their need,
',:he early conceptions of such systems and the technological
milestones leading to the growth of these systems.



Data-based, reference, and text processing systems were
discussed with emphasis placed on their organization, function
and application.

Empha:, zed was the fact that the various systems which
had been employed during the course were examples of data
base systems, Discussion was devoted to the concepts and
inherent design problems of Management Information Systems,
a prime example oi data base systems.

It was pointed out that of the three types of IR systems
in use, the text-processing system is in the lowest stage cf
development. Siuce the objective of the text-processing
system is man-machine conversation in the English language,it was required that specific programs be written to accom-plish this fact. Examples of these languages were provided
for the participants.

In an effort to elaborate on the efficiency of indexing
required in the reference type of retrieval system, partici-
pants toured the InTech library, where they were shown
examples of indexed reference systems such as KWIC (IBM's
Key Word in Context system) and Eric.

An excellent film on Information Retrieval developedby IBM was shown to the summer session of EDITS. This
film, unfortunately, was later withdrawn from circulation,
consequently the fall session of EDITS was unable to view
the film.

Copies of IteuclopmuLeL1112ur. Future; were
distributed to participants in preparation n57-The unit tofollow in computerized instruction. This booklet containsa wealth of material on computerized instruction.

The essential visuals employed were transparencies andthe chalkboard.

Conclusions.

1. By means of lecture and demonstration, participants
were familiarized with the concepts and techniques
of Information Retrieval.

1. 'There's a Computer in Your Future',' reprinted from
American Education, United States Department of Health,
PUTicafiriTErffeTELe Office of Education, November, 1967.
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Emphasis was placed on the abounding growth of
information produced daily in today's world thereby
informing participants of the highly relevant need
for such systems,

3. Emphasis was placed on the applicability of IR
systems to all disciplines.

4. An adequate understanding and awareness of the
concepts of information storage and retrieval was
attained.

Problem Areas,

This study unit presented several problem areas, themost major of which was the relative lack of laboratoryapplication. This was caused by two factors: (1) availablematerial on information retrieval was of a highly technical
level and thus unsuited foy the course, and (2) the time
allotted to this unit was such that any good laboratory ap-plication which could be brought down to a basic level would
have exceeded the time allowed.

The unavailability of good audio/visuals relevent tothis area presented another major problem.

Recommendations.

It is highly recommended that applicati9ns be presentedin a technical but basic manner. Laboratory application isneeded for maximum effectiveness.

Concepts of Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) and
Tdmputer-Manage Instruction CMI

Content.

This study area consisted of a discussion on computersand their role in the educational process.

Objective.

To acquaint the educator-participant with the potentialof the computer as an educational tool.

Methodology.

The basic approach used within this study area was thatof lecture, discussion, and laboratory exercise.
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The background and development of the computer in
relation to education was provided. The differentiation
between computer-assisted instruction and computer-managed
instruction was also made and examples of each were provided.

Both the instruct:Lonal and the administration applica-
tions of each were discussed.

Hardware components required for educational computer
systems were covered in detail, and various configurations
of existing CAI and CMI systems were presented. Realistic
cost comparisons both present and projected, among the CAI
and CMI syStems were made available to the participants,

The software requirements for these systems were also
discussed and participants were made aware of the ever
increasing availability of the number of the so-called
author languages available for CAI systems. Coded samples of
the author languages LYRIC and PLATO were described to the
group. In addition, participants were required to develop
a CAI curriculum applicable to their own discipline, using
the author language PLANIT.

Other topics included in this study area were: advan-
tages, problems, present day projects in, and evaluation of
computerized instruction, and curriculum sources.

Many transparencies were used to supplement the lecture.
In addition, an excellent film entitled SLEI!gatSign Offl
was viewed by the participants.

A major vendor was contacted and a CAI demonstration
via a portable teletypewriter was set up. Participants
viewed a CAI film and enjoyed an informative lecture, Excel-
lent materials on computerized instruction containing
several sample CAI programs were distributed to all partici-
pants. Technical difficulties unfortunately, prohibited a
complete demonstration.

A total of 10.5 hours was devoted to this study area.

Conclusions.

1. All participants gained insight as to the tremen-
dous potential existing with the application of
the computer to the educational situation.

1. Sign On/Sign Off, produced by The Pennsylvania State
University.
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2. Not only was a high level of understanding gained
in this area, but participants were exceptionally
motivated and displayed an unusual amount of
interest.

Problem Areas.

No real problem occurred in this study unit.

Recommendations.

Time allotted to this area was adequate, however
several CAI demonstrations and/or tours would no doubt
increase the effectiveness of this unit. One of the con-
siderations recommended is the provision of a guest lec-
turer who is involved in an actual CAI setup. It is felt
that maximum effectiveness could be incurred by having the
participants tour au educational institution on which
computerized instruction is operational.

This study area was found to be of high interest and
motivation to educator-participants.

Selection of a Commuter

Content.

Important facts to be considered in the selection of
a data processing system were presented.

Objectives.

1- To acquaint the participant with facts to be con-
sidered in the evaluation of a computer.

To provide a guide for evaluating vendor-submitted
proposals.

3. To familiarize the participants with the options
available to him in selection of a computer.

Methodology.

Lecture was the chief means of achieving the objectives
desired. A laboratory exercise was provided at the conclu-
sion of the unit to measure the level of understanding
attained by each participant. A total of 10.5 hours,
including laboratory application, was devoted here.
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All important facts to be considered and guides to be
followed in the selection process-were-provided.to the
participants. Elements to be considered-ia-the selection
process were comparisons in: 'central processors,.peripheral
devices, software, future expansion possibilities,.service,
system and educational support and installation factors.

Various comparative rating techniques.used in evalua-
ting the above elements werediscussed. .The various con-
tract options available and the purchase/lease considera-
tions were discussed in depth. The pros and cons evolving
from the unbundling policy now undertaken .hy major vendors
were presented as factors affecting' future purchase and
lease policy.

Transparencies were freely employed to emphasize
comparisons in the attributes of hardware components.

Three sample vendor proposals were presented to each
participant for evaluation and selection of proposed hardware
for application in a school situation. Participants were
required to evaluate each proposal using one of the several
rating methods presented during the unit. Following their
selection of equipment, the participants.were to provide
written documentation with specific reasans.justifying
their choice. In addition, the reasons for disqualifying
the remaining vendors were-also required.

Conclusion.

1. By evaluating the written documentation produced by
each participant, it was established_that a high
degree of understanding and .applicability was
procured within this unit.

Problem Areas.

No major problem areas existed in this unit.

Recommendations.

The time spent on this study area was adequate.

Distributing various vendor proposals and requiring
participants to select the most appropriate proved to be
an extremely effective tool and can be highly recommended.



Consideration should be given to obtaining a guest
lecturer preferably from an organization which is in the
process of, or which has just completed selection of a
computer. Discussion of the guidelines used in the orga-
nization's selection process should prove highly interesting
and effective to the group,

Data Processing Teaching Aids

Content.

The various aids available for instruction in data
processing were presented,

Objectives.

1. To review with the participants the various
teaching aids that may be utilized in data proces-
sing instruction.

2. To make available to the participants the informa-
tion sources for data processing materials.

Methodology.

Two approaches were used in this study area. Each is
described below.

A total of 3,5 hours was involved. Class consisted
of lecture, discussion and a field trip in which computerized
games were demonstrated. The various teaching .aids that
may be utilized in data processing instruction were dis-
cussed. As each type of aid was brought up in discussion,
material pertaining to its source was distributed. Infor-
mation sources were provided on films, slides, manufacturers,
reference information, technical societies, journals and
magazines.

Participants had been introduced to the various aids
throughout the course thus a review and discussion of all
available aids proved sufficient to familiarize participants.

Extensive printed information on sources of data
processing and educational materials, societies and journals
was distributed to each participant.



Conclusions.

A satisfactory level of review was accomplished.
Concrete informational sources were now in the hands of the
participants,

Problem Areas.

None

Recommendations.

It is recommended that computerized .decision-making
games be used in this area when available.... Another con-
sideration to be made: the design and development of
various data processing models.

Current Ap lications in Education

Content.

Various applications of computer technology in
education were presented for review and discussion.

Objectives.

1. To provide an awareness in the participant of the
broad spectrum of areas in education in which
computer technology is being applied.

2. To stimulate research into current educational
applications in preparation for .the .participants
individual problem which will follow this study
unit.

3. To instill in each participant the proper motiva-
tional stimulus necessary for the great effort
about to be undertaken in the final individual
problem.

Methodology.

Two methods of approach were utilized in this study
area.

In the first group, which was comprised of the summer
participants, 7 hours was devoted. Lecture was used, to



inform participants of the abundance of educational areaspresently employing computer technology, There followed an
open discussion on the matter.

Witn the second group, a substantially different approachwas taken, Prior to undertaking this unit, participants
were requested to research articles pertaining to current
applications in education. To accomodate participants whohad no immediate access to technical material, data proces-
sing journals and magazines were brought into the classroom.

In this way, all participants were able to engage in
research, During the actual coverage of this area, partici-
pants were well prepared with discussions on the various
uses of the computer in education, In addition, interest
had been stimulated to a high degree,

Approximately 2.5 hours was entailed in discussion,
however, additional time could well have been used for an
extended discussion period,

To stimulate the participants in regard to the climatic
point of the course, (their individual problem) a member
of the summer group addressed the class, The summer EDITSparticipant who had completed the course in .September spoke
to the class concerning her completed individual problemwhich had been a CA1 system for teaching Music Theory.

The presentation was excellent and her enthusiasm was
contagious in that it instilled the proper motivational
spirit into the group,

Conclusions.

1, The abundance of current technical magazines and
articles researched by the participants provided
adequate coverage of the computer's diverse uses
in present day situations.

2. By providing an abundance of technical material to
the participants, research was stimulated. The
provision of materials eliminated the.frustrations
normally encountered when proper technical materials
are unavailable.



3. The enthusiastic guest .speaker..provided.the
atmosphere of "it can be=done".;_. ,The spirit was
highly evident in the classroom.

4. The level of objectives attained.in this unit
was more than satisfactory; especially when the
second classroom approach was used.

Problem Areas.

The only major problem .which Appeared mas lack of
sufficient discussion time in the second group.

Recommendations.

Very strongly .recommended is. the second .approach
including a lecture from an educator involved in data
processing.

Individual Problem

Content.

Guidelines to be utilized b.y the .participants.in the
development of each individual.problem'vere.presented.

Objectives.

I. To allow each participant to .choose a problem of
interest to him which can he alleviated by means
of data processing.

To allow each participant, individually to
develop and implement.a data .processing system which
would utilize the knowledge obtained during the
course.

3. To measure the value of the training received in
the course,. This .value.can .be measured .b.y the
quality of the participants finalized projects.

Methodology.

Preparation for the Individual .Problem .actually began
one month prior to the actual unit.. At that time each
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participant was required to submit a proposal. describing
his problem selection. After submission, staff members
studied each selection in order to determine its feasibi-
lity. If a submitted problem selection was found to be
impractical, the participant was guided to a more appropriate
area. Two weeks prior to the Individual. Problem unit,
each participant was to submit a second, more detailed,
proposal on problem selection. Within this proposal, each
participant was to define his problem, st the purpose of
his proposed study, and provide the methodology of imple-
menting his system- The purpose of requiring a second
proposal submission was to insure that: (1) no confusion
existed between participant and problem selection, and
(2) no time would be lost by any participant getting "off
on a tangent". The second proposals were also examined
closely by staff members, thereby enabling participants,
whose proposal showed signs of confusion, to be guided
toward a more direct approach.

During this time, team effort was utilized within
the class. Ten participants were assigned to each instructor
for guidance and consultation. In this manner, more
individualized attention and guidance was .provided, in that
each instructor was able to become more thoroughly.fami-
liarized with each project.

Participants were required to develop, implement and
completely document their problem selection.. Final docu-
mentation was to include a complete system description
together with the necessary flow charts, and layouts of all
files used,

Participants were strongly encouraged to attend all
classes during this 35 hour unit. In this way, close
guidance control was provided.

Conclusions.

1. All participants made a problem selection,

2. All participants developed and implemented their
problem selection,

3. All submitted projects were evaluated by staff
members.
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4. A more than satisfactory level was. ,attained on
objectives number one and .two... ..The.maiarity
of the projects evaluated .were .average and .above,
and a number were rated as excellent.

5. While the majority admitted%an.ahundance.of grueling
effort..andmach energy. was required,..they also
admitted to a feeling of intease.satisfaction and
a final integration of.course content.

Problem Areas.

This study area with the fall group hegan4ust prior
to Thanksgiving and continued..an..throl4h..the.end of the
year. As can be deduced, the busy holiday season confounded
the work effort.

Recommendations.

The use of additional analysts to provide individualized
attention is an excellent. aid and its .use .is strongly
recommended. When possible no more than.ten participants
should be assigned to olie analyst.
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Summary of EDIT
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S Class Hours
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Programming
General Review

Practical Applications in
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Practical Applications in
School Administration

Advanced Class Problem
Information Retrieval

I 1

Total Class Hours
Utilized

Group I* Group II*

7.0 7,0

7,0

7.0

14,0
7.0
7.0
3,5
3,5

45,5
101.5

17.5

21,0
00

10,5

10.5
21,0
10.5
91 O

7.0

7.0

14,0
7,0
7,0
3.5
3.5

45.5
101,5

17,5

21.0
3.5
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10.5
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III. Phase III Advanced Applications
to Individual Disciplines
Concepts of Computerized Instruc-

tion 10.5 10.5
Selection of a Computer 10.5 10.5
Data Processing Teaching Aids 3.5 3.5
Current Applications in Educa-

tion 7.0 3.5
Individual Problem 35.0 35.0

66.5 63.0

TOTAL 259.0 266.0

* Group I those participants who began the course on
February 3 and completed on September 29, 1969,

Group II - those participants who began the course on
February 3 and completed on December 30, 1969.



APPENDIX J
Participants Completing EDITS

NAME DISCIPLINE

1.

2.

3,

4.

S.

6.

7.

Beltrami, J.
Berger, M.
Cardone, J.
Cardone, M.
Christian, H.
Daru, G.
Drobnicki, M,

Business Ed,
Guld:Ince
Business Ed.
Business Ed,
English
Guidance, Math,
English, History

Freeland
Lake Lehman
Nanticoke
Northwest Area
Northwest Area
Wilkes-Barre
Crestwood

8. Elias, M. Data Processing Wilkes-Barre
9, Evangelista, Principal Hazleton

10. Ewasko, W. Business Ed, Wilkes-Barre
11, Fidrych, S. industrial Arts West Side Voc,
12. Gattuso, S. French Hanover Twp.
13, Good, S. Elementary Ed. Nuangola
14. Hontz, A. Business Ed. Dallas
15. James, C. Principal Lake-Lehman
16. Kepner, F Superintendent Wilkes-Barre
17. Kepner, M. Business Ed, Wilkes. Barre
18. Kundla, J. Business Ed. Pittston
19. Lipiec, E. Business Ed, Wilkes-Barre
20. Marr, R. Mathematics Dallas
L., Millard, A, Mathematics Wyoming Valley
22. Miscavage, E Industrial Arts Wilkes-Barre
23. Mischak, P Chemistry Hanover
24. Peel, J, Superintendent Wilkes-Barre
25. Petrenchak, 3 Spanish Plains
26. Powell, R. Data Processing West Side Voc.
27. Price, M. Business Ed. Wilkes-Barre
28. Redgate, M. Mathematics Crestwood
29. Riehl, Z. Elementary Ed, Lake-Lehman
30. Rother, D. English, Math, Hanover
31. Rovinski, N- Psychology Wilkes-Barre
32, Sable, M. Music Wilkes-Barre
33, Sabol, N. Business Ed. Wilkes-Barre
34, Schappert, A, Library Wilkes-Barre
35. Shemanski, H Data Processing Wilkes-Barre
36, Solack, E. Business Ed, Wilkes-Barre Twp.
37. Templin, F. Physics Dallas
38. Vernarski, N. Business Ed. Hanover
39. Wazenski, J. Industrial Arts West Side Voc.
40. Yuhas, J. Industrial Arts Pittston
41. Brislin, I. Business Ed. Col. Misericordia
42, Gibbons, Sr. M. L * Business Ed. Col, Misericordia
43. Groblewski, M,*
44. Krawec, E-* Kings College
45. Valetta, Dr, C,* English Kings College
46. Wells, J. *

*Auditor
J-l.



APPENDIX K

Follow up of EDITS Summer Participants

1, Helen Christian. Mrs Christian teaches remedial
reading to "i'L ariaRh grade students in the Nanticoke,
Pennsylvania School District. This has placed her in a
very advantageous postion for bringing about the awareness
of the computes to 11

Mrs, Christian employs the use of current literature
including magazines and journals, in her reading classes.
Due to the numerous articles on computers and automation
now appearing in current literature, Mrs. Christian finds
many articles on computers being used in her reading classes,
The result, she finds, has been two (1) the students
are better motivated in reading due to their desire to know
more about the mysterious s-omputer, and (2) she's now able
to provide simple, yet technically correct answers to their
many questions regarding the computer, In all, the end
result is a better motivated and more informed student.

In addition, Mrs, Christian contributed to several
discussions held by school personnel in fall 1969, in
conjunction with automation of its payroll system.

Regarding her future plans for applying her data
processing knowledge, Mrs. Christian is seriously cOntem
plating expanding her present data processing knowledge
with additional course woik in the hopes of teaching it on
the junior and senior high school level in the future,

2, George Daru. Mr, Daru functions both as a
mathematics teacher 'and guidance counselor at Wilkes-Barre
Township High School, Wilkes-Barre Township, Pennsylvania,
Weekly, he, together with Robert Zavada, a former EDITS
participant, conducts a guidance session for eleventh grade
business-commercial students The purpose of the guidance
session is to aid students in planning for their futures
by informing them of the various career fields availabic to
them. In conjunction with this purpose, Mr, Daru has
informed students of the ever-increasing personnel needs in
the field of data processing. To acquaint these students
with the field, Mr, Daru has been teaching data processing
on a one-period per week schedule. Notes taken during EDITS
classes were used as a basis for his lesson plans; however
InTech is now supplying him with the technical material,
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In addition to establishing a limited course on data
processing for the commercial - business students, Mr. Daru
is reaching the Mathetatics and Science students at his
school. He also functions as counselor for the Mathematics
and Science Clubs at Wilkes-Barre Township High School
where he has been using computer topics for discussion
groups.

Future plans for data processing at Wilkes-Barre
Township High School have already been formulated. Through
discussions with his school principals, Mr. Joseph Riley
and Mr. Mitchell Czock, Mr. Daru is establishing a formal
data processing course for business-commerical students
in 1970. (The limitation to this single discipline
presently is due to scheduling problems). The curriculum
planned to be used is the Data Processing Curriculum
for Educators, as used in the EDITS'course. Supplementary
technical material will be supplied by InTech Corporation.

He initially plans to establish some form of ability
selection criteria. This selection criteria will be
established by means of testing the students applying for
the course, using the Programmers Aptitude Test (PAT).
It might be noted also that he plans to use the same test
in guiding able students toward computer career fields.

He hopes too, that as the course evolves, student
scheduling in later years will permit inclusion of Mathema-
tics and Science students.

There is no doubt that Mr. Daru conscientiously is
attempting to reach all disciplines and to pass on to
others the knowlege he obtained through EDITS.

3. Mary Ann Drobnicki. Teaching English and History
at Crestwood High School, Crestwood, Pennsylvania, Miss
Drobnicki finds, at present, no direct classroom applica-
tion of her data processing knowledge gained through EDITS.

However, her school district is seriously contemplating
bringing data processing into the school and has organized
a committee for this purpose, which includes Miss Drobnicki.



4. MiLhael Lila!) Already 'it! i tstructor in data
processing in the Wilke,-,-Barre city ;,:flool District,
Mr. Elias enrolled in the EDITS (,),1,, rri order to expand
his existing knowledge of r:g Prior to the
course, Mr. Elias had no system hackgiound, either in formal
course work or in experience. A, a re'ult of the systems
course work covered in the EDITS curriculum, Mr. Elias
now is including in Information on
systems analysis and design I:utury courses and
curricula evolve, expansion on these. topics will be made.

5. Stanley Fidrych Functioning as Machine Shop
Instructor at West-Side Vocational Technical. High School,
Pringle, Pennsylvania, Mr Fidrych finds that due to the
EDITS course he is now able to understand up-to-date
technical articles which interrelate his discipline with
data processing. He feels his'stitdont are reaping the
benefits of his expanded uudet-,Thi, Many technical
innovations employing the computLr in industry such as
process-control and numerical-control operations, are not
now vague to him as they once had been.

His hopes for the future are broader. The school in
which he teaches is, in the very near future, purchasing
a computer Mr. Fidrych hopes that with a computer
available to the school, he and hi.- classes may use it to
solve mathematical problems pertaining to the numerically-
controlled machine which is already situated in the school.

With two other LI)ITS partii:liants, he has become
involved in forming an integrated irriculum in order that
all desciplines within the school may justly benefit from
the data processing equipment which will be present on
their school site in the near future,

6. Arthur Hontz Mr. Hontz teaches Business Educa-
tion in the Dallas Senior High School, Dallas, Pennsylvania,
Included in his texts in the Office Practice classes are
practice sets on Automation. Prior to the EDITS course,
Mr. Hontz was required to teach the sets on Automation,
which he did, with little understanding and much apprehen-
sion. His students, he felt, gained little. After com-
pleting the EDITS course he is able to teach the material
on Automation with muchconfidence and ability, thereby
passing on to his students accurate technical information.
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In the future he sees more extensive teaching of
data processing within the high school and involvement in
attendance accounting and grade reporting systems.

7. Eva Lipiec. Mrs. Lipiec is a teacher of Business
Education at G,A.R. High School, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsyl-
vania. During the school year 1968-69, new texts were
introduced into the school for the Business Education
courses, The new texts contained sections on data
processing which were totally unfamiliar and foreign to her.
Had it not been for her participation in the EDlib
course, she claims, she would have been unable to teach
the material to her students, and so would have deprived
them of a wealth of knowledge whith would be required of
them in the business world. Being an extremely conscientious
teacher, she is indebted to EDITS for providing her with
the knowledge of data processing which she needed,

By means of bulletin board displays, Mrs. Lipiec
has been providing students both with an awareness of the
computer and a motivation to the computer field,

A year's subscription to Datamation, a monthly
technical journal for, those in the computer field, was
obtained for all EDITS participants. Mrs. Lipiec regularly
supplies her copy to the school library Accordingly, it
served as a major point of interest not only to those
students in the commerical field, but also to those students
contemplating careers in Mathematics, Science and Engine
ering.

In addition to the above, Mrs, Lipiec has been
actively engaged in teaching an evening adult key-punching
course in the Wilkes-Barre School District during the fall
semester of 1969.

Because of the interest in data processing catalyzed
by the EDITS course, Mrs. Lipiec chose to supplement her
new data processing experience by auditing a programming
course offered by the Wilkes-Barre City School District.
She plans to further expand her data processing knowledge
with additional programming courses,

8. Joseph Petrenchak. Proving that data processing
can effectively be applied to all disciplines, Mr. Petren-
chak, a teacher of Spanish in Plains Memorial High School,
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Plains, Pennsylvania, is now t 1,11-1p, of Spanish
grammar via the flowchart. (o :viiplish this, Mr Petren-
chak related to his Spanish c1.i-,0,; 1110 techniques used
in data processing, that 1-, iti,)n through
charting. Uniquely he expi.diIie'1 tilat the logic of problems
and their solutions can be best clarified and observed by
their schematic representar vin FHA, he brought to the
Spanish students the i hart and effectively
applied it to their pruHk. Hi grammar

Mr. Petrenchak has been called upon by school officials
to lecture to the school tr-ily! 'n the district during
a Teachers lnservice Progr am on the Role of the Computer
in School, In addition he serves as consultant for any
data processing literature coming into the district.

Due to his innate al)11!1, )11)Iod with the knowledge
and experience gained ,Jur5c, Mr Petren-
chak, in addition to his full time job as a Spanish instruc-
tor, now holds a part-time position as instructor of
data processing on a Computer Scien(e Program for Educators.
As such, he reaches some 35 0,111cato!s, in the Columbia,
Carbon and Luze me counties of Penni[vania.

Concerning future ir.i Mr. Petrenchak has
already been scheduled to ..p.(:Ik to senior students within
his school district who are intrefcd. in or who wish to
gain additional information on the field of data proces-
sing.

Plans desired by Mr, Pet!ya,hak tor the future but
infirmly planted due to lack of computer facilities, are the
development of Computer Ass r .>t d Instructional courses
(CAI) in SpanisF.

9, Robert Powell. Presently employed as instructor of
data processing at West-Side Vocational-Technical High
School, Pringle, Pennsylvania, Mr Powell claims the infor-
mation derived from the EDITS course has aided him in three
ways:

(1) Being already a data processing instructor,
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Mr. Powell feels the course has supplemented
his knowledge thus enabling him to become a
more informed instructor,

(2) The system studies gained through EDITS enabled
him to design systems for his school district
consisting of five schools Systems which
Mr. Powell has now designed consist of: a
limited Student Scheduling system, a Grade
Reporting system, an Attendance system, and
a Student Profile system.

(3) Made him aware that data processing is and
should be effectively applied to all disciplines.
Therefore, he has been the catalyst for
developing an integrated data processing
curriculum within his school.

The district an which Mr Powell is employed is in the
process of selecting a computer. Due to the fact that
Mr, Powell is the sole data processing professional in the
school system, a major portion of the responsibility of
computer selection will be deemed to him4 Since he's had
no prior experience in selecting computer hardware, he
feels the information gained in the Computer Selection
study in the EDITS course is invaluable to him.

In addition to computer selection in the near future,
plans for development of the following systems are underway:
an expanded system of student scheduling, payroll, personnel
and budget systems

10. Dorothy Rother. To date, Mrs. Rother, who teaches
English at Hanover High School, Hanover, Pennsylvania has
been unable to apply directly her data processing knowledge
in her class. Due to the lack of environmental and
organizational factors in her school district, she is unable
to foresee her knowledge being directly applied in the
near future. However she plans to continue to develop her
new-found knowledge.

11, Miriam Sable. Teacher of Music in Coughlin High
School, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, Mrs. Sable is now aiding
students interested in electronic music. Prior to the EDITS
course, she was handicapped with the lack of understanding
of the technology discussed in available literature on
electronic music.



Mrs. Sable dcvelovd a Lkl cour,,c dys:gn in Music
Theory as her Individual Problm during the EDITS course.
She is actively planning now ln us' this course in her
music classes. Since thr h,1 LiL,H,c,:try for CAI Is

unavailable in her school district, site will be using the
material she developed as a Programmed Instruction (PI)
course in Music Theory The course, asdeveloped by
Mrs. Sable, will :14,1 ,H.Hv ,tudents entering as
a group, a class in musi.L theory, but in addition will
be an invaluable aid to the music teacher in the case of
late entrants since then the student can learn on an indi-
vidual basis without the constant presence of the instruc-
tor. She plans also to continue developing (.Al programs.

12 Henry Shemanski. Mr Shemanski Is a data proces-
sing instructor for the ihes-Barre School. District,
Wilkes Barre, PennyAlvanla. u re-.ult of the EDITS course
he's now incorporated into their data processing curriculum
a limited study on system analysis and design which comprised
a major portion of the LDITS curriculum. Prior to the
EDITS course, Mr Shemanski had no systems experience in
his educational or work background.

In addition, Mr. Shemanski, in teaching the ForTran
language in his programming course, is now able to contrast
ForTran, a scientifically oriented language, to COBOL, a
business uriented language.

With approval , he hope to expand the present data
processing curriculum to include classes on systems analysis
and design and another on COBOL with the advent of the new
East Side Vocational-Technical School due to be completed
in 1971

13. Joseph Wazenski. Mr. Wazenski, an instructor of
drafting at West Side Vocational Technical School, Pringle,
Pennsylvania, is bringing into his classroom quite a few
discussions on the computer and computerized drafting, By
means of the technical information derived through EDITS,

understanding of the present day technical literature
pertaining not only to his discipline but to related dis-
ciplines, has opened up to him a wealth of information which
he is carrying into the classroom. In addition, Mr. Wazenski
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claims, he now recognizes the effect on the lives of the
students if the instructor due to the lack of understanding,
is unable to convey to them, some understanding of the
present day technology. He is involved in the development
of an integrated data processing curriculum encompassing
all school departments.

Mr, Wazenski has been instrumental in establishing
a data processing course to be provided by West Side Central
Catholic High School, Kingston, Pennsylvania. The course,
an elective, is to begin in February, 1970, and is to be
presented initially as a seminar to eleventh grade students.
In the school year 1970-71, the course is proposed to be
offered as part of the regular school curriculum to
students on the eleventh and twelfth grade levels, Mr. Wa-
zenski, together with Sister Mary Luke Gibbons, another
EDITS participant, are tentatively scheduled as instructors
for the course.

14, Joseph Yuhas. Mr. Yuhas, an instructor in
Industrial Arts at Pittston High School, Pittston, Pennsyl-
vania, is now keeping up to date with technical literature
within his own and related disciplines. Specifically, he
points to technological processes such as numerical control
machinery. Prior to the EDITS Course, he was unable to
understand the present day technical terminology and so
was unable to carry into his class room new technological
innovations to which the students would be exposed upon
completion of their education.

Concerning the future, Mr. Yuhas feels that he will
request a numerical control machine be purchased for class-
room use as soon as it is deemed feasible.
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APPENDIX L

Participants Evaluation of EDITS



Joseph Beltrami.
Business Education

I am gratified that f have participated in such a
practical and in-dcptH (,0117-1-! t()ard direct applica-
tion of working prinLiplcs in a speLitic area.

As you know, the field of data processing is rapidly
becoming an integral part of most school systems, especially
those with more progressive views and ideas toward preparing
students for life,

The calibre of instruction provided by the staff of the
InTech Corporation leaves nothing to he desired instructors
are extremely well-prepared and through their many years of
experience in the field of data processing, are able to
answer effectively any questions any participant may have;
and, as well, they have helped solve most of the resulting
problems and their application toward education.

I have never before, in all sincerity, been a participant
in a program which offered direct application of the teaching
materials to the field in question and, of course, the field
in question in this instance is the field of education. As
a result of the outstanding effort put forth by your corpora-
tion, I cannot visualize any instance in which any participant
cannot use any phase of the material presented.

It is my definite opinion that the funds expended in
this instance for the sole purpose of educatlng educators in
the area of practical applications of data prok:cssing to
education and their, in turn, educating other educators in
the area of data processing applications to education have
been very wisely spent. In the very near future, the benefits
of this program and similar Federal programs will show tremen-
dous results, for, without a doubt, these people who have
successfully completed the project EDITS course are now in
a position to return to their respective school districts, or,
for that matter, any school district, and do a fine job in
assisting their fellow teachers and administrators in adapting
and making the transition from manual data processing to
electronic data processing much more understandable and much
easier so that the transition can be a very smooth one and not
interrupt the normal, every-day running of a district and
cause any break in the flow of data being supplied through
the educational system. Of greater consequence is the fact
that the personnel of the district will be in a position to
utilize the electronic data processing system to achieve



maximum benefits from its operation - their possession of a
working knowledge of data processing concepts will enable
them to do so.

Programs of this type, as long as they are sponsored
on the high level of calibre as the program sponsored by
InTech Corporation, will certainly result in complete change-
over to data processing in the field of education at a
minimum cost fo the taxpaying public. The number of teachers
and administrators in any program who go out into the field
of education and teach other teachers and educators is small
in comparison to the total results achieved by the program;
programs of this type can generate a complete understanding
of data processing techniques and their application to educa-
tion throughout the entire country. Moreover, it also means
that on a per educated teacher basis, the amount of money
expended by the Federal Government will be meager, if not nil,
because school districts, through their own in-service train-
ing programs taught by former participants in courses such as
project EDITS, can certainly educate all of the district's
personnel in the concepts of data processing and their appli-
cation to an individual teacher's discipline.

Aside from the standpoint of teaching educators data
processing techniques in their respective fields, there is a
very important consideration which also should be clarified:
Many of the participants of project EDITS are now in a position
to assist their school districts in establishing new techniques
and systems for the overall benefit of their school districts
so that administrators especially will have information
available to them with regard to their particular school
district. As it now stands, the systems analysts and d;':a
processing personnel establishing systems for school districts
do not have an educational background and establish these
systems through a mechanical process of Standard data
processing procedures. In my opinion, only an educator or
a data processing systems analyst with an educational
background can efficiently set up an entire school system'
utilizing data processing techniques. In this manner, the
district's system will be custom made for the' needs of this
district's personnel.

In closing, I should like to say that in the period of
time covered by project EDITS, the amount of material which
has been presented in the area of data processing with regard
to education leaves no phase to be still covered. IiiTech
Corporation has put an overwhelming amount of effort into
presenting a dynamic, thorough, and comprehensive program,
which, in turn, has assured all participants of a high-quality
education.
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N!aryann herger
Guidance

One of the basie purpoe- ,)t rh ereiise was to give
teachers a working knowledge of data processing. This, I

feel was accomplished in most instances. The instructors
Inew their material and 1.,H-,cct .1n1 were able to explain it
well. Iloweve r , ; t !ia(le to try to
cover too much materiai .s a result, :,ome areas of interest
were not covered as adequatyly as desired. It might be
worthwhile to devote time to class sugested topics.

Another problem area has class length. After a full
day of teaching, three and a half 11-ours requires a lot of
sitting time,lecture combined with lab work is not as diffi-
cult to take as straight lecture. I would definitely advise
greater use of lab work.

Materials were excellent and there was an adequate supply
of them. The use of these by instructors made many subject
areas more understandable.

On the whole, much was gained from the course.

Imelda A. Brislin
3usiness Education

I thought the coure,c %Is eonlilLted in a very professional
manner. it was expertly planned and presented so that all
important aspects of inioimation were covered.

I want to compliment all of the staff members with whom
I was personally involved. Mrs. Onufer, the instructor
is a highly skilled teacher with singleminded dedication to
her subject She has a profound knowledge of her field and
the ability .4.d patience to communicate this knowledge in the
classroom. It was obvious in every class session that she
was extremely well prepared.

I also want to thank Mr. Bob Sepela, the systems analyst,
who worked with me on my individual problem. He is a competent,
patient and courteous person, His assistance was invaluable
in guiding me in my work.

I feel I have gained a great deal in understanding the
heretofore nebulous word of the computer and want to thank
you fox offering this excellent course.



John J. Cardone
Business Education

res, I can say that it met its objectives that is
to say it gave me a much greater insight as to the value of
data processing, computers and their tremendous possibilities
in our future.

Let me thank you for making it possible for people such
as myself to have the opportunity to partake in a class of
this sort. I would also like to commend Mrs._Opufer on her
ability and patience with me. There were times when I was so
tired I am sure I missed pertinent information. When this
occured, it was difficult to concentrate, and therefore I
was the loser. Even under these circumstances, Mrs. Onufer
made the material interesting enough that I did get the
greatest amount, While I am on the subject, I would also like
to thank Mr. Walski for his help and direction in my indivi-
dual problem. For that matter, they were all friendly and
helpful.

There were some weaknesses, but I am not sure that they
were unavoidable. This would be the many different teachers
in the program with different skills. Also, I felt we saw
too few examples of the hardware itself.

Maurice D. Cardone
Business Education

I have always been fascinated and intrigued by the
words data processing and automation. When the opportunity
presented itself to learn the subject and fulfill my
certification responsibility, I was anxious to register for
the course.

I can truthfully say that I have not been disappointed.
The course was what I expected with one exception. I

thought we would be exposed more to the actual equipment and
its operation.

We were quite fortunate to have very competent instructors
in the field. The changing of instructors may have been a
little detrimental because of their different methods of
teaching. Our final instructor, Mrs."Onufer, shGuld be
complimented for the fine job she did in taking both classes
over and in coordinating the instructions. Through her
patience and understanding, I can honestly say that during
the last few months, things started to fall in place.
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the group
most rewarding.
acquired previously boin put
patience and gaidin9, han,t
which seemed insurmounta6i(! at the t..!,

gratifying.

t)roject have been
thc knowledge you've

:n 'fts.Onuler's
t gal projects,
enjoyable and

To sum thing- , irse has been very
good. I've tarnou A puLzled me about
computers and quite ,1 bit tilt iithim.; about previously.
Now my teaching; of business subjects c,in be broadened by
giving the students An :r,-1!6H Norld of Data Proces-
sing and Computers. iho ,I.00plished something
for which I am grateful, I wilt be a biter teacher, which
is my ultimate aim.

George M, 1)aru

Mathematics GuiddnLe

I am writin th e s H. H lettcr you to thank InTech
for affording me the (,rtanity to t.ikc the LDITS course,

The course was one of the most worthwhile and valuable
courses I have taken in Hany year,s.

I believe the instructors we had, especially Mrs. Onufer,
did a tremendous lob, In fa(i, Mrs. onufer, through her
enthusiasm and eopabiiity with lac r 111h)(t matter, has
inspired me in my (:wri t(a,hin

The value vi t he 1 1.)I1S course, aitholigh I am unable at
present to incorporate it into my teaching, nas proved
invaluable in my Uuidancc Classes.

I am at this moment attempting to incorporate it into
a non-credit course for Junior Commercial students. Our
administration seems to look at this quite favorably.

I also believe that I will be able to use the information
obtained from this course in working on my Scholarly Paper,
a requirement for my Master's degree in Guidance at the
University of Scranton.

I can only reiterate my thanks for °tiering such an
excellent course and allowing me to participate in it.

I hope you will he able to offer this course to as
many educators as possible since it is so timely and in such
depth,
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Mary Ann J. Drobnicki
English & Social Studies

1 have found your course, the Educators Information
Technology System to Iye very sophisticated.

While attending any of the finest colleges and univer-
sities, I have not found what I have found in your classes,
and that is team teaching: there teachers formed groups,
shared ideas and worked together to solve a problem or
worked on a project Your instructors were very cooperative
in helping us and guiding us in our studies.

Classes were well planned and organized, and instructors
the finest.

I also found your library very interesting and updated
with latest information on computer science.

Lawrence C. Evangelista
Secondary School Administration

From the standpoint of an administrator, I found the
course to be extremely valuable for teachers, counselors and
administrators. Data processing can be used most effectively
in all disciplines of the curriculum as demonstrated by the
individual problem worked out by the teachers and counselors
in the EDITS class.

As for school management, it is a valuable tool for
grade reporing, attendance and scheduling. In scheduling, it
can do the work in scheduling the traditional class periods
or the new flexible or modular scheduling that is, the'"
trend of modern scheduling of schools today.

I found the quality of instruction to be excellent and
at times superior, especially, referring to Shirley Onufer,
who in my opinion is an excellent, conscientious teacher
who did an extremely difficult job well.

Your idea of using Fred Walski and Bob Sepela, systems
analysts, as resource persons is a modern technique of teaching
the trend in modern education is for students to have resource
people available in classrooms for on-the-Tpot assistance
and guidance.

I will heartily recommend InTech to continue the fine
work and service your organization so ably provided for
educators of Luzerne County this year.
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William 3, Lasko
3usiness Education

Ihe foil ut. 1 ny,
the EDITS course:

by taking

1 Gret %,c,!4 ,.:H ;,1- myself.
2. useful n. , ,Le cou.., in data

processin ,:n

3. The course hr id ,4,. i,theen fact and fiction
,- roil ( r ,on thc

I feel the Instiuci,.L.L ,icrit. aa imparted
a great deal of their "on th, i,:i," experience to the class.

Suggestions iur to!

1. 1c t..

Sebastian. GattusJ
French

I found the (,our:-c 1 n. E t has

opened neh fields ut fit. preciously
realized existed.

The course wa:- i

the world of da-L,
solid to grasp hold
machine-orientated

I thoroughly enjoyed tht
offered.

Sister Luke Gibbons
Business Education

logl,,aliy unfolded
tliou,4ht, something

in a delinitely

which the course

The course, Educators inturFiat,on Technology System,
which I have just compietud )rie of the finst if not
the finest course, I have evAr !,kLa

I make the above 1 oilowing leasons:

1. The course content r tainly selected with
great care and thowAt 'his was evident from
the Initial outline we recived.



2. Each lesson was well planned. I will never cease
to marvel at the ability of the instructors to
lecture for 7 hours, or even 31/2 hours, and at the
same time hold the attention of the class.

Each instrtor, and we did have a few during the
period of the course, gave evidence of having a
very fine background in computer technology, systems
and programming. No matter how technical the
question, and at times the men became very technical,
the instructor was able to answer.

4. Being a teacher, I can say that teachers make for
a very critical class. At no time during the
period of the course did I hear criticism leveled
at an instructor. I think this is a real compliment
for the high calibre of instruction we received.

5. The cooperation, friendliness and help we received
from the entire staff of InTech was tremendous. We
were encouraged to seek assistance. It was a
wonderful example of what should be practiced by
all of us who are involved in this gigantic task of
education.

6. This course has proved valuable to me already in my
business teaching. I believe it will become
increasingly valuable in the future because of the
rapid progress computer technology is making in all
areas of business, education, etc.

It has served also to make me more curious about the
possibilities of the computer in education, and has aroused
in me a desire to do more reading on this subject.

The individual problem was a great learning tool. It
did become a bit of a grind at times, but I think we all
felt challenged and derived a great deal of satisfaction
from the work. Here again, the excellent assistance we each
received from members of the InTech staff was unsurpassable.

The only suggestion I could make, and I don't know if
this is possible, is that the class be held responsible for
some outside assignment each week. As human beings, we all
tend to be lazy and at times self-discipline needs an assist.



Sophie T. Good
Elementary Education

When I registered for this course, I had no idea how
influential the computer was in our everyday life, or what
a great need there was for teachers to teach Data Processing
in our secondary s(!!,-,

InTech Corporation has served a tremendously valuable
service by sponsoring this course. Many schools can now
Incorporate in their curriculum data processing. This will
not alleviate the great need, but it is a good beginning.

The course was of the 111(_thest quality, very informative,
educational and gave the teacher the necessary training
and preparation to teNch ftita Processing.

The teacher, Mrs. Onuter, was a superior teacher. She
was always well prepared, knew her subject matter from A to

Very capable to answer any questions and ver;' helpful
all our problems.

The only suggestion I have is that the individual
problem should he done earlier in the course. For instance,
our individual problem should have been started after we
finished our advanced problem. I may be wrong, but as I

recall our first meeting before classes began, the indivi-
dual problem was to he optional, now it seems to have become
a compulsory item.

On the whole, I have enjoyed coming to classes very
much. I have acquired a tremendous amount of knowledge
concerning computers which otherwise I know I wouldn't get.

This course has done one other thing for me. It has
made me more tolerant of individual children who have a
difficult time to learn. This Is the first time a course
has given me a_greal_ch-allenge, because of this, I have
Learned tolerance with other individuals.

Charles C. James
Elementary School Administration

The over all EDITS course was very informative and
beneficial to my position as a principal. I feel that the
information received on various aspects of computer operation
and use in the schools of the future will be a great asset
to education.



The instructors were understanding and very patient
with this class, I ,specially commend Mrs. Onufer for the
unique job she did in the massive hours of lecture. Her
assistance during the practical applications was greatly
appreciated. Mr. Sepela was a great help in assisting me
with my final problem. Your staff has done a superb job.

I would recommend that additional time be given to
work on the individual problem, I found that in recent weeks
I was rushed in order to complete my problem.

The combined class periods and lecture classes made
the sessions too long. Possibly in the future, the lengthy
lecture hours could be incorporated to include more practical
application.

Materials and supplies were more than ample for all
the work. Audio-visual aids used were sufficient.

The over -all class from February to December was very
good and informative, I deeply appreciate the opportunity
to have had this experience.

Joseph Kundla
Business Education

I have found the course extremely rewarding. The
following is a list of my personal feelings about the course:

1. I believe that Mrs. Onufer deserves a round of
applause for her kindness shown to all in the class.

2. She was very patient, helpful, and very understanding
of each individual's problems. She must be commended
for her willingness to help.

3. The only weakness in the course was due to the fact
that Mr. Martin did not present the lessons as
well as Mrs. Onufer and as a result, much of what
he did teach, was lost to us.

4. The course, I believe, was very well planned. Course
content was well covered and I feel I have learned
a great deal,

S. May I suggest that you offer a course in CAI. Sign
me up, if you do!



Robert Marx'
Mathematics

I am thorouohly p1 ourse which
was offered by your organtal.,,:,, tni:, past year.
As a cesult of this course, I felt hertcr prepared to make
use of the variou:, ta(ilti .1Th ,He by the computer.
The CAI courses hiJ Le t'ai labte for
all will be very nee,.., anti also to the
teacher.

A few sulestlun JJ, to make are:

1. More time spent on decumentation.
2. No (la:es t.h:11;1!, t:ttions.
3. Scheduit is no rush at the end.

wOUld Ilk( T

excellent and mo.5t : wish I would
have had her for the entire ,irse,

Joseph Petrenehak
Spanish

The course was (.onduLte la .(I profess' onal
manner, utilizing many uttc,fie ri(Th(is of presentation.
The instructional staff ha and provided
excellent general attention
to individual pro lems.

There is no doubt. In illy 111111d tl,at the (ourse was
very thorough in content. Much matelial was presented that
was useful, even though it iN:1 not n,ecs:,artly needed for
the particular problems that NiAC part ot the course.

Many topics were introduced, which, in the event of
future needs, could be further researched by interested
participants.

Personally, EDITS has been of a great value'since I
became involved in teaching a st i n t I a r course as a result of
my participation in this project.

Generally, I believe that the value of the course
varies with the area of concentration of each individual
participant. They have all been exposed to new concepts
which will no doubt have an influence on them in the future.
It will also be easier for them to pursue these concepts
further because of what they have learned.
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However, I feel that many participants will not have
the opportunities to use their knowledge to its fullest
extents This is not a reflection on the course, but rather,
on the educational system. There are no provisions made by
the educational system whereby knowledge gained by programs
of this type is officially recognized.

I am confident, however, that the participants will
enlighten many of their fellow educators on the developments
in the field of data processing and that their knowledge will
have an impact on education.



back C. Riehl
Elementary Education

Quality and Value:

I. Well planned.
2. Your inst r pt lence.
3. intertin.
4. Informdte.

Suggestions:

1. More lab work.
2, Less lectures.
3. Hours much too long.
4. More in,11;4.1ual work with more instructors

like too:ard iu en j th(. course.
5. Short homewoik lessons.
6. More problems on education not on voting,

store inventory or others.

Henry W. Shemanski
Data Processing

Please excuse my lateness and my bad printing, but I'm
leaving on a trip in one half hour and had forgotten about
returning your correspondenLe.

For my part, Project hi-HIS was very beneficial but I

co believe it was because of my previous data processing
experience. I do believe some of the other people would
have benefited more from the course if they had studied
and operated the equipment about which they talked, Then
again, since I think the course was designed for data
processing applications, much of the introductory material
could have been skipped. Whatever the purpose of the course,
I know of several of my classmates who were confused because
cf not understanding data processing equipment.

Thank you once again.

Ldward D. Solack
Business Education

May I express my appreciation to the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare; and to InIech Corporation for
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providing me the opportunity to take the Educators Information
Technology System Course. It would have been a finan,cial
hardship on my family if I had to rely on my own financial
resources.

This course has been a rewarding and stimulating ex-
perience for me. It has removed the "hokus pokus" of computer
technology. I now believe that a teacher without some
knowledge of computer technology is handicapped.

I also enjoyed meeting and working with fellow teachers
in the classroom. We were Pble to share and work out mutual
problems. The course was very well planned and organized.
The instruction was excellent. I must admit, however, I had
a preference for Mrs. Onufer, whom I regard as a truly
exceptional teacher.

Miriam Sable
Music

Thank you very much for helping to provide for me the
opportunity to expand my knowledge in the fields of computers,
data processing and related materials throuh the EDITS
course, as presented by the InTech Corporation of Wilkes-
Barre.

The course was well-planned. The personnel were
competent and helpful and materials were excellently presented,
especially by Shirley Onufer, an outstanding instructor.

Through this course, I have been given a glimpse into
what, I believe, will be an important aspect of education in
the near future. Hopefully, this insight is being shared
with young people as well as fellow-educators and other
persons with whom I communicate in my daily activities.

My main suggestion for consideration would be that - in,
view of the time and effort invested by both the InTech
Coporation and the student-participants (educators who
have already earned bachelor degrees), and since, in some
colleges, courses such as this are offered for either grAduate
or undergraduate credits because this is a "new" type of
knowledge, graduate credits would be a more appropriate type
of credit recognition.
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APPENDIX M

EDITS Correspondence



717/823-7176

wdr
M

COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY South Main Towers
116 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18701

To District Superintendents
Secondary School Principals

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is the pertinent information regarding
a course of study starting at King's College on
January 20, 1969.

As this information states, the course is an
opportunity for any educator to study data processing
and computer programming under the auspices of a
federal grant. Too, as this information suggests, a
limitation of enrollment may be set at sixty participants.

Application blanks are enclosed.

Very truly yours,

Ellis W. Roberts, Ph. D.
Mrs. Pat Brislin
Project Directors
EDITS
Education Information Technology Systems



Announcement Announcement Announcement

What A course for teachers called Educators Information Technology
System (EDITS).

Who Open to all teachers or administrators in the public schools.

Tuition

Purpose

None--the project is funded by a federal grant through the
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

1. To instruct teachers in the fundamentals of data processing
with the most recent equipment (third generation hardware and
software) thereby developing trained educators capable of under-
standing data processing.

2. Broaden the knowledge of educators making them aware of
the impact of computers in their own lives and of existing
utilization within their own disciplines, including Social Studies,
English, Science, Math and tha Arts.

Where and When

Instruction

Clazses will be held at King's College. Two sessions a week.
Each session will be 3 1/2 hours in length.

The course will be taught by staff members of Intech Corporation,
Wilkes-Barre. Ellis W. Roberts, Ph. D. and Mrs. Pat Brislin
will act as co-directors.

How to Register

Inform your superintendent .or supervising principalcall
Ellis W. Roberts, Ph. D, at 823-3123 or Mrs. Pat Brislin at
823-7176.

For Further Information

Call Doctor Roberts or Mrs. Brislin at the above numbers.

First Class Meeting

Monday, January 20, 1969, at King's College

b «2

Please post on teachers bulletin board



1. Name
Last

2. Home address

First Middle

City State Phone

3. Date of Birth Place of Birth

Month Day Year

4. jigfiest_Degree

Major

5. Number of years teaching

6. Subjects taught

7. School District

College

8. Buildin Phone

9. Indicate all attendance possibilities:

( ) Monday Wednesday evenings

( ) Tuesday Thursday evenings

10. Indicate previous data processing courses
) Saturday

11. Chief School Officer of District

12. Reason for Interest

Signature

Briefly note

Date



PROJECT EDITS

EDUCATORS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

Name

Address

School District

Project Co-Directors

Ellis W. Roberts, Ph. D. 823-3123

Patricia Brislin 823.7176

A Computer Science Program

for

Educators

L_ _



717/823-7176

COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY South Main Towers
116 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18701

Dear Mrs. Brislin and Doctor Roberts:

The following staff members of the

School District may be tentatively enrolled in the

EDITS (Educators Information Technology System)

Course at King's College.

Please list the names and addresses of your

staff members:

Very truly yours,



717/823-7176

moo

COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY South Main Towers
116 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18701

January 16, 1969

Dear Educator:

We are pleased with your response to project EDITS
and your interest in participation in the Educators Informa-
tion Technology System.

The Systems staff appreciates your interest in this
program and expresses our best intentions of providing you
a professionally and personally rewarding experience.

We request your attendance at a meeting of staff and
applicants to be conducted from 7 to 9 p.m. on Thursday,
January 23, in Room 5115 of the Science Building of King's
College. The meeting will provide an opportunity for com-
pleting registration and for organizing class periods. We
will also give to those attending a complete outline of course
content and objectives.

EWR:md

Very truly yours,

Ellis W. Roberts, Ph. D.
Mrs. Pat Brislin
Project Co-Directors
EDITS
Education Information Technology Systems

M- 5



717/823-7176

411.
COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY South Main Towers

116 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18701

January 24 1 69

Mr. Joseph Beltran/
1001 Bast Ninth Street
Hazletont Penna, 18201

Dear Mrs Beltrami:

You have be solecteli for Inclusio in the /OTTS
comptter scieace program.

Your section will. meet in room S 14$ 0 Sst4rdsY4
begiardog at 906 a4m. Pebruary Sth

W* sr* lookL4g forward to your partici etiouo

Yours truly*

Pat Brislin

PB cak

11406



7171823117176

+/mu aw

COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY South Main Towers
116 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18701

January 27, 1969

Mr, Arthur Hontz
R.D. #1
Hunlock Creek, Pam 18621

Dear Mrx Houtz.

You have been selected for inclusion in the EDITS
computer science program.

Your section will meet in room S 115 Monday and
Wednesday, from 6:00 to 9130 p.m. beginning
February 3rd

We are looking forward to your participation,

Yours truly,

Pat Bri 1 n

PB :ag



717/823-7176

+in
COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY South Main Towers

116 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18701

January 26, 1969

Mr. Maurice' Car4on
1$4 Rost %road Street
Nanticoke, Panful. 1$634

Dear Mr. CArdonet

Yo have bean selected for Inc/
computer science program

Your section will meet in room
Thurs4ay from 600 to 9:$0 p.m.
February 4.

We are looking forward to your

Your truly,

Pot Brislin

POIcak

usion in the SDITS

$ U Tuesday And
geginning

participation,



717/82307176

Ell

Af

COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY South Main Towers
116 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18701

February 240 1960

Mr. Prod M. Templin
Dallas Senior High School
Dallas, Pennsylvania

Dear Mr Tempi in

This Is to inform you that Mrs. Ellen McLoughlin,
Guidance Specialist, will be at the Dallas Senior
High School on Friday, February 28, 1969. Mrs.
McLoughlin will follow the attached interview
schedule on that day.

If there are any conflicts, please call the InTech
office so that other arrangements can be made.

Very truly yours,

Pat BYislin

P8:cak
Enclosure

9



,,,

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE DALLAS SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Friday, February 28, 1969

11:15 - 11:50 Stemplewski, Thaddeus

11:55 - 12:30 Templin, Fred

12:35 - 1:15 Jones, John

1:20 - 2:00 Marro Robert

2:05 - 2:40 Hontz, Arthur

10



717/823=7176

vb.
COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY South Main Towers

116 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18701

August 14, 1969

Dear EDITS Participants:

We hope you have had a nice summer vacation
and are ready to rejoin us in September.

We look forward to seeing everyone in class
at King's College Room S115 on Tuesday, September 20
1969 and again on Thursday September 4 1969 from
6:00 p.m. to 9:30 pem. This schedule will be
followed only during the first week of September.
After that, classes will resume on a regular schedule
of Monday and Wednesday, Tuesday and Thursday.

Since many of the Saturday group attended class
during the summer, Saturday classes will be
discontinued.

Would you please check below what days you
plan to attend and return your answer to InTech at
your earliest convenience.

Sincerely,

`RiciA4

Ellen Janeildioughlin

InTech Corporation
116 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, Penna. 18701

I plan to attend the Pall session of the EDITS
program on: (check one)

Monday-Wednesday Tuesday-Thursday

Signed

1

(Name)
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EDITS Publicity
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Dr. R. Louis Bright

ffey Eduector to S ea
To 6 Lecc11 Educd

k

rs
Some 60 educators from Luzerne County, who are

engaged in a comprehensive data processing education
program, will hear a talk tomorrow evening at King's
College by Dr. R. Louis Bright, distinguished inter-
disciplinary professor at
Baylor University. "

A former associate com-
missioner of the U. S. Office of
Education in Washington, D.C.,
,Dr. Blight will prpvide added
emphasis to the $250,000 pro-
gram being carried under a re-
search contract granted to the :.

INTECH Corporation, 116 South .
Main Street, city.

Project coordinators are Pa-
. tricia Brislin, president of IN-
. TECH Corporation, and Dr. El ii

Roberts, president of the Wilkes-
Barre Business College.

The federal grant and the
arrangements for the distin-

buished
speaker were arranged

y Congressman Daniel J. Flood,
who also revealed during the
Week that King's College had 1;

provided $12,300 toward this
data processing field testing
program for educators.
Prominent Guests

In the audience tomorrow for
Dr. Bright's ad(Tress will be Dr.
Glen Boerrigter, director of Ele-
mentary - Secondary Education,
Bureau of Research in the U.S.
Office of Education, and his col-
league, Dr. Arch Steiner, project
officer for the Office of Edu-
Con.

Dr. Bright is a native of Oil
City, Pa. and a graduate of the
Carnegie Institute of Technology
with a B.S. in Mathematics and
a M.S. and D. Sc. in Electrical
Engineering.

In his professional life, Dr.
Bright has been intensively in.
'volved in both the field of edu-
cation and Oa field of engineer-

Ns, It

t tor 4

DR. R. LOUIS BRIGHT

ing, and more recently using
these areas of discipline in com-
bination, has become active in
the development of programmed
instruction. His professional ex-
perience includes seven years
with the Carnegie Institute
teaching Electrical Engineering,
primarily on the graduate level
and several years as a practicing
engineer w i t h Westinghouse
Electric during which time he
held the' position of Supervisory
Engineer responsible for design
of power semiconductor devices

(Continued on Page 3, Sec. 2)
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I (Continued from Page 1, Sec. 2)

and later that of Program Man-
ager of Industrial Computer De-
velopment,

In 1960, he became Associate
Director for Research of the
Westinghouse Central Research
Laboratories, which had a staff
of 600 professionela and 280 Ph.
D.'s. While in this position, Dr,
Bright became, involved with
the schools being operated by
Westinghouse for pre-s c h o 01
children of minority groups; high
school dro-outs; and juvenile
delinquents.

Dr. Bright as responsible for
establishing a behavioral tech-
nology department, which had a
staff of 15 psychologists, to
study the basic motivation of
these groups. These experi-
mental programs had rather
spectacular success marked in
part, by a 11/2' year improvement
in the reading level of the stu-
dents on the basis of Y2 day in-
struction over the period of
3 months.

In 1965, Dr. Bright was ap-
pointed to the position of As-
sociate Commissioner of the
Office of Education in Washing-
ton, D.C. While in this position,
he served as Director of the
Bureau of Research and had
complete responsibility for all
Office of Education training pro-
grams, including the research,
development, demonstraeion and
dissemination of informtion.

In 1968, Dr. Bright left the
Office of Education to accept his
current position as distinguished
Interdisciplinary professor, OFC.
of the president, of Baylor Uni-
yersity, Waco, Texas.

Dr. Bright's professional ac-
complishments include numerous
[engineering patents; the Alfred
Noble award from the Joint
Engineering Societies for his
paper on "Junction Transistors
used as Switches;" and Chain
man of the National IRE Com-
mittee on Solid State Circuitry.
Dr. Bright's name appears in
Who's Who in American Edu.
cation and American Men o
Science. 4 t JV
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$240,00 Research
Contract Announced

computing program teaching ap-

added Ding'?~ College has pro- using a staff of, 11 professional
'from Washington, D, C., and Program will be provided by

Congressman Daniel 3, Flood,
who made the announcement yes- tion directly to the teacher's own

ing field testing program for educators , has 'been awarded to
Intech Corporation, 116 South Main Street,

terday, said the grant comes ditcipline.

A research contract totaling $240,000 to conduct a data process-

;

vided a $12,300 contribution to- data processing personnel and,

Project coordinators will be industry, the Acadt Ale proles-
seven guest lectures drawn fromviards the program.

sions and data processing. Pro.Patricia Brislin, president of In-
ram will be completed in a IP,tech, and Dr. Ellis Roberts, Ares- g

ident Of Wilkes-Barre Business- month PeriQdt. -,... 4' ,4 ,,,,4 ,*i. .4./
'College.

Congressman Flood said the
project will,include 60 educators
from Luzerne County area in a
comprehensive data processing
education program consisting of
259 class hours, laboratory ses-
sions, plus special tutorial ses-

1 licition and additional applica."

sionb, It will serve to provide
educators with understanding rif
recent concepts of informatiom,
utilizing their own disciplines.

Laboratory sessions will in-
clude "hands-on" computer test-
ing and additional testing ses-
sions performed on a "remote"
'basis.

Training" phase consists of
fundamentals of data processing,

A
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1111.,
Dr. R. Louis Bright

Key Educator to Speak
To 60 Loc,4 Educclors
some 60 educators from Luzerne County, who are

engaged in a comprehemive data processing education
program, will hear a talk ',morrow evening at King's
College by Dr. R. Louis Bright, distinguished inter-
disciplinary professor at
Baylor University.

A former associate corn-
rnissiuner of the U. S. Office of
Education in Washington, D,C.,
Dr. Blight will pp vide added
emphasis to the 4;250,000 pro-
gram being carried under a re-
search contract granted to the
INTECH Corporation, 116 South
Main Street, city.

Project coordinators are Pa-
tricia Brislin, president of IN-
TECH Corporation, and Dr. Ellis
Roberts, president of the Wilkes-
Barre Business College.

The federal grant and the
arrangements for the distin-
guished speaker were arranged
by Congressman Daniel J. Flood,
who also revealed during the
week that King's College had
provided $12,300 toward this
data processing field testing
program for educators.

. Prominent Guests
In the audience tomorrow for

Dr. Bright's address will be Dr.
Glen Boerrigtet director of Ele-
mentary Secondary Education,
Bureau of Research, in the 'U.S.
Office of Education, and his col-
league, Dr. Arch Steiner, project
officer for the Office of Edu-
'ion.

Dr. Bright is a native of Oil
City, Pa. and a graduate of the
Carnegie Institute of Technology
with a B.S. in Mathematics and
a M.S, and D. Sc. in Electrical
Engineering.

In his professional life, Dr.
Bright has been intensively in-
volved in both the field of edu-
aation and the field of, engineer-

r

f.

DR. R. LOUIS BRIGHT

ing, and more recently using
these 'areas of discipline in com-
bination, has become active in
the development of programmed
Instruction. His professional ex-
perience includes seven years
with the Carnegie Institute
teaching Electrical Engineering,
primarily on the graduate level
and several years as a practicing
engineer w i th Westinghouse
Electric during which time he
held the position of Supervisory
Engineer responsible for, design
of power semiconductor devices

(Continued on Page 3, Sec. 2)

Ke y Education
( Continued from Page 1, Sec. 2)

and later that of Program Man-
eager of Industrial Computer De-
{velopment,

In 1960, he became Associate
Director for Research of the
Westinghouse Central Research
Laboratories, which had a staff
of 600 professionals and 280 iPh.I
D.'s. While in this position, Dr.I
Bright became involved with
the schools being operated by.
Westinghouse for pre-s c h o o 1,
children of minority groups; high
school dropouts; and juvenile
delinquents.

Dr, Bright as responsible for
establishing a behavioral tech-
nology department, which had a
staff of 15 psychologists, to
study the basic motivation of
these groups. These experi-
mental programs had rather
spectacular success marked in
part, by a 1% year improvement
in the reading level of the stu-
dents oit the basis of 1/2 day in-
struction. over the period of
3 months.

In 1965, Dr. Bright was ap-
pointed to the position of As-
sociate Commissioner of the
Office of Education in Washing-
ton, D.C. While in this position,
he served as Director of, the
Bureau of Research and had
complete responsibility for all
Office of Education training pro-
grams, including the research,
development, demonstration and
dissemination of informtion.

In 1968, Dr. P. ight left the

Office of Education to accept his
current position as distinguished
Interdisciplinary professor, OFC.
of the president, of Baylor Uni-
ersity, Waco, Texas.
Dr. Bright's professional ac-

omplishments include numerous
ngineering patents; the Alfred

Noble award from the Joint
ngineering. Societies for his
aper on "Junction Transistors
sed as Switches;" and Chair-

man of the National IRE Corn-
, mittee on Solid State Circuitry.

Dr.+ Bright's name appears is
Who's Who in American Edu-
Dation and American Men,..of
Science.
Lti

,
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Educators Complete Course
0

41111111... 441

(Photo by Broody),InTech Corporation recently presented certificates to 15 local educators, who are re-
, ported to be the first in the nation to complete the Educators Information 'Technology Sys- 'i. tern (EDITS).

EDITS is an innovative project in education being conducted by InTech Corporation, a
local consulting firm, under the sponsorship of the U. S. Office of Education. It is designed to 4provide educators with a comprehensive understanding of computer technology.

1Mrs. Patricia Brislin,. president of InTech Corporation, presented the certificates of )completion. .

. ,First of the 6,0 educators from upper Luzerne County, who are participating in the Tproject, to complete the program are:
Seated, left, to right: Jeanne Wells, Miriam Sable, Helen Christian, Mary A. Drob- :8

nieki, Dorothy Rother and Eva Lipiec.
1

,

) :manski, George., Daru,, Robert .Powell, Stanley , Widrycho Joseph Wazenski and Joseph ,.
, Standing, left to right:, Joseph Petrenchak, Arthur Hontz, Michael Elias, Henry

you,,..1.%c., .3_0 i Ait %:,'.0.4 I f ', 'I; ., ,,

..
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Computers iscussed

'

Dr. Andre Kirchberger, center, Paris France, administra-tor of the Center of Educational Research and Innovation of
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
conferring last night at InTech Corporation, 116 South MainStreet.

Left to right: Patricia Brislin, president of InTech Corpo-
ration; Dr. Kirchberger and Dr. R. Louis Bright, interdisci-
plinary professor at Baylor University, Texas.

Former French

Ministry Aide
Visits InTech

Computer.Edutation
Link Surveyed by
Dr. Kirchberger

Dr. Andre Kirchberger, Paris,
France, administrator of the
Center of Educational Research
and Innovation of the Organiza-
tion for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD),
based in Paris, yisited Wilkes-,
Barre- last night to review a'
U. S. Office of Education proji
ect being, conducted at InTech
Porporation, 116 South Main;
Oliveto. to-4.4,4,404 *4
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The projectthe Educators' In-
formation Technology S y stem
(EDITS)is designed to familiar-
ize educator g with computer
technology and its applications)
to the field of education. Project
is being participated in by 60
educators of upper county.

Dr. Kirchberger, who is a
graduate of University of Paris
in the fields of science and psy-
chology, is visiting the United
States in connection with re-
search beng done by the Center
to develop an international uni-
formity of computer education
and computer science curriculum
for educators.

OECD, with 26 member na:-
Cons, is the successor to the
Marshall Plan.

Dr. Kirchberger has been with
OECD one year and served as

.an officer in the French Ministry
for Sc,kntific Research.

Prior to his visit to Wilkes-
Barre, Dr. Kirchberger met with
top ,Office, of Education officials
tin Waollington, At adind,, will

later review projects' in other
areas of the nation.

He became familiar with Pro-
ject EDITS through an address
given by Dr. R. Louis Bright,
interdisciplinary professor at
Baylor University, Texas, and
former Associate Commissioner
of the U. S. Office of Education,
et a May meeting of OECD in
Paris.

Dr.r. Bright, U. S delegate to
the Center for Educational Re-
search and Innovation, accom-
panied D r Kirchberger to
Wilkes-Barre.

Dr. Kirchberger conferred with
Patricia Brislin, president of In-
Tech Corporation, and other
members of its staff and alsO
visited classes at the South Main.
'Street institutio4044.1:o4,41

,,cytel4
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